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Abstract

In the middle of 1990s, World Wide Web technology initially steps into our life. Now,
30 years after that, widespread internet access and established computing technology
bring embodied real life into Metaverse by digital twin. Internet is not only blurring
the concept of physical distance, but also blurring the edge between the real and
virtual world.

Another breakthrough in computing is the blockchain, which shifts the root of
trust attached to a system administrator to the computational power of the system.
Furthermore, its favourable properties such as immutable time-stamped transaction
history and atomic smart contracts trigger the development of decentralized au-
tonomous organizations (DAOs).

Combining above two, this thesis presents a privacy-aware biometric Blockchain
based e-passport system for automatic border control(ABC), which aims for improving
the efficiency of existing ABC system. Specifically, through constructing a border
control Metaverse DAO, border control workload can be autonomously self-executed
by atomic smart contracts as transaction and then immutably recorded on Blockchain.
What is more, to digitize border crossing documentation, biometric Blockchain
based e-passport system(BBCVID) is created to generate an immutable real-world
identity digital twin in the border control Metaverse DAO through Blockchain and
biometric identity authentication. That is to say, by digitizing border crossing
documentation and automatizing both biometric identity authentication and border
crossing documentation verification, our proposal is able to significantly improve
existing border control efficiency.

Through system simulation and performance evaluation by Hyperledger Caliper,
the proposed system turns out to be able to improve existing border control efficiency
by 3.5 times more on average, which is remarkable. What is more, the dynamic digital
twin constructed by BBCVID enables computing techniques such as machine learning
and big data analysis applicable to real-world entity, which has a huge potential to
create more value by constructing smarter ABC systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Overview

During the COVID-19 pandemic in 2021 and very recent war-affair between Russia
and Ukraine, border control becomes an issue. It is not only because there is a sharp
increase in border crossing demand but also a shortage in border control officers due
to sick leave. Plus, in accordance with [389], the border crossing demand in 2025
will reach 887 million for land, air, and sea travellers in the EU, compared with
722 million in 2020 with an increase rate of about 5 percent per year. Similarly,
the estimated number of individual(non-commercial) files to be stored in the border
control agent system will be 128 million at 2025 compared with 104 million at 2020,
which the annual growth rate is about 4.6%. That is, existing border agent capability
is capped; therefore, the border control efficiency needs to be improved.

What is more, passport as legal identity credential is requested to present at
border checkpoint all the time; however, existing centralized surrogate e-passport
identity management system bears enormous risks. Like for instance, exposing itself
as a single point of malicious attack, system administrator functional creep for user
footprint tracking, system breakdown, and user private data breaching etc.

Most important, since current e-passport still requires a passport book to carry a
microchip so that biometric identity data can be embedded on it, biometric identity
authentication is only able to conduct at where the passport book is. Even though
existing e-passport is portable, it suffers all the difficulties embedded with physical
distance.

To add on, border crossing involves a large number of documentation verification,
especially for commercial business entity who is required to declare customs. It
normally is the most time consuming procedure among the entire border crossing
workflow, which the existing method is to conduct the documentation verification
manually.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 1.2. Research Question

Last but not least, in theory, efficient smart border control depends on constructed
digital twin of every real-world individual person and the logistic transportation
vehicle so that supervision upon all border crossing events can be effectively and
efficiently conducted; However, a digital twin like that is still not yet to come. The
reason of that can be summarised into two folds. First, individual digital twin requires
fidelity. It means and requires that the individual’s corresponding digital identity
is able to be authenticated by real world legal identity credential. In the case of
border control, it refers to use digitized passport to authenticate the individual’s
digital twin identity. By the same token, logistic transportation vehicle digital twin
requires vehicle’s entire attributes to be mapped into its digital twin but not just
driving number plate. That is to say, vehicle’s ownership has to be able to be
authenticated in its digital twin. Second, verifying the present of a bodily human
over open internet. That is to say, constructing individual bodily person’s digital
twin is difficult due to the fact that verifying the present of a bodily person over open
internet is problematic, and digital identity is forgeable by identity thief through
computational manipulations.

1.2 Research Question

In 2019, W3C has already published the “verifiable credentials data model 1.0:
expressing verifiable information on the web[121]”, which is deemed as the standard
data model of creating digital verifiable credential. It means creating a verifiable
digital twin for real world identity credential such as university degree certificate and
birth certificate is solvable. However, creating an individual bodily person’s digital
twin is still hard to fulfil. The difficulty mainly comes from that it is extremely hard
to verify the present of a human being over open internet. As Peter claims “no one
knows you are a dog if you are on internet [525],” it points the same problem out.
Therefore, digital identity authentication is always a reasonable risk-based assurance
process[204], [386].

To be more precise, even though the digital twin of the real world identity
credential is solvable, the mapping between the digital identity credential and the
bodily human person is still difficult. Indeed, that difficulty is derived from the
mechanism of the digital identity being authenticated, which normally is either
knowledge-based or challenge-based scheme. That is to say, either the knowledge
or the challenge nowadays is easily to be stolen or sorted by identity thief through
computational manipulations.

In real world border control scenario, regardless of how the border crossing
legitimacy is verified, it has to be guaranteed that border crossing permit is only
given to the lawful right person. Therefore, it is required that when border control
efficiency is improved, the border crossing accuracy cannot be sacrificed. To sum it
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up, in this thesis, there are three principal research questions(RQ) are addressed:

RQ 1: How to create a digital twin for individual bodily person in the Metaverse?

RQ 2: How to effectively improve the border crossing efficiency overall?

RQ 3: How secure and robust is the proposed system in terms of preserving identity
privacy and protecting system security?

1.3 Thesis outline

To answer RQ 1, the main obstacle of verifying the present of a bodily person over
internet has to be conquered. In current literature, the optimal answer of that
is biometric identity authentication. Therefore, in Chapter 2 Related Work,
biometric identity management(IdM) system is well reviewed, including detailed and
dominated data privacy preserving methods and system security protecting methods.
Most important, it has been mentioned in ‘Problem Overview’ that existing e-passport
system suffers criticism of being a centralized system and bears huge risk. Therefore,
both fast identity online(FIDO) and public key infrastructure(PKI) are reviewed
as two established authentication system in current literature that have the most
potential to replace the centralized IdM systems. Apart from that, the new trending
decentralized self sovereign identity(SSI) and SSI IdM are reviewed as well. In that
subsection(chapter 2.4), the research focus is given to “how to preserve biometric
data privacy in SSI”. At the end of chapter 2, in order to answer RQ 2 well, existing
e-passport and smart border control system are reviewed, which aims to identify the
main obstacles and challenges in existing smart border control system.

To add more onto RQ 1, further investigation about identity and identifier in the
Metaverse(Chapter 3) is conducted. That is, we clarify and distinguish the three
separate concept: real life identity, identity in the Metaverse, and the digital twin
identity in the Metaverse. Particularly, by giving a clear and well-defined explanation
about identity and identifier at the very beginning, properties and functions of digital
twin identity in the Metaverse can be well understood. Plus, decentralized identifier
and identity credentials are also well researched in this chapter, which includes
decentralized identifier and the digital verifiable credentials.

In order to answer RQ 2 and RQ 3, the proposed automatic border control solution
is constructed as an integration of two Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain. Specifically,
one chain is a biometric Blockchain based IdM system, which is able to generate the
digital twin of a real world bodily person, vehicle, and commercial business entity. The
other chain is a Blockchain Metaverse Decentralized Autonomous Organization DAO
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for the border control agency, which is also where the IdM Blockchain generated digital
twin being projected to. Therefore, Chapter 4 Identity Management System
and Chapter 5 Blockchain are well researched.

In Chapter 6, the privacy-aware biometric Blockchain based e-passport system
for automatic border control solution is fully proposed, and then in Chapter 7 the
system implementation and performance evaluation is offered. Finally, it comes to
Chapter 8 where a summary of this thesis, research question revisit, contributions,
and future work recommendations are made.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Biometric IdM System

Digital identity management system is always problematic in open internet. In
general, traditional digital identity authentication mechanism is dominated by
knowledge-based credentials like password or PIN number, which nowadays is
not considered secure enough any more [162]. To be more precise, the digital
identity normally is a combination of a digital identity(identifier) and identity
attributes(credentials) [437]. Specifically, a user’s identity is represented by a digital
identifier which can be identified and called remotely over internet. The digital
identity attributes normally is a proof of a user has full control over a digital identity
[162].

The straightforward issue in these traditional digital identity authentication
methods is that passwords are way easy to breach and forget. Password fatigue and
password thieves cause digital identity misuse and bring huge risk to online service
provider [291]. They are getting more and more insecure about who on earth they are
providing their service to. To tackle that, biometric identity authentication sheds its
light on digital identity authentication solution as biometric identity data is globally
unique, persistent, and intrinsic to one and only real human being. By deploying
biometric identity authentication, it does not only authenticate a digital identity but
also proves the present of a real bodily human being over the thin air [210].

From traditional centralized or federated surrogate digital identity system such
as password-based systems, to nowadays popular biometric-based system, completely
fool proof authentication is still not yet to come. On one hand, internet service
provider requests higher and higher user identity assurance especially in the scenarios
where there is a request for legal enforcement. On the other hand, robust quantum
computing algorithms make spoofing attacks and data breaches way easier than
before. Admittedly, biometric identity authentication has higher assurance and is
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user friendly, but its application to the general public is hindered because of biometric
data storage and transmission security concerns.

To be more precise, biometric identity management system has some significant
challenges due to the nature of biometric data. That is,

1. Publicly collectable. human face identity, voice, gaits, and even fingerprint,
they are private information, but it is publicly collectable from cameras,
CCTVs, scanners and recorders. Even though both governmental and official
organizations are trying the best to secure biometric identity information usage
and preserve the privacy of biometric data by imposing biometric data storage
and transmission regulations, biometric data publicly collectable nature is
eternally contradictory with the requirement of confidentiality and privacy [110],
[111].

2. High intra- and inter-personal variance. Due to the fact that biometric
data collection process contains noises from both outside environment such
as illumination, background, angles, and inside variances such as scars, dirt,
pressure, and position etc, biometric data has high intra- and inter- personal
variance [45]. It indeed draws a major shortcoming for verifying biometric
identity data integrity after transmission over open internet.

3. Permanency. In accordance with [48], most biometric identity traits are stable
and persistent, which means they are permanent and does not change over a
person’s life time. Therefore, once biometric identity is leaked or stolen, it
is impossible for biometric identity owner to change to a new one. That is,
permanency in biometric data becomes a serious drawback.

Therefore, a good practise of biometric IdM system has to be able to preserve
privacy and protect system security.

2.1.1 Preserving biometric IdM privacy

Biometric identity information as intrinsic private data is required to preserve its
privacy by both government and internet communities. There are few established
regulations and standards to regulate biometric identity data conducts in the open
internet.

2.1.1.1 Biometric data protection regulations

• Biometric Database and online transfer protocols – IEEE 2410-2019 - IEEE
Standard for Biometric Open Protocol(BOPS) [244] defines the framework
and specifications for multi-level access control and assurance for identity
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management protocols. It adopts homomorphic encryption and a simple API to
facilitate the application of this protocol, which is software supported mechanism
[206].

• UK Confidentiality and Privacy Law of online personal data storage and trans-
mission - General data protection regulations (GDPR) [402]. It profoundly and
comprehensively defines a standardized mechanism for general data protection
method, which principles, lawfulness, fairness and transparency are all well
defined in the regard of conducting operations to access, rectification, erasure,
restrict processing, data portability and objects.

• The ISO/IEC Standard 24745 on Biometric Information Protection - [86]
provides a general guidance for the protection of biometric information.
According to this standard, a protected biometric reference is typically divided
into two parts, namely, pseudonymous identifier (PI) and auxiliary data (AD).
Depending on how these two components are generated, biometric template
protection schemes can be broadly categorized as:

1. Feature transformation approach.

2. Biometric crypto-systems.

A detailed review of biometric template protection approaches is available in
[29], [199], [428] for in-depth analysis.

• Trusted execution environment(TEE) and secure element (SE) – TEE [417] is
an isolated area in a hardware’s main processor, which is completely separated
from the hardware device main operation system and designed to compute,
store and process high security data, such as password, security generation, key
distribution and verification etc [159]. To put in more detail, the applicable
devices are smart phones, tablets, and set-top boxes etc, which the security of
connected devices and the device itself are all required to have regulated security.
Whereas as a contrast, a secure element is a processor that mainly aims to
protect the device against unauthorized access and confidential data[404].

2.1.1.2 Biometric data privacy preserving methods

As in the regulations listed above, the transmission and storage of biometric data is
not allowed to be raw plain-text , but rather has to be fully encrypted [86], [244],
[402]. Since biometric IdM system is a very established subject, there are quite a
few established and well-known biometric identity preserving methods available in
the current literature. Even though the privacy-preserving methods are encryption
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dominated, it turns out very effectively and robust[111].

A. Symmetry Encryption

Symmetry encryption refers to use the same key to encrypt and decrypt information,
such as simple encryption and homomorphic encryption. Simple encryption generally
refers to straightforward same key-based encryption and decryption, which is normally
used to secure biometric identity information locally such as smart cards, mobile
phone, and laptops. Therefore, a system is impossible to decrypt an encrypted
biometric data without user vulnerably gives the encrypt key out; therefore, the
data(encryption key and/or biometric identity information) exchange environment
is deemed very secure.

In simple encryption, it normally requires a local server to host encryption key
collection from user. Like for instance, biometric identity like facial image can be
encrypted but annihilates neighbourhood features completely, which the result image
is presented as above in Figure 2.1 (left: original image, right: encrypted image).
That is, to secure local biometic identity authentication or secure the biometric
identity template storage at local device, simple encryption is always the first choice
when the data exchange environment is very secure.

Most important, in simple encryption, the encryption key normally is very simple
as well, such as PIN numbers. It is very easy to implement and has very low cost
as well. However, in the case of biometric identity authentication online, simply
encryption is not deemed as strong enough to protect biometric identity template.

Figure 2.1: A facial image is simple encrypted which annihilates image neighbourhood
feature completely [195]: left: original image, right: encryption image

By similar token, homomorphic encryption can be used to performed operations
on cipher-texts directly without knowing its original plain-text at all [75], [111], [538].
That is,
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E(x)⊗E(y) = E(x⊗ y) (2.1)

Where
E(x) = xg{key ∶ (n, g)} (2.2)

And the homomorphic multiplication is

E(x) ⋅E(y) = xg ⋅ yg = (x ⋅ y)g = E(x ⋅ y) (2.3)

However, the major drawback of homomorphic encryption once to be that it cannot
perform simple addition, and it is semantically non-secure [111]. Later for the same
public key key ∶ (n, g), Paillier [324] switched the exponential base from the data to be
encrypted to a random base, which makes additions possible and way more efficient
as in below formula

E(x) ⋅E(y)∝ gx ⋅ gy = gx+y = E(x + y) (2.4)

Homomorphic encryption indeed is ideal, as verifier can authenticate any user’s
identity by simple operations on cipher-text directly without any knowledge on
user’s secret nor the plain-text of the transmitted raw data, which above function
is the fundamental principle of zero knowledge proofs [183]. However, homomorphic
encryption in biometric identity authentication normally very expensive in the regard
of computational cost and system encryption library set ups which is not seen practical
especially interoperability is considered as well [111].

B. Cryptography: Asymmetry Encryption

Similar with symmetry encryption, cryptography-based methods aim to encrypt
original biometric identity data into cipher. However, the major difference between
cryptography and symmetry encryption is cryptography has two different keys:
one is for encryption and the other is for decryption. Plus, classical asymmetric
cryptography has an irreversible relationship between the two keys (private key and
public key). That is, even though public key is made publicly available, private key
is still mathematically non-revertible and non-deducible from the public key.

Generally, an ideal cryptography system requires two elements [111]:

1. Irreversible encryption without the key.

2. Semantic security in the cipher. That is, two different encrypted ciphers should
have no mutual information at all.
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One significant drawback of cryptography solution is the cipher completely lost
the feature of the original biometric data, which the biometric traits are covered by
cryptography techniques [111].

C. Transformation

Consider the complexity of encryption key transfer in remote biometric identity
authentication, it is possible to match biometric data directly in encrypted data
domain, which eliminates the necessity of decryption and key transmission from the
root. The obvious benefit of matching biometric identity in encrypted domain is
the biometric identity turns to be revocable [180] as the identity feature extracted is
derived from encrypted data but not user’s original biometric features.

To add on, to further protect the channel of biometric data transmission,
distortion-based transformation can still keep some of the topological structure of
the original image. One demonstration is illustrated above as in Figure 2.2 by linear
single point value distortion method (left: original picture, middle: distortion value
7, right: distortion value 15).

Figure 2.2: Linear single point value distortion of facial image: left: original picture,
middle: distortion value 7, right: distortion value 15

What is more, non-reversible transformation on biometric data is commonly
named as cancellable biometrics [372]. Compared with biometric encryption,
biometric transformation has some generic rule which retains original data feature
after transformation. Plus, transformation significantly involves in parameter pre-
settings; therefore, it gives user priority to set a user-specified key/parameter. Most
important, transformation-based approach gives verifier a flexibility to conduct the
verification based on either the after-transformation data itself or features extracted
from transformed data [345].

Due to transformation has to input parameters, biometric verification based on
transformation method is commonly seen as a two-factor verification. That is, both
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the parameter/key knowledge based secrets and the biometric identity itself. To put
in more detail, below are conventional transformation methods:

• Parameters/PIN - Transformation depends on a user-specified parameter or
key, which is

y = Transformation(biometricrawdata, user specifiedkey/PIN) (2.5)

• Filters - Random filters, PIN-based random kernel, which is theoretically based
on minimum average correlation energy theorem as below

y = quantization(filterfunction(biometricrawdata) (2.6)

However, it has been proved that the adversarial system is able to guess the
transformation function based on large enough training set. Therefore, recent research
point is to make the transformation function into a computational intractable problem
[111].

• Cryptographic transform - Shuffling or bio-hashing are two classical methods
for biometric cryptography transformation [345]. Specifically, a bit-block
shuffling key ‘ 1011001’ is the generic shuffling rule for all biometric data,
and the Hamming distance is not affected by shuffling at all. In general,
shuffling transformation is revocable, template diversity (not applicable to
cross-database matching scenarios) , protected against stolen biometric data,
and privacy protection. Plus, de-shuffling, even with a prior information, is
a nondeterministic problem [248]. However, in biometric IdM system, if the
shuffling key is changed, the old biometric identity template has to be changed
according as well. It requires the shuffling key exchange if the biometric identity
authentication is conducted cross-platform, which hinder the application of this
technique [267].

D. Biometric Encryption

As emphasized before, biometric raw data contains large inter- and intra-personal
variance due to a lot of factors, which makes it especially difficult to input biometric
raw data directly to get one identical fix string by cryptography. Luckily, there are
some established algorithms in currently literature can fulfil that task, which they are
in general called biometric encryption. The aim of biometric encryption is to extract
a fixed length and persistent string from biometric data (a.k.a. biometric key), which
at the same time allow in-exact inputs for encryption.
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• Error correction code – initially used in communication system to reduce
communication data variances caused by transmission channel and environmen-
tal hazards. The main concept behind an error correction code is to add large
enough redundant information into contaminated raw data, so that error can be
corrected accordingly. However, there is an eternal conflict in error correction
algorithm. That is, the more redundant information that can be added to the
contaminated raw data, the correction accuracy will go up accordingly. However,
the redundant information is limited by the internet bandwidth which has been
proved that there is a limit for the maximum amount of data it can transferred
over the internet [424], [510].

• Fuzzy extractor – fundamentally a probability function model. In accordance
with [102], [270], the supporting knowledge behind the fuzzy extractor is
secure sketch and strong extractor, which in together makes noisy input exact
reconstruction possible. That is, M is a strong randomness extractor, and its
function is expressed as Ext ∶M → {0,1}l with r randomness. (m, l, ϵ) is called
a strong extractor if for all m-sources W on M(Ext(W,I), I) = ϵ(Ul, Ur), andI =
Ur is independent of W . As for secure sketch, suppose any noisy input raw data
w and its corresponding sketch s, given s and a value w

′

. If w
′

is close enough
to w, w can be exactly recovered. However, one strong requirement in secure
sketch is s can not expose any information about w at all. For a mathematical
expression, secure sketch is:

1. Suppose the noisy input is w , and the sketching procedure is S. S operates
on w, and generate a helper string s ∈ {0,1}∗.

2. To exactly recovery input w, element w
′

is collected. If dis(w,w′ ≤ t, then
Rec(w′ , s(w)) = w and Rec is a recovery correctness function.

Instead of exactly recover the noisy input, fuzzy extractor [541] is to precisely
recovery an input data generated data string. For a detailed explanation of fuzzy
extractor, for any biometric raw data set B, sets a uniform distributed random numeric
string R (PIN/parameters/secrets). As long a fresher collected biometric raw data set
B’ is close enough to B, R can be exactly recovered from B’. To put in more detail, a
fuzzy extractor (m, l, t, ϵ):

1. Generate (Gen). Suppose w ∈ M , which M is a metric space with distance
function ‘dis’. Gen outputs an extracted string R ∈ (0,1)l and a helper string
P ∈ (0,1)ϵ.

2. Reproduce (Rep). If dis(w,w′) ≤ t and (R,P )← Gen(w) ,then Rep(w′ , P ) = R.
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The output of above is R , which is uniform random sequences of bits and
commonly is used as cryptography secret keys. Most important, fuzzy extractor can
be very insecure if the fuzzy random secret is re-used after a few times. If attacker
knows about the distribution of input data, the secret string key can be guessed [191].
Plus, fuzzy extractors in general suffers low-entropy issue, which the scheme itself
requires more than one biometric type as input [102].

To put more in, [60] uses CNN deep learning technique to extract fixed string from
facial image, so that transaction signatures can be signed by facial image. However,
it needs to be fused with fixed RSA private key, and the security of that fusion is not
discussed at all.

2.1.2 Protect Biometric IdM security

Communication over internet thin air makes distance invisible, which fundamentally
conquers the difficulty embedded with distance, such as physical representation of
an entity and information transmission. With the rapid usage of internet, biometric
identity verification gradually replaces conventional knowledge-based or token-based
identity authentication methods for extra security. However, biometrics data has to
be used with extra caution because of the nature of biometric data itself. As discussed,
biometric identity is password-less and persistent; therefore, it well tackles password
fatigue issue and improves identity veracity significantly.

However, some major security concerns and risks hinder the generalization of bio-
metric identity authentication solutions. To put in more details, the straightforward
problem of biometric data is [110]:

1. Biometric data are public available like facial image and gait.

2. There is an established user-side attacks.

3. System challenges in the regard of biometric template protection, and transmis-
sion channel etc.

4. There is a rigour requirement for setting up or collect biometric data in both
device and environment wise.

5. Authentication or verification performance is not stable.

Figure 2.3 is a demonstration of possible attacks or threats in biometric
identity management systems [110]. To put in more detail, attacks to biometric
identity authentication system can be derived from synthetic biometric representations
and brute-force trail. Specifically, synthetic biometric representations are to use
synthetic material to spoof a biometric identity feature so that a match score can
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Figure 2.3: A demonstration of possible attacks or threats in biometrics identity
systems [111].

be reached; brute-force trail attack refers to submitting a random biometric identity
to consistently submit it until a false match is accepted [7], [35].

Similar with another critical attack derived from user interface is spoofing attack.
That is, using face mask, contact lenses, and man-made material (rubber or art
glue) to fake biometric trait like face image, iris and fingerprint etc. One classical
countermeasure of spoofing is liveness detection.

To put more in detail, fingerprint liveness detection has very poor performance
back the time of year 2003, which finger films are accepted by most of the tested
sensors with an acceptance rate of 67% [539] only. However, strenuous work and
efforts has been made to improve the liveness detection in recent years. For
example, hardware based liveness detection methods [434] is much more expensive
than software-based solutions that is to make the most use of already captured
biometric data to detect liveness, such as perspiration phenomenon [478], dynamic
features [117], CNN [263], and texture descriptor [287]. By 2018, a highest correct
classification rate between a fingerprint film and a genuine fingerprint reaches 98.60%
[263]. By similar token, a face biometric implementation might be fooled by family
members who resemble the user or a 3D mask of the user as in impersonation. A
fingerprint biometric implementation could potentially be bypassed by a spoof made
from latent fingerprints of the user. Although anti-spoofing or Presentation Attack
Detection (PAD) technologies [395] have been actively developed to mitigate such
spoofing attacks, it belongs to mitigation but not prevention.
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2.2 Established IdM Systems

2.2.1 Fast Identity Online(FIDO)

Fast identity online (FIDO) is a profitable industry association who maintains a
standardized biometric identity authentication protocol for fast and stronger authen-
tication solution [15]. Specifically, the protocol encourages password-less, phishing-
resistant, and multi-factor authentication by employing public key cryptography,
which is strongly resistant to phishing. Plus, USB, near field communication(NFC),
and Bluetooth low energy(BLU) communication channels are used in FIDO mecha-
nism to enable biometric data collection and transmission while initial enrolment [326].
FIDO also has established device onboard protocol for IoT install authentication
secrets so that a more secure communication channel can be established [227].
However, FIDO is not decentralized identity, but rather is an established solution
for biometric identity authentication solution that can be accomplished remotely over
internet thin air by registering user’s authenticator with remote authentication service.

The essential principle behind FIDO password-less identity authentication is the
presentation of a live biometric sample results in unlocking access to a private key
that can be used for authentication [226]. That is, FIDO authenticator contains
two keys, an authentication key (private key) and an attestation key(public key,
and it will be sent to service provider), which has a classic cryptography relation.
Authenticator is registered at service provider, and user’s identity is authenticated
based on a cryptography challenge response. It offers the service provider with a
very high assurance that the user being authenticated is indeed the same user who
originally registered with the site. As part of the service, each public key is linked
with an AppID, which is a URL carried user credentials and is assigned by service
provider as well [227].

FIDO server is responsible for interacting with relying party web server to transfer
messages between a FIDO universal authentication framework (UAF) client via a
device user agent; validating FIDO UAF authentications against the configured
authenticator metadata; manage user registered account for the relying party;
evaluating user authentication and transactions confirmation responses to determine
their validity [326].

To preserve user privacy in biometric identity data, FIDO only occasionally
associates server-assigned username between a user and a relying party [15]. Whereas
as a contrast, conventional IdM system requires a central authority certificate, which
introduces a trusted third party. Third party normally mixes identity assertions with
key cryptographic proofs, and may even be sent in the plaintext to initiate an internet
conversation during handshake.

Most important, FIDO protocol keeps biometric identity is authenticated at where
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the biometric identity template is stored. Therefore, the service provider is still totally
ignorant about user’s biometric identity at all. That is to say, it is still possible for
one user to claim multiple identities in one FIDO IdM system(e.g. purchase another
FIDO authenticator and register at the same service provider), which is seriously
violates identity persistent rule.

2.2.2 Public key infrastructure(PKI)

Public key infrastructure(PKI) is verifiable digital identity endorsed by certificate
authority(CA)’s digital signature and certificate [230], which the verifiable digital
identity specifically is anyone’s public key. To put more in detail, in PKI, a PKI
based digital identity is a public- and private-key pair. Public key and private key
are in conventional cryptography relation. That is, the public key is used as user’s
identity identifier, and the corresponding private key is user’s identity credential that
can be used to prove the ownership over the identity [230].

To add on, see Figure 2.4 for a demonstration of how to use PKI certificate
to prove the authenticity of a user’s public key by RSA signature algorithm. To
be more precise, PKI certificate(e.g. x.509 certificate [231]) contains user’s identity
information, user’s public key, and CA’s information. CA will hash those three
components of information first, and then digitally sign a signature on that hash
data, and finally attached it to the end of the PKI certificate. PKI indeed means to
build a tie between user’s information with user’s public key through CA’s certificate.
Anyone who is interested in verifying the authenticity of user’s public key, they can
hash certificate information by himself first, and then decrypt CA’s certificate to
retrieve the CA authenticated user information. two hash outputs finally are revealed
and can be matched to verify the authenticity.

Particularly, by deploying digital signature in CA’s digital certificates, data
veracity, ownership and integrity can all be evaluated very efficiently [230]. PKI
is widely used for national ID system such as e-passport, which PKI specifically is
used to proof the authentication of a digital identity credentials. Currently, the main
challenging in PKI system is user’s private key protection scheme. As user’s private
key is very difficult to remember, which it normally is stored in a microchip or token.

To put PKI in another way, PKI indeed is to build up a tie between user’s
information with a public key that is endorsed by a trusted CA. Therefore, anyone is
available to user’s PKI certificate is able to authenticate that tie.

2.3 Self Sovereign Identity(SSI) and SSI IdM

Conventional centralized or federated IdM system cannot meet user’s expectation
any more due to the fact that it exposes more and more shortcomings. Centralized
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Figure 2.4: A flowchart of data integrity check-up via PKI certificate.

IdM suffer few major pain: First, central system administrator functional creep for
data breach and user footprint tracking. Second, centralized IdM exposes itself as an
attacking point for malicious attack, and the lose of one system will cause millions
identity lose. Third, user has no control over the identity at all. To tackle all those
three drawbacks, decentralized and distributed Blockchain technology sheds its light
on decentralized SSI IdM which draws exclusive attention.

SSI is also known as self-managed identity or user controlled identity [457], which
user has broader control over his own identity. [449] has defined some important
features of a self-sovereign identity(SSI), which include:

• Independent existence. The existence of SSI is not dependent on any outsider
nor any other entities.

• Control. User of SSI should has full control over the SSI, like storage, and
CRUD operations.

• Access. User’s access to his own SSI should never be denied.

Survey paper [457] claims that the privacy root of SSI is the introduction of Diffie-
Hellman key-exchange system which allows individual users to securely exchange
private data in open internet based on public key cryptography, which faces quite
a few challenges. To be more precise,

• Root of trust. SSI IdM gives individual rights to issue digital identity on user’s
own behalf, which means every participants in SSI IdM is able to issue any
digital identity to himself. Therefore, it leads to a question of how reliable of
these digital identities are. As per request, all IdM systems should maintain
identity persistence property, which means one person should only be able to
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IdM Network Security Privacy
Permissioned Public Basic Security Multi-Lateral Anonymity Remote Admin

uPort x ✓ ✓ x ✓ ✓
Sovrin ✓ x ✓ ✓ ✓ x
ShoCard ✓ x ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 2.1: uPort, Sovrin, and ShoCard feature comparison.

claim one identity only in one IdM system. In SSI IdM, it seems impossible
to stop one user from claiming multiple digital identity to the same service
provider, which causes significant security hazard.

Therefore, current SSI IdM system are still dominated by the existence of a
central authority who takes the responsibility to supervise the whole system,
or a certificate authority who endorses SSI as in a decentralized PKI to add
credibility to it.

• Management. As an IdM system, encryption key exchange or private data(credential)
exchange seems to be necessary. The backbone of SSI IdM is Blockchain which
is peer-to-peer organized; therefore, it lacks of a host and management for key
exchange. Plus, if every user’s digital identity is issued from an SSI IdM, none is
confident about who they are really exchange key with, which is another serious
security hazard.

• Accountability and governance. In a well maintained IdM system, accountability
and governance is always crucial as any behaviour leading to security hazards
and threats should be effectively detected and governed. However, in SSI IdM,
the lack of central authority makes the accountability and governance difficult.

Even though Blockchain does not have a long history, there are some very
established blockchain based SSI IdM system in current literature already, which
most of them are semi-decentralized and managed in a self-sovereign manner, like
Sovrin, Uport, and ShoCard. The aim is to build a digital IdM system that is a
proxy of physical world identity credentials to authenticate who you are in the digital
world. Specifically, Uport [320], ShoCard [446], and Sovrin [459] are three of the most
established decentralized IdM applications in current market. They all build upon
decentralized network and generate user fully self-sovereign identities. See Table 2.1
presents a condensed comparison among these three Blockchain based IdM systems.

• Uport [320] is open source framework for decentralized identity. It is built
on top of Ethereum network and maintained by smart contracts, which aims
to create decentralized identities for banking and emailing services. Smart
contracts take responsibility to maintain all identities, which all contracts’
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addresses are stored in a token. Specifically, a proxy smart contract will act
as a permanent identifier for a Uport user. Identity attributes are encrypted
and stored in Interplanetary File System(IPFS); however, IPFS content address
registry is centralized. Even though Uport further constrains read/write
function to the registry, centralized registry still bears more risks with regard to
data breach. Distinctively, Uport offer identity recovery mechanism. That is,
each Uport ID is linked with at least one delegate who has the right to function
on behalf of that user, which puts delegates at the targets spot for attackers.
Most important, Uport deploys API to transfer topic-based information (json
object) from one end to another, which is especially useful when Uport identity
communicates with a browser.

Major drawbacks in Uport are two folds. That is, first, data stored and processed
on server is not encrypted, which draws a privacy concern. Second, the delegates
are public available with privilege voting rights to uport identity; therefore, it
exposes delegates at an attacking spot.

• Sovrin [459] is open sourced and decentralized identity. Minders are limited to
trusted institutions( service providers), and each identity has one pair of public
and private key. The identity is issued, distributed, and replicated by those
qualified miners, and a redundant Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol is imposed
for keeping the consensus in the network. Sovrin build upon a permissioned
Hyperledger Indy network and uses cryptography zero-knowledge proofs, which
gives user freedom to decide what identity attribute they intend to share with
the third party. Sovrin aims to uses one identity to achieve multi-platform login,
and deploys two blockchain rings to improve scalability. Specifically, one ring is
used by minders nodes only, and the other ring is used by general public who
only has read function.

Major drawbacks in Sovrin is the identity is not fully self-sovereign by identity
user, but identity user has the full control over what identity attribute to share
with identity verifier through zero-knowledge proofs.

• ShoCard [446] A token-based and decentralized travel identity with built in
facial recognition mechanism. ShoCard aims to enhance air travel customer
experience and improve efficiency at traveller checkpoints. Specifically, a mobile
application is developed to upload traveller travel documents and self-portrait.
A fresher new facial image will be captured at the airport kiosk to complete
facial recognition. If all information is authenticated, a digital single travel
token is issued to the traveller to pass-through all gates in airports. ShoCard
in general is a public key infrastructure where the ShoCard server takes the
responsibility to transfer messages between ShoCard user and airport agencies
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(public key certifier). Major drawbacks in ShoCard is facial image still needs
to transmit between certifier and user. Even though the data is encrypted in
envelope, there is still a risk for man-in-the-middle attack. Plus, if certifier stop
issue certificates to user, the corresponding identity loses credibility completely.

For another example, [207] proposes a blockchain based identity-as-a-service sys-
tem in Cloud network which is named as BIDaaS. Cloud reduces system infrastructure
costs with integrated management and is easier to use. Specifically, user firstly submits
his identity credentials to BIDaaS provider and then a verifiable identity transaction
is created by BIDaaS provider on a private blockchain that is maintained by BIDaaS
provider as well. Service provider can verify user’s identity through verifying the
transactions signature.

What is more, [19] proposes use domain name system-like mechanism to generate
decentralized identifier for identity user, which accomplishes the goal of self-sovereign
identity management. To the best efforts being made to improve the system security
level and performance, a private Ethereum network is deployed. Specifically, the
decentralized identity identifier is generated by calling built-in smart contract. Similar
with Uport [72], a proxy contract is used to complete required IdM task(CRUD)
on behalf of user. Distinctively, the system implements a validate function to valid
identity attributes before adding it to the decentralized identifier. All functional smart
contracts are indexed by a similar domain name system mechanism so they can be
called precisely when they are in need to fulfil a function.

For a short summary, for decentralized application(dApp) based IdM system,
the major challenge lies in how to make identity issuer reliable and trust worthy
as everyone is able to issue a digital identity for themselves. A lot of researches such
as [19], [207], [320], [446], [459] recommend either a central authority(server) or a
certificate authority(server) who play the role as a trusted entity within SSI system
so that the trust entity can endorse SSI to gain extra credit.

Plus, securely linking identity attributes with decentralized identifier, and au-
thenticating the decentralized identity effectively should also be taking care of.
Traditionally, DID document is used to package all verification material, evidence
and mechanism in itself to prove DID controller’s ownership over corresponding DID,
which requires the DID is resolvable to DID document. For a secure connection
between identity attribute and identifier, there is a firm trending for deploying
decentralized identifier. That is due to the fact that DID has been labelled as
a standard for decentralized identity by W3C, which has benefits of improving
interoperability, stronger anti-threats model, and low implementation cost. Most
important, the decentralized identifier specifically can be managed either by self-
executed smart contracts.
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2.4 Biometric Blockchain based SSI IdM

In some more rigid context to authenticate a user’s identity, biometric information
normally will be required for extra assurance. As biometric identity information
like fingerprint and voice is harder to fake than normal identity credentials like
driving license or birth certificates, biometric-aware Blockchain based IdM gains more
credibility as it is more reliable in confirming a person’s identity. Especially when
user’s identity may incur legal disputes, biometric identity information is able to
clear liability and legitimacy. Most important, the combination of Blockchain and
biometrics brings biometric identity authentication system some desirable features
like immutability, availability, and universal access [135].

To built a biometric IdM system on Blockchain network, three main things need
to be tackled. That is,

1. Biometric identity template storage.

2. Biometric identity collection.

3. Authentication mechanism.

Biometric identity template storage

To start with, biometric identity template can be stored on Blockchain in three ways:

1. On-Chain storage. The benefits of storing user’s biometric identity template
on-chain are two folds:

(a) The universal availability of user’s biometric identity template is guaran-
teed as long as the Blockchain is available. That is, the biometric identity
template can be fetched directly from the Blockchain without re-directing
to another location at all.

(b) As Blockchain transaction records are immutable, the recorded biometric
identity template is immutable so the template integrity can also be
guaranteed.

The main challenge of recording user’s biometric identity template on-chain is
to preserve user’s privacy [196]. Even though biometric identity template has
been encrypted, user’s public footprint may be tractable for outsiders which is
seen as a privacy hazard. Plus, if large training set is available for particular
user’s transaction, the biometric identity template may be able to be forged.
Plus, on chain storage is often very expensive if it is directly storing encryption
biometric identity template [135]. Therefore, storing (encrypted)biometric
identity template directly on-Blockchain is not recommended [196].
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2. Off-chain storage. Regardless of Blockchain, there are four main biometric
identity template storage locations in general, which include IPFS [53], Cloud,
smart cards, and user’s end device. To store biometric identity template off-
Blockchain, biometric identity template normally is transformed into a hash
string and then stored the hash string on the Blockchain as either a transaction
content [136] or part of the Blockchain Merkle tree data structure [364]. In later
section 5.2.1.1, there is a detailed introduction about Merkle tree.

To add more details in, biometric identity template stored in IPFS and Cloud is
required to define a template recollection and an indexing mechanism. That is to
say, recording the hash string of the biometric identity template on Blockchain
and then use it as an index to redirect identity authenticator to where the
biomtric identity template is stored. Therefore, the biometric identity template
can be called at later time when authentication request is raised. However, the
availability of the biometric identity template is significantly depends on the
availability of Cloud and IPFS, which is not seen completely reliable [196].

[491] is a good example of combining Ethereum and IPFS to store biometric
identity template off-chain, which fulfils the task of biometric identity authen-
tication without any central authentication server. However, the drawback of
that is the user has to generate multiple keys to encrypt multiple biometric
identity templates so that privacy can be preserved. Plus, the encryption key
has to be transmitted to the remote server to conduct authentication, which put
the biometric identity template at risk.

Similarly, [384] stores user’s biometric identity template in a centralized
database and then hash it into a hash string. Hash string is recorded on-
Blockchain as an index to call the biometric identity template from the database.
However, the system is nearly centralized system as database administrator
maintains all user’s biometric identity templates and pushes its corresponding
hash string to Blockchain. [325] separates biometric identity templates into n
pieces, and each pieces is stored at a trusted entity in Blockchain system. It
is similar with IPFS storage but preserves template privacy even more as one
piece of template data lose does not lose any identity information at all especially
when the user’s identity is completely anonymous.

By similar token, biometric identity template stored in user’s end device either
supports local identity authentication only, or requires to register the user’s
authenticator at authentication server which enable remote biometric identity
authentication. Last but not least, biometric identity template stored in smart
cards are portable, which enables biometric identity authentication at where the
smart card is; however, a smart card reader is required to read the smart card
data.
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Comparing storing whole biometric identity template on-chain, off-chains
storage normally saves a lot of space and cost [135]. That is, an android mobile
phone camera captured facial image normally has a size of 100KB to 200KB
[467], but a SHA256 hash string or Merkle tree leaf has only 256 bits only. Most
important, Blockchain in most cases has a storage limits which is about 200GB
[364].

3. Biometric as digital signature. Transforming user’s biometric identity
template into Blockchain private key to sign Blockchain transactions like digital
signature ECDSA[33] or Schnorr[433]. However, there are two major challenges
have to be conquered. That is,

(a) Inexact input and inexact output.

(b) Size of the signature and/or the key.

That is, since biometric identity credential has inexact input and inexact
output, it is very difficult to extract one persistent and constant alphanu-
meric string(key) from biometric identity template. Luckily, algorithms like
fuzzy extractors can extract fixed string from noisy input through helper
data’s help [191]. However, it suffers some drawbacks like low entropy [191],
massive input size [270], [541], and helper data management [102] etc. [46]
also found that extracting fixed string from biometric data requires a lot
of memory and has to well protect the helper data for security concerns.

Apart from the main blockchain, biometric identity template can be stored in a
private side chain to secure the access of the template and preserve the privacy [196].
In accordance with [135], biometric identity template storage is a trade-off between
cost and performance, which they conclude that storing biometric identity template
in Blockchain Merkle tree is the best performance with lowest cost.

Preserving user’s biometric information on Blockchain

Preserving user’s private and biometric data through Blockchain generally has
three different mainstreams. That is,

1. Private or permission Blockchain. Private Blockchain has very few and
limited number of controller who takes the responsibility of maintaining the
Blockchain system security and consensus rule. A private or permissioned
Blockchain suffers similar criticism that is similar as a centralized system, it
essentially down to a closed decentralized database [312]. To put more in detail,
[249] uses private Hyperledger Blockchain to secure user’s biometric identity
information by adopting private ledger and IPFS. By similar token, [403] also
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adopts similar architects to secure forensic information on private Hyperledger
Blockchain and forensic videos and images off chain in IPFS, which achieving
fast transaction speed at 11.99 seconds per transaction. [101] also proposes to
use private and permissioned Blockchain to secure visa and digital passport,
which a government issued e-passport is scanned into PDF file and then the
PDF file is transformed into an URL. The URl will be recorded and pushed
onto permissioned Blockchain.

2. Multiple chains(rings). Even though multiple chains(rings) in one Blockchain
in most cases are used for improve scalability, multi-rings can be used to secure
biometric identity information on Blockchain. Particularly, there should be two
chains(rings) altogether: one ring is to record immutable URI for the biometric
identity template, and the other ring is the private or permissioned Blockchain
that is particularly for closed database to securely store user’s biometric identity
information, such as [384].

3. Divide user’s biometric identity data into n pieces. That is, dividing
strongly encrypted biometric identity template into n equal pieces and nodes
in Blockchain only hold one share only. Like [92], it proposes trusted authority
server to hold a share of encrypted biometric identity template. That is, [92]
separates encrypted biometric identity template into two shares specifically. One
share is stored in user’s end device and the other share is stored off-Blockchain in
DID document, which also compiles Biometric online protocol standard(BOPS)
protocol [244]. By similar token, [491] creates multiple different encrypted
biometric identity templates in smart contracts and then stored in IPFS. One
template is deleted straightaway after being used; however, user is required to
store lots of encryption keys as well.

Biometric identity collection and authentication on Blockchain

To collect fresh biometric identity credential from user to conduct biometric identity
authentication, data integrity after transmission and security while transferring on
open internet are the two main concerns [196]. Since biometric identity data has
large inter- and intra-variance, using checksum or digital signatures to check the data
integrity is impossible. That is, two biometric identity credentials that are collected
at different times are not the same even they are derived from the same person.
Therefore, biometric identity integrity is difficult to verify after transmission online.
In this case, the alternative solution is to add a clear identity to who the biometric
identity credentials are collected from through either public key infrastructure(e.g.
x.509 certificates) or digital signatures as in [49] and [135].
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Indeed, biometric identity credential collection for biometric Blockchain IdM
system has no much differences compared with the rest biometric IdM systems, which
is through sensor or cameras mostly. Since Blockchain IdM identity authentication is
normally conducted by smart contracts, collected biometric identity credentials arrives
at user’s digital wallets first or corresponding application clients, and then encrypted
before transmitting to Blockchain smart contract for authentication.

The biometric identity authentication in Blockchain is normally conducted by
smart contract, which is atomic, self-execute, and irreversible. Most important,
the authentication performance is significantly linked with the performance of the
biometric blockchain, which major factors that affects Blockchain performance include
network latency(bandwidth), block size, and scalability [196]

Last but least, biometric identity authentication has costs, which is transaction fee
that Blockchain system full nodes charge for transaction validation fee and resources
fee such as gas in Ethereum.

More literature review about Biometric Blockchain SSI IdM

To add on, below reviews biometric Bockchain based IdM system, which specifically
include:

• Biometric Blockchain. Survey paper [363] surveys the methods of storing
biometric template in Blockchain and compares the cost with performance
evaluation. The criteria being used to evaluate the blockchain performance
is latency, processing time, economic cost, and biometric performance. They
conclude a good trade-off method is to store biometric template on Merkle
trees.

• Smart contracts enabled biometric authentication in Blockchain.
Smart contract as in computing self-execution code which automatically pro-
cesses its target data once the contract is triggered. The existence of built-in
smart contract in Blockchain enables its non-intermediation feature and infer
the transaction security from its own intrinsic working mechanism rather than
rely on an external protection. [491] discusses the trend of using multi-modal
biometric authentication before access a permissioned Blockchain through smart
contract based biometric-as-a service system; however, the design is rough and
there is not much details and neither has performance evaluation.

• Biometric in IPFS. Interplanetary File System (IPFS) is distributed, cryptog-
raphy content-addressable storage (CAS) network, which enables decentralized
data storage. IPFS address vary with its stored contents. [491] use Ethereum
smart contract and interplanetary file system (IPFS) to build up a biometric
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authentication system and encrypt user biometric data to store in IPFS.
Whenever user requests access to online service, user sends the encrypt key and
encrypted new biometric data sample to service provider. IPFS address and
encrypt key is stored in Ethereum smart contract, which is available to service
provider so that user biometric authentication can be remotely fulfiled. There
are some established filing database system protocols, which are also generally
used in decentralized file storage system. Specifically,

1. Domain name [338]: a string that defines which organization or whom takes
control over the domain name specified web resources within the internet.
Domain name usually identifies a network domain, such as an internet
connected personal computer, or a server computer that is used to host a
website.

2. Domain Name System (DNS) [338]: hierarchical and decentralized naming
system for both internet and private network connected devices, services,
and resources. Remarkably, DNS transforms a domain name to its
corresponding digital IP address for locating and identifying an online
device or computer services. Name Server is the server part of DNS, which
is to translate the specific human-memorable domain names or hostnames
into respective numeric internet protocol addresses, which it is also the
first principal of the internet namespace. The second principal of internet
namespace is to locate and identify internet computer system and resources.

3. Directory services [292]: maps the name of network resources to their
respective network address. It defines a namespace for the network, and the
namespace is used to assign a name(unique identifier) to each of the objects.
Shared information infrastructure for directory information base, directory
information tree, entry, attribute, distinguish name, relative distinguishing
name, directory access protocol.

• Biometrics as a signature. Classic Blockchain system suffers private key
management issue, as all assets will be lost once the private key is lost. [344]
suggests to use biometric data to make a fuzzy biometric signature so that there
is no risk at all for the private key to be lost. Particularly, the secret key that is
used to sign a signature in the blockchain system is generated by user’ biometric
data, and will be deleted once being employed. The drawbacks in [344]is the
public key file size is ten times larger than default classic blockchain system and
the signature generation is around 16 times slower. [265] suggests a practical
user biometric data signature scheme in blockchain, where user biometric data
is used as a user corresponding private key. The benefit of this proposal is
that the private key is recoverable, which solves blockchain private key lose
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problem. However, as a compensation of achieving these merits, user’s identity
is not anonymous any more, and the cost of collecting and authenticating user
signature becomes too high to be adopted at a general public scale.

[146] proposes to use biometric data as a password to get confidential access
to sensitive information. Specifically, user biometric data like fingerprint data
is captured by a CMOS light-sensitive scanner, and then MD5 encryption
algorithm is employed to turn global unique features in user fingerprint data
into a binary code. The binary code is recorded in blockchain and used as
password for authentication. This proposal sounds very promising; however, it
does not give clear solution about how to extract global unique features from
fingerprint data nor how to authenticate a user specifically.

[287] suggests to store user’s biometric template into a one-time token by
employing Shamir’s secret sharing algorithm [440] and blockchain technology,
which aims to secure multi-party blockchain transaction or digital service
entails multiple stakeholders. Specifically, the key used to encrypt and decrypt
user biometric data in the token is distributed to multi-nodes in accordance
with Shamir’s threshold secret sharing algorithm in a permissioned or private
blockchain network. This method guarantees that there are only sufficient
number of blockchain nodes can redeem the decryption key to complete the
transaction. However, the drawback of this proposal is it needs extra middleware
to issue and verify the token, and the user encrypted biometric token is recorded
on the blockchain.

• Fuzzy biometric signature. Fuzzy signature is a signature generation
mechanism that allows noisy data(e.g. Biometrics data) to be the signature
input [60]. As introduced in [332], the generic construction of a fuzzy signature
is derived from a combination of both a common signature scheme and
homomorphic encryption, which the major drawback of that is the assumption
of fuzzy data is uniformly distributed [60]. [265] is also based on biometric fuzzy
signatures for blockchain based IoT system, which user’s biometric data is used
as a private key.

• ZKP-based biometric blockchain to preserve privacy. Zero knowledge
proof is derived from cryptography technique. Similar with the logic of
knowing a Merkle tree root can be equal to claim knowing every single member
of that Merkle tree. ZKP proves user’s ownership without providing any
witness. Classical ZKP algorithms includes Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-
Interactive Arguments of Knowledge (zk-SNARKs) [158], which has established
toolbox ZoKrates to run on Ethereum. To de-link from Blockchain public key
transaction history, [291] further hashes user’s public key into a ‘hashclaim’, and
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identity of the referent is a set of attributes bond to its identifier. By deploying
ZoKrates [158], it fulfils a processing model of off-chain computation and on-
chain verifying on Ethereum, and accomplish ZKP key exchange in a black-
box. Because ‘hashclaim’ does not disclose user’s public key at all and identity
is authenticated by zk-SNARK, transaction becomes completely untraceable.
Most important, user’s ‘hashclaim’ is maintained by five smart contracts, which
registration, identity attribute repository, and knowledge management are all
accomplished.

What is more, [234] combines certifying authority(CA) in public key infrastructure
with Blockchain to store user identity information like biometrics, civil identity,
or digital account identity on the Blockchain. As user public key is certified by
an appropriate CA, stored identity information on the Blockchain is signed by
corresponding private key so that the validity of the identity information can be
authenticated by anyone. The employment of CA leads to a centralized management
system, which limits Blockchain transparency feature applications. Whereas as a
contrast, [49] adopts a totally decentralized and transparent design which involves
a web-of-trust model and smart contracts, which is more practically acceptable in
general public scenarios. However, [49] does not suggest an idea on biometric identity
but only digital identity.

2.5 E-Passport Systems and Smart Border Control

A country’s border is a geographical physical line which separates two adjacent
countries in accordance with it and distinguishes their administrative divisions at
the same time. People and products in different countries are subject to different
law regulatory; therefore, promoting lawful border crossing indeed is very important,
especially in the regard of protecting homeland security, national sovereignty, and
nature resources.

Border control is a very complex workflow, but it mainly involves in immigration
and customs control for people and goods entering a specific country. Typical border
control method can be divided into two major streams: either hard or soft border
control. To put in more detail, a hard border control regime is the legal scenario
where all people and goods entering a specific country are subject to immigration and
customs checking and inspections at the border checkpoints. To avoid land boundary
disputes, human trafficking and contraband smuggling, physical boundary like fence
or wall are often set up across the border and equipped with heavy military force.

Whereas as a contrast, a soft border regime removes all tangible barriers at
the border, which allows people and goods from different countries to move freely
without any inspections and checking. A true soft border system requires very strong
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cooperation and trust among all countries involved in the soft border system. A good
example of that is the European Union(EU). By deeply cooperate among all union
countries, EU member citizens and products are free to move within EU zone without
any immigration and customs control at all. Under soft border regime, a country’s
border is only a concept on the paper.

Hard border control regime is beyond doubt to claim the strongest way to prevent
illegal border-crossing, but at the same time it is the least efficient. That is, hard
border system requires heavy human intervention in nearly all its workflow, and the
whole procedure is so time consuming that always causes jam. Plus, for political
reasons, there is scenario where hard border regime is completely impossible, such
as the Northern Ireland and Republic of Ireland border. Therefore, because of both
efficiency and implementation constraints, soft border solution appears to be a strong
trending.

To put more in detail, current smart soft border system is to take advantages of
smart IoT to replace human border guards to remotely deliver border control task
so that the workflow efficiency and accuracy can be enhanced without extra human
labour inputs. Especially nowadays Edge and Fog computing technology is getting
more established and emerging robust computing algorithm keep coming up, smarter
IoT are capable of completing even more rigorous and challenge task. That is, as
in the relevant scenario of border control where real time big data analysis in short
latent time is required, IoT devices now are able to perform these tasks in a much
easier, securer, and more accurate manner.

The concept of smart border control system indeed starts in 2013 [118] when
EU zone faces increasing number of illegal border crossing. The Schengen area is
an established soft border zone where member countries’ internal borders are all
abolished. It booms EU zone economy but somehow becomes a cost of security as Non-
EU country citizens and criminals are very easy to get across the EU border without
any legitimacy at all. Plus, when the number of both legal and illegal immigrants
goes up very quickly, the number of border guards have to go up correspondingly to
ease the congestion around the border. To tackle these issues, European Commission
starts to build up smart border control systems to speed up passenger clearance to
enhance border control.

2.5.1 Smart Border for Immigrant Control

Existing smart border system for immigrant control can be roughly summarized
as a smart electronic-gate(e-gate) system, which has already been broadly deployed in
many airports, such as Norway Avinor Oslo Airport, Germany Berlin Tegel Airport,
Ireland Dublin Airport and UK London Heathrow Airport etc. As seen in Figure 2.5,
the e-gate system usually consists of a swinging door to give access control, a screen
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device to capture passenger photography, a passport reader to collect travel document
information, and a fingerprint reader to collect passenger fingerprint in real time
[555]. Specifically, the gate facilitation aim to collect passenger biometric finger-print
and photography data while passenger walks through the channel, and automatically
authenticate passenger biometric identity and border crossing legitimacy.

Figure 2.5: Border e-gate facilitation in London Heathrow airport: swinging door,
screen device, passport reader, and biometric identity reader [555]

Indeed, there is one necessary premise for deploying e-gate system, which is the
application of machine readable biometric electronic passports(e-passports). Malaysia
in 1998 was the first country which issues biometric passports, but now there are more
than 85 countries issue it [172]. To put more in detail, the major difference between e-
passport and normal passport is e-passport has a micro-chip that contains the passport
holder’s encrypted fingerprint, photography image and soft identity data, but normal
passport can not be read directly by a machine at all but only a human person.

From the technical side, the current e-passport is a combination of RFID, biometric
identity, and public key infrastructure technology [288], [383]. That is, passport book
carries RFID chip that contains the biometric identity information of the passport
holder with only basic access control. That is to say, in case of RFID chip forgery,
only simple encryption scheme is introduced [389]. Most important, current e-passport
still depends on physical counter-forge applications such as laser perforated number,
UV reaction passport pages and hologram patches etc to protect the e-passport from
data copy [383].

The state of art generation of e-passport is dominated by fully digital non-
tangible formatted passports for more flexibility and efficiency, which is still not yet
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in production but under proposing and evaluating. For e-passports, [500] suggests
to put scanned passport as PDF file and then push it onto Blockchain after further
encryption. The new e-passport can be used through mobile phone generated QR
code. The benefit of that is fast retrievable of the original passport data; however,
the drawback of that is it cannot be used for online identity authentication. Similarly,
[500] indeed is a digital non-tangible transformation solution for a tangible passport
book. [101] uses permissioned Blockchain to digital passport and visa to make identity
authentication at passport and visa office particularly, which is very similar with [500].
However, it does not mention biometric identity is authenticated by the passport office
and the passport is issued to user directly by passport office. [40] aims to improve
adaptability and interoperability of the e-passport among different countries, which is
to use more advanced data-carrier in the passport book such as electronic ink. [369]
uses permissioned Blockchain to construct an international e-passport system for all
countries around the world; however, it gives a clear communication solution about
how two countries exchange and authentication passport information but not give any
clear information about how the e-passport is constructed nor any architecture design
is available.

2.5.2 Smart Border for Customs Control

As for smart border system in customs control , Norway–Sweden 1600 kilometers
high-tech land border is the one that should not be forgot to mention [282]. Both
Norway and Sweden are within Schengen area but Norway is not an EU member.
Therefore, people are free to travel across the border but goods and products are
subject to customs inspections and checking. To enhance border custom control
and improve efficiency over cargo and lorry, Norway-Sweden smart border uses x-ray
to scan lorry so that there is no need for unloading products. Plus, an automatic
number plate recognition system is applied all around the border. The system can
automatically recognize all pass-through vehicle plate number so that the vehicle
pass-through legitimacy can be automatically verified at the real time.

Smart border customs control indeed is an intelligent transportation system(ITS),
which aims for speeding up both commercial and private vehicle border crossing at
border checkpoints [276]. It requires efficient data collection and exchange among
vehicle, driver, and carrier(customs clearance, licensing, and registration etc.) [276].
ITS improves border crossing efficiency by remote monitor and intelligent supervise
over vehicle transportation status and sending feedback and updates to corresponding
entity in case of delay and rejection risk. Like for instance, the UK Single Trade
Window(STW) as part of smart border system is built to share shipment data with
multiple governmental organizations to reduce the necessity of data duplicate entry
[103].
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Main challenges

To put it clear, the main task in smart border customs control is closely related
with (1)remote identity(driver and vehicle) authentication over open internet and (2)
different platforms issued data(documentation) authentication and then reconciliation
it with real time border checkpoint in-situ live data.

To put more in detail, [302] points out that the key challenge in cross border smart
customs control is the reliability of product loaded on the commercial vehicle, which
normally requires enterprises to submit full documentations and evidences that are
issued by different organizations to verify the product information. Similarly, [24]
argues that the main challenge is the interoperability among different organizations
within the customs control system. They both suggest Blockchain can be a good
solution; However, none of them offer any specific Blockchain solution. Plus, [266]
also claims that documentation is the ’backbone’ of the customs procedure.

The State of Art of the Smart Customs Control Solution

With known main challenges in smart border customs control, some state of art smart
solutions are proposed. To emphasize, customs workload does not only process data
to reconcile it but also takes the responsibility to collect and monitor it. To put more
in detail,

• Smart documentation. In border customs clearance scenario, it has
been discussed that a lot of different documentations are involved ,such as
import/export permit, product origin certificate, special licensing related with
the product such as high precision high tech research equipment’s, and product
safety certificates etc. They all issued from different organizations; therefore,
authenticating the documents becomes part of border officer’s workload. In
smart border solution, UK single trade window [103] has been proposed to
tackle duplicate input issue, which let user input in-use data once only by share
the STW with different organizations and allow them to take the data they
required from the STW. Similarly, [439] proposes a data sharing solution that
is Blockchain built on top of global Cloud. Global Cloud receives data access
requests and then forward the request to the security gateway where the request
belongs to, finally the requested data will be sent as a Blockchain transaction
with sender’s signature.

• Smart transportation. Smart transportation for capture vehicle knowledge
remotely through computing is widely used in smart border system, such as
[282] uses x-ray to scan loaded products on vehicle so that there is no need to
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unload product at the border checkpoints any more. Similarly, gamma-ray/X-
ray scanning is also adopted in [472] to eliminate security risk of products loaded
on vehicle. Plus, capturing vehicle number plate trough CCTV camera is a
division of computer vision, like [348] use deep learning algorithms to improve
the computer vision to detect vehicle number plate and doubtful objects. Most
important, RFID customs seal reader is also applied to customs control to
inspect vehicle borer crossing legitimacy.

• Smart remote surveillance. FOLDOUT [382] smart sensor platform is
particularly designed for border crossing surveillance, which a high resolution
camera, a thermal camera, and a low-light camera are introduced into the system
to enable 24/7 non-stop workflow. It is highly weather-resistant and the highest
sensor range can reach 200 meters. By similar token, [3] uses IoT devices set
up a border protection system, which the IoT are equipped with RFID tags to
alarm intrusion with graph based model.

Some currently still under researching smart customs control solutions are also
worth mentioning. That is, one project in relevance is the TradeLens developed by
Maersk and IBM [4]. By logging in commercial invoice and packing lists in TradeLens,
all customs clearance required documentations will be submitted by professional
customs broker. The platform is based on permissioned Blockchain for permission-
based data sharing. For another example, Samsung and KCNET [268] also builds
up the customs logistic platform on Blockchain, which is particularly for exporting
service. It is built upon private Blockchain with auto information consolidation and
sharing. Similarly, Microsoft and inter-American development bank (IADB) [425] also
work on a cross border customs clearance platform based on Blockchain, which aims
to enable secure, efficient and immediate data sharing.

2.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, background and related work are introduced and reviewed. E-passport
as biometric identity credential, which is closed linked with Chapter 2.1 Biometric
IdM. Traditional biometric IdM system are dominated by centralized or federated
mechanism, which suffer significant security and privacy risks, such as single point
of attack, system break down, data breach, and administrator function creep etc.
Plus, biometric identity data itself has very distinguishing features like publicly
collectable, high inter- and intra-variance, and permanency, preserving biometric
identity information privacy and protect system security is an indispensable and
crucial part of all biometric IdM system. Therefore, in subsection Chapter 2.1.1
Preserving Biometric IdM privacy and Chapter 2.1.2 Protect Biometric
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IdM Security are reviewed. To preserve biometric IdM privacy, official regulations
has to be fulfiled and introduced, which is in Chapter 2.1.1.1. After that, specific
biometric dtaa privacy preserving methods are introduced and reviewed in Chapter
2.1.1.2.

To the relevancy of our research topic, Chapter 2.2 Existing Established
IdM Authentication Manager is reviewed, which include Chapter 2.2.1 Fast
Identity Online(FIDO) and Chapter 2.2.2 Public Key Infrastructure(PKI).
That is, FIDO is the state of art of online biometric identity authentication protocol,
and PKI is the state of art of (centralized) public key oriented digital identity
system. Comparing with our research of decentralized identifier(public key) and
digital biometric credential(biometric e-passport), FIDO and PKI are of strong
relevancy.

Followed by a review of Chapter 2.3 self Sovereign Identity(SSI) and SSI
IdM that contains SSI features and current state of art SSI IdM like Sovrin, ShoCard,
and Uport, Chapter 2.4 Biometric Blockchain based IdM is also reviewed which
is biometric Blockchain based SSI IdM.

At the end of the chapter, Chapter 2.5 Current e-Passport Systems and
Soft Border Control System is reviewed.
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Chapter 3

Identity and Identifier in the
Metaverse

3.1 Digital Twin in the Metaverse

The Metaverse has been defined as “the concept of a fully immersive virtual world
where people gather to socialize, play and work [290].” It transforms existing 2D
computing user interface into 3D, and imitates the real world into virtual simulations
for users to make immersive interactions. To add on, the Facebook further describes
the Metaverse as a place where you can present yourself in a 3D digital space where
you are inside of [290]. That is, Metaverse is blurring the edge between real and
digital world.

To put more details in about the Metaverse, the word Metaverse is origin from Neal
Stevenson’s science fiction novel, Snow Crash, in 1992. Recently, Facebook changed its
name to Meta in 2021 draws exclusive attention and pushes the concept of Metaverse
famously known. Specifically, Metaverse is the new evolution of computing technology
in terms of offering an immersive user experiences through cross reality(XR), which
XR includes virtual reality(VR), augmented reality(AR), and mixed reality(MR)
[343]. This revolution transforms the traditional computing 2D image based user
interface into 3D, which conquers the major limitations and inefficiencies in 2D
environment. For example, [343] has argued that the maim limitations in 2D education
is the high drop-out rate because of Zoom fatigue and emotional isolation. It draws
a call on the necessary of 3D user interface, which the advantages include immersive
interaction and optical fidelity of the reality thanks to XR [410].

As discussed above, Metaverse has a focus on immersive interaction over open
internet. Indeed, does not only the application of 3D user interface but also the
fidelity and veracity mapping from the real world to the digital Metaverse world,
they both are able to bring user immersive experiences. Specifically, the real fidelity
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mapping is called digital twin[178], which normally the digital twin is constructed
through Blockchain technology in the Metaverse[236]. The reason of that are mainly
because Blockchain is able to construct an immutable tie between a real world object
to its projection in the Metaverse digital world [236].

For a formal definition of digital twin, it is a digital representation of an actual
real world object that serves as the indistinguishable digital counterpart of it for the
purpose of simulation, testing, and monitoring etc [296]. That is to say, the digital
twin constructs the mapping from real world object to the Metaverse with high fidelity
and consciousness, which requires existing attributes of the real world object to be
mapped to the Metaverse as much as possbile[517]. what is more, through enabling
this mapping, digital twin also enables first-hand data collections from digital twin
devices so that artificial intelligence and computing assisted management, predictions
and simulations can be enabled as well [178].

In relevant of our research, Metaverse application in logistics and individual
identity in the Metaverse are of interests. To put more in detail, digital twin based
logistics and transportation system has significant impact on the visibility of a vehicle,
which enables machine learning and other computing methods applicable to the
logistics system overall [341]. It requires surveillance system such as sensors, actuators,
and CCTV cameras etc to collect live data from the real world and then constantly
sends to the digital Metaverse to reflect the current status of the object [341].

3.2 Identity in the Metaverse

Metaverse is a fully digitized world where its existence is completely depends
on computing technology. It combines the concept of digital twin, computing
virtual reality(VR), and augmented reality(AR), which constructs a digital world for
entertainment and efficient management of the real world. Indeed, digital twin is a
very crucial part in Metaverse, which is to construct a real mapping between the real
world and the digital world by digitizing the real world entity. To put more in detail,
digitizing a real world entity is to use computing technology to symbolize the real
entity’s attributes and identity in digital world, which can be summed up as creating
digital identity for the real world’s tangible object and use it in Metaverse.

Indeed, identity in Metaverse can be completely made-up, like identity in
Metaverse gaming or media channels etc. However, digital twin identity in Metaverse
creates more value, which enables personal attributes and digital belongs to be
attached to it. To put more in detail, digital twin identity in Metaverse emphasize
the real mapping and veracity, which has duplication effects of knowing of one world
status is equal to knowing of the other. Most important, there are a lot of limitations
of learning real world without computing. Digital twin in Metaverse is able to conquer
these limitations and enable computing applicable to the real world [516].
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In this section, the concept and definition of both identity and identifier are
introduced in detail and how to separate identity into different categories in
accordance with identity credential format and identity nature is explained. That
is, in accordance with identity credential format, identity can be classified into paper-
based identity, digitized identity, and digital identity [436]. However, in accordance
with the nature of identity, identity can be separated into intrinsic identity like
biometric identity and linked or linkable identity like gym member identity [213]. Most
important, we discuss the stability and persistence in an identity significantly depends
on how strong the tie is between the identity identifier with that person. As biometric
identity identifier come from human body measurement that is readable, measurable,
and intrinsic to a person, we claim biometric identity system has the highest assurance
and credibility in the regard of identity identification and authentication [7].

3.2.1 Identity definition and identity category

In current era, securely authenticate a person’s identity is brutal in security. By
definition, a person’s identity is ‘who a person is, or the qualities of a person or a
group that make them different from others [93].’ In accordance with that definition,
two major functions can be perceived in identity. First, differentiation. A person or a
group of people can be differentiated through identifying or calling those distinguishing
qualities in identity [84]. To put in more detail, in modern society, resources are very
limited like welfare benefits and healthcare. To keep resources distribution fair and
equal, effectively differentiating every individual is crucial so that everyone can get
an equal share of the public resource. For another example, criminals receive penalty
and punishment upon their wrong doings, and one person can only vote once in
general election. Precisely distinguishing a person from anyone else is also beneficial
for maintaining a safe and secure social order if one person is completely prevented
from claiming multi-identity in one identity system. Second, consistency [297]. In
sociology, the part of ‘who a person is’ in identity definition is defined by ‘how we see
ourselves’ [84]. That is, a person’s self-identity, social identity and role identity, like
social position in community, personal character, beliefs, values, and role in family
etc. these identities form a person’s mindset and spirit which has significant and
consistent effect on a person’s behaviour. Therefore, the consistency in a person’s
identity refers to a psychologically consistent self-identified image of how a person see
himself, which is not used for differentiation but self-identification [408].

Normally, one identity consists of two parts: identity identifier and its correspond-
ing credential [94]. Specifically, identity identifier is the specific syntax of we are who
we claim to be, and credentials are the evidence or mechanism that we use to prove we
are the owner of that identity. Therefore, in the process of identity authentication that
is to prove a person is who they claim to be, it normally involves two procedures [294].
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First, declare the identity as they claims who they are. Second, prove the ownership
of that identity declaration. Therefore, the assurance of identity authentication is
judged by how strong of the identity ownership is approved [16].

As both the identity identification criteria and the distinguishing precision request
vary a lot in different scenarios, the attribute of identity comes into different categories
too. However, identity in general can still be separated into two major categories:
intrinsic identity and linked or linkable identity [94].

To put in more detail, identity that is intrinsic to a person refers to a person’s
biometric identity, genetic identity, and personal identity, which is the identity
completely belongs to and self-sovereign by identity user [319]. That is, intrinsic
identity is an intrinsic character that a person born with, developed and fully
controlled by that identity user. Some intrinsic identity is also called legal identity,
which the information declared in legal identity can precisely identify one single person
only with legal enforcement function and legal ground [7]. To be more precise,

• Biometric identity [210]. Biometric identity comes from body measurements
that can be calculated and extracted from a human body, which the feature of
a person’s biometric character remains unchanged during that person’s lifetime.
Most important, the undeniable and immutable tie between biometric data with
one and the only person makes biometric identity distinctively special and highly
assured, especially in the scenario where authentication of a person’s identity has
legal concern. Plus, in accordance with [50], there are no two people by far have
been found had identical fingerprint yet. Therefore, one outstanding benefit of
using biometric identity to authenticate a person’s identity is that it has legal
enforcement function, which is biometric authentication of a person’s identity
can enforce that person’s behaviour to be governed at jurisdiction and law
legitimacy level [251]. One classical example of biometric identity application
is police officer collects biometric identity information like fingerprint at crime
site to identify a criminal [17].

For another example, personally identifiable information (PII) like photography,
fingerprint, voice, iris, palm print, Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), gender, and place
of born etc, they all belong to intrinsic identities [251]. Indeed, human biometric
character has been classified into two types, and specifically they are physiological
and behavioural biometrics [83]. That is, physiological biometrics are like fingerprint,
photography, iris, palm, and voice etc. Those biometric identity characters come
from our own body, which is measurable, readable, globally unique and immutable.
Whereas as a contrast, behavioural biometrics is the feature of our body movement
or gesture, like the way how we walk or how we take mobile phone out of our pocket
etc [447]. They are established patterns of our behaviour which are formed by our
behavioural habits. The authentication of behavioural biometrics identity requires
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to collect a larger size of sample data to extract identity feature, but the major
drawbacks of behavioural biometric identity feature is they are not stable and very
easy to duplicate; therefore, in most cases behavioural biometrics identity will be used
as an add-on to strength a multi-factor biometric authentication system [50].

Apart from biometric identity, personal identity is an intrinsic identity to a person
as well, but the major difference is biometric identity is eternally stable, globally
unique, and immutable [210]. However, as a comparison, it is generally acceptable to
claim that a person’s personal identity character will change over time and personal
identity is very hard to quantify and measure. Like for instance,

• Personal identity. Personal identity refers to beliefs, values, habits, and
personal characters etc. which is more about a person’s self-image and mindset
[84]. Personal identity character like extrovert is an identity, which distinguishes
extrovert people from introvert people. In that case, the distinguishing character
‘extrovert’ represents a group of people, which identities people in a relaxed
precision manner. An identity like that can only differentiate people in a vague
manner, which is more appropriate to separate a group of people. As a result
of that, even though personal identity is an identity, it is rarely used in real
practical scenario to authenticate individual’s identity. That is, even though
personal identity is an identity, it is commonly used as a descriptor but not an
identity identifier [408].

As a comparison to intrinsic identity, linked or linkable identity is an identity
that is issued by an identity issuer, and then the identity issuer links that identity
with one specific person to fulfil a function [294]. Indeed, the aim of issuing linked
or linkable identity is the identity issuer attempts to distinguish one person from
anyone else for issuer’s own purpose [294]. In most cases, the identity issuers are
either governmental organizations or service providers, and they issue an identity to
all general public or their service users to fulfil either cohesive governmental functions
or business functions. Like intrinsic identity, the linked or linkable identity also can
be divided into two major sub-classes, that is, linked or linkable legal identity, and
linked or linkable functional identity [37], [544]:

• Linked or linkable legal identity. Linked or linkable legal identity is the
identity itself has a legal ground, which is generally used to cohesively fulfil
a governmental function that is applied to all general public, like taxation,
border control, and vehicle control etc. Therefore, the issuer of legal identity
in most cases are governmental department like Driving and Vehicle Licensing
Authority (DVLA), Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC), and UK
Border Agency(UKBA) etc [297]. For one specific example, government issues
birth certificate to new born baby for vital record the birth of a person so that
government can tell if that person is legitimate for governmental benefits. Most
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important, birth certificate contains gender, place of birth, and date of birth
intrinsic identity information as well, which strengthen the legal ground of birth
certificate. To point it out, biometric identity belongs to legal identity, but it
is not linked by any identity issuer nor linkable to any individual person, but
it is intrinsic to one specific individual who born with these biometric identities
characters [544].

Similarly,

• Linked or linkable functional identity. Linked or linkable functional
identity is service provider issues an identity to fulfil a function in accordance
with their business service provider’s requirement [23]. One good example of
linked or linkable identity is digital identity, which is issued and managed by
online service providers, like email address, IP address, online shopping account,
Instagram account, Facebook account and digital newspaper account etc, these
identities are linked with one user and gradually become an indispensable part
of our daily life. For another example of linked identity in real tangible world,
that is gym issues gym card to all users who have paid for gym service [23].

Most important, the obvious feature of linked or linkable identity is the identity
itself totally controlled by the identity issuer, so issuers can revoke and modify user’s
identity as much as they want. See below Figure 3.1 for a demonstration of identity
category structure.

Figure 3.1: A demonstration of identity category structure.

In accordance with the format of identity credential, identity has three major
formats. That is, paper-based identity, digitized identity, and digital identity [94].
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• Paper-based identity. In general, paper-based identity refers to the identity
that we use to interact in the tangible world, which the identity issuer issues
paper-based identity credentials like residential card, passport book, gym card,
birth certificate, and bank card etc to prove the ownership of a paper-based
identity. Paper-based identity is issued to get access the resources and services
that are supplied in the real tangible world, which the paper-based credentials
enable face-to-face identity authentication.

• Digitized identity. Digitized identity is to transform a paper-based identity
and its corresponding credential into a digital documentation like a scanned
copy or photography so that user’s paper-based identity can be authenticated
online and remotely. In most cases, digitized identity is requested by online
service provider to prevent their service user from claiming multi-identities in
their service identity system.

• Digital identity. Apart from the identity that we have or are linked with
real tangible world, a new form of identity is imposed with the arrival of
internet. That is, the digital identity that we use in digital world. Digital
identity is the identity that we use to interact over internet, which allows the
access to computer and online services to be mediate and managed by computer
programs rather a real human being. To be more precise, a digital identity can
be interpreted as a bundle of digital data, which contain the identity attribute
data so that identity authentication can be conducted, and user interactions can
be controlled by verifying those attributes.

Most important, one outstanding feature of digital identity is anonymous [94].
That is, user name in most cases are pseudonyms rather than user legal name, like
email address, online shopping account user names, and gaming user names etc. As a
consequence of that, online service providers are ignorant about most of their service
users’ legal identity at all.

Anonymity in identity indeed can be an advantage if the service provider does
not require any legal enforcement or the digital service provider only requests weak
identity proof [16]. That is, user’s privacy can be securely protected by naming all
user anonymously. However, at the same time, anonymity may cause sever security
risk like one person can easily claim multi-identity in one identity system. Therefore,
service provider usually will request their service user’s identity to be matched with
their service security level [289]. For instance, in the case of the online service has legal
concern like money transfer in banking, border crossing application to border agency,
or access to company intranet for confidential business data etc. user digital identity
in those cases will be linked with user legal identity to improve identity credibility,
and make user digital identity more reliable and trustworthy. That is to say, identity
has credibility [309].
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Another thing can never be forgotten to mention about identity is identity
credibility, which refers to how trustworthy it is about an identity claim, like our
Facebook account identity does not have as much credibility as our legal name identity
as in residential card [309]. The higher credibility an identity has, the more acceptable
for an identity to be adopted by service providers. To put in more detail, identity
credibility significantly depends on how strong the tie is between a person and an
identity identifier [275]. Specifically, as biometric identity identifier is intrinsic to
a person, the tie between biometric identity and a person is eternally stable and
immutable; therefore, biometric identity has the highest credibility among all the rest
identities [83]. Followed by legal identity, the tie between the legal identity identifier
like legal name and the person is cohesively composed by governmental organization
with legal ground [251]. Therefore, whenever service provider requires higher level
identity credibility to secure their identity system, service provider will compulsory
link user legal identity or biometric identity with their service user’s account identity.

For a short summary, identity is who we are and what make us different from
anyone else. Biometric identity is intrinsic to one globally unique person only,
which the identity is extracted or measured from human body so biometric identity
has legal enforcement function. Legal identity refers to identity that is issued and
cohesively linked by a governmental organization to fulfil a governmental function,
and linked functional identity is issued and linked by general business service provider
to fulfil their business function. Most important, the reason why a person’s biometric
identity has distinctive legal enforcement function is because the strong undeniable
and immutable tie between biometric data to one and only specific nature person.

3.2.2 Biometric identity

By definition, biometrics is ‘...the measurement and statistical analysis of people’s
biological and behavioural characteristics, which can be used to recognize or identify
individuals [210]’. As discussion above, biometric identity belongs to the category of a
person’s intrinsic identity, which comes from human physical characteristics like body
measurements and materials. The intrinsic feature of biometric identity is derived
from the immutable and undeniable tie between the extracted biometric data and one
and only person at a global scope [127]. The origin of biometric identity application
can be tracked back to the 17th century in Paris when anthropometry was initially
used in forensics science to identify criminals based on evidence collected at crime site.
Due to the fact that biometric data has to be extracted from human body, the tool and
technology can be used to extract biometric data from human body significantly affect
the generalization and deployment of biometric identity applications. From measuring
tape, inked fingerprint on paper, to today’s high precision sensor and laboratory
equipment, more and more biometric information can be extracted from human body
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[250]. Plus, computing algorithm is getting more and more robust to extract features
from big raw biometric datasets, which also helps the generalization of biometric
identity application. Like nowadays, electroencephalographic brain activity can also
be used to identify a person [366].

Indeed, there is no such a formal definition or concept about what a novel biometric
trait is; however, to count for a biometric identity feature to be able to function as
an identifier to distinguish a person from anyone else, then certain criteria need to be
fulfiled [250]. First, universality. The biometric identity traits to be extracted have
to be universality available to extract from all target population. Second, uniqueness.
Biometric identity feature of two different people has to be different as well. Third,
stable. A good identity feature is persistent over time, and one person can only occupy
one identity only in one biometric system [163], [450].

In accordance with the origin of biometric raw data, biometric identity can be
further classified into another three groups [210]. That is, (1) genetic identity.
(2) phenotypic biometric identity. (3) behavioural identity. Genetic identity raw
biometric data are collected at molecular level, which in general is used in forensics
science, spices classification, and kinship identification. Physiological phenotypic and
behavioural identity in general refer to the identity raw data are collected and derived
from human physiological body. Specifically, phenotypic identity is a measurement
or character of our physiological body, whereas behavioural identity is a stable and
established pattern of our physiological body interact with outside environment [210].
To put in more detail,

1. Genetic identity like DNA and blood type can identify a person at molecular
level, which a person is identified by human physiological body material as what
a person’s body is consists of. DNA can be extracted from a tiny amount of
blood, hair, bones, teeth, saliva, or semen, but the equipment and skill required
to extract DNA is complex and very high [161]. To put in more detail, organic
polymer DNA indeed exists in every human organism cell, which is consist of
the phosphate backbone, the deoxyribose sugar, and the nitrogenous base [17].
Within one cell, there are approximately three billion bases long nucleotides
string. Therefore, even though 99 percent of human DNA is exactly the same
among different people, one percent variance is enough to precisely distinguish
a person from anyone else at a global scope. For instance, traditional short
tandem repeats analysed by capillary electrophoresis is not able to distinguishing
Monozygotic twins at DNA level in the past; however, very recent the discovery
of ultra-deep massively parallel sequencing method can fulfil the task of classify
identical twins by DNA [494].

Plus, because the process of genetic identity identification is very time con-
suming and it is also very difficult to extract raw genetic data from human
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body, genetic identity is generally applied to forensics science and parenting
identification but not general practice applications. Most importantly, genetic
identity has a significant security concern which is more than a loss of assets or
data. [319] discusses genetic identity security concern at the regard of human
reproduction at law level. As reproductive technology like clone and genomes
extraction technology get more and more established, it brings a significant risk
for new born baby to inherit genes substantially different from common human
reproduction forms and endanger human species as a whole.

2. Behavioural identity refers to established movements or habits when a
person’s body interacts with environment, such as gait, keystroke, and signature
[428]. Due to the fact that human behaviour varies a lot in different
environmental conditions, it is also imperative to decide what to extract
from human behaviour to count as a stable identity feature [163]. [380] has
investigated in behavioural biometrics in VR, body segments are arbitrarily
combined into body relation, which concludes the pattern is useful to identify
users. To put in more detail about behavioural identity,

• Signature. At the very beginning, signature can only be authenticated by
how much two signatures are alike to each other in the regard of appearance
only. That is, Ascertain similarities between biometric raw data sample
and template. However, as now computing algorithms and high precision
camera can capture more information from a signature. Signature identity
authentication through both 2-Dimension and 3-Dimension are made
possible. That is, signatures are conventionally used in the case of signing
a business contract to secure a transaction, cashing a cheque, or reaching
agreement between multi-party. Therefore, it is very important to tell
the difference between an authenticate signature and a forged one. In
the case of a skilled forgery, it is extremely difficult to tell the differences
just by human eyes. Even though a signature sample will be collected
before verification, it requires a lot more sample if more stable features
to be extracted in a signature. For example, thickness of a stroke,
pressure, and the speed of pen during signing can be taken as a stable
feature for authenticating a signature [246]. Deep learning algorithms
like Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [2], embedded high-dimension
Euclidean distance [397], and Siamese recurrent neural networks [488] are
applied to extract signature features with significantly high accuracy. In
accordance with [248], the lowest equal error rate of signature identity
verification can be as low as 2.63 percent.

• Gait. Gait identity is a typical pattern recognition issue which draws a
very wide range of community’s attention like computer vision, machine
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learning, biomedical, forensics science and robotics. Gait identity feature
can be extracted either by model-based method or appearance-based
method [50], [447]. That is, model-based method is to learn the pattern
of gait in the regard of a person’s whole body, which is how legs moves in
response to the rest of our body. Whereas as a contrast, appearance-
based model refers to leg movement pattern ‘in the image’[45]. Very
recently, some new emerging deep learning algorithms have been applied
to gait identity learning which shows very good results. For example, 3D
convolutional neural networks can learn a gait patter from multiple viewing
angles [526]. [50] uses recursive long short-term memory (LSTM) algorithm
to learn skeletons joint features.

There are some major pros and cons in deploying behavioural identity to authenticate
a person’s identity [112], [358], [529]. Specifically,

• Pros. Behavioural identity in general is publicly collectable; therefore, a
person’s behavioural identity can be verified even without the notice of the
subject [358]. That is, behavioural identity verification is a good extra factor
to further assurance the identity of the user, especially when knowledge-
based credentials are stolen or surveillance is vitally required. One classical
behavioural identity application is to use keystroke to secure mobile access.
In that case, even knowledge-based PIN is lost, further keystroke identity
verification can terminate illegal access. Plus, some behavioural identities are
extremely hard to spoof. Again, like keystroke identity, raw data has to be
professionally captured before an identity feature can be extract, which make
the identity impossible to spoof.

• Cons.

1. Time consuming. Due to the fact that behavioural identity feature is
impossible to extract from only one instance of movement, it requires
a massive amount of raw data collection and computation before a
behavioural identity feature can be extracted and fixed from a person [229].

2. Behavioural identity is publicly available, which makes it impossible for
deploying behavioural identity as one single factor to authenticate a
person’s identity. Like for instance, a person’s gait can be captured by
video cameras without any requirement from that person’s cooperation
[289], [498].

3. There are too much external factors affecting the accuracy of behavioural
identity identification and authentication. That is, gait pattern is
significantly affected by leg injuries, walking speed, clothing, and weather
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conditions etc. Similarly, signature may have a major change when pen
and paper-material is changed [50].

Apart from above biometric identities that are being discussed, phenotypic
biometric identity like fingerprint, iris, palmprint, ear shape, facial appearance, voice,
and retina also belong to biometric identity. In the very past, face and fingerprint
can only be verified by man-power with bare human eyes, which has a big chance
to get a false verification result. With the arrival of information digitalization and
deep learning applications, phenotypic biometric identity authentication also steps
into a new era. Replacing ink on paper, phenotypic biometric identity is digitalized
into raw data, which makes biometric identity traits way easier and more accurate
to be extracted from raw data. Indeed, the uniqueness of phenotypic biometric
identity has only been statistically proved, and the research is still not yet established
[7]. According to [7], U. S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
reported 1 false match in 40 billion iris comparisons; therefore, the uniqueness of iris
identity is statistically admissible. Even though there are some court cases doubt the
uniqueness of biometric identity, fingerprint and face identity are generally admissible
with acknowledged legal enforcement.

In a vague manner, biometric identity also can be divided into soft biometrics and
hard biometrics. That is, soft biometric identity [129], [354] are identity features that
can be semantically and precisely expressed by human, such as gender, age, ethical
group, and bearded etc. Hard biometric identity is like fingerprint, DNA, and voice
etc, which is impossible to express by words but is able to precisely distinguish one
person from another. To put in more detail, soft identities are commonly used in
identity authentication system to fusion with hard biometrics to make a quicker and
more accurate decision about the subject’s identity, especially when biometrics data
are captured under un-constraint environment [200]. Even though soft identity on
its own can also distinguish a person’s identity, such as bags of soft biometrics, the
accuracy compared with hard biometrics is much lower [355], [414]. Deep learning
methods are also good at finding correlations between each factor [468].

Recently, new form of identity keeps coming up with the development of new data
collection equipment and data analysing knowledge, such as finger vein identity [245],
[540] , ear [519], and lip movement [529] etc. [398] deploys cancellable iris recognition
to secure iris identity authentication system, which reaches a 99.9% recognition
rate and 0.97 second processing time. Plus, revolutionary new data collection
equipment drastically improves the biometric identity authentication accuracy as
well. For example, remote identity verification by gait and face [447] with a high
detection accuracy of 95.2%. Super resolution [21], [30] images significantly improve
performance in face image recognition and fingerprint especially when image collection
environment is poor. Plus, industrial biometric identity authentication mechanism is
getting into the market as well. HSBC mobile banking application offers fingerprint
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or voice biometric identity verification to secure the access to their application to their
15 million customers [7].

Fingerprint

A fingerprint raw data is commonly collected by a sensor, scanner or camera to capture
an image of an impression that is left by the friction ridges of the subject’s finger.
A fingerprint consists of ridges and valleys on the surfaces of the finger, which is a
statistically and globally unique human physiology feature and persistently forms the
individuality of a specific person. With the arrival of digitalization and specialized
devices, fingerprint local minutiae can be captured and extracted precisely with more
subtle details [21]. Plus, with computing deep learning algorithm becomes more and
more established, fingerprint identity authentication and feature extraction also come
into a new era.

The reason of why fingerprint identity authentication is popular are three folds
[193]. Due to the generalization of smart phones, the acquisition of fingerprint data
becomes more convenient and cost efficient. That is, one of the benefits of fingerprint
identity authentication is for its compactness, accuracy and price effectiveness [77].
To put in more detail, there is a very good generalization and acceptance of fingerprint
identity authentication system among all the general public is mainly because of three
reasons.

1. Fingerprint compared with other physiology identity features has a good privacy.
That is, the access of fingerprint data can be fully controlled by a person.
Without the cooperation of the subject, fingerprint data is difficult to retrieve.

2. Efficient. In the regard of both fingerprint identity verification and authen-
tication and cost, fingerprint data always offer better user experience due to
the established fingerprint recognition algorithms and the generalization of
fingerprint sensor in smart mobile.

3. Even though it is proved that fingerprint does have age and aging problem [154],
but in general it remains constant over a person’s lifetime and it is very difficult
to alter. That is to say, fingerprint is very stable and persistent.

To put in more detail, depends on the resolution of fingerprint image, fingerprint
feature can be extracted either globally(loop, delta, and whorl) or locally(minutiae)
[333]. See Figure 3.2 for a demonstration of fingerprint level 1, 2, and 3 features
[20]. That is, level 1 features are fingerprint global features, and both level 2 and
level 3 features are local minutiae features. To extract higher level feature, normally
higher resolution is required. Therefore, a global fingerprint identity feature is defined
by the patterns and flows of ridges and valleys with singularities such as loop, whorl
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and arch. Whereas as a contrast, a local fingerprint feature shows more distinctive
details with minutiae (Galton details), and even more small geometric details such as
scars and pores with minimum acquisition resolution of 1000 dpi [495]. For a specific
example, 20-40 sweat pores are proved to be sufficient enough to recognize a person
[25], [495].

Figure 3.2: A demonstration of fingerprint level 1, 2,and 3 features [20].

In accordance with [285], [539], a general framework of extracting a person’s
fingerprint identity can be summarized as 1. Fingerprint image acquisition. 2. Image
pre-processing. 3. Fingerprint feature extraction. 4. Fingerprint template generation.

• Fingerprint image acquisition - Fingerprint image acquisition now heavily
depends on specialized devices, and differences of deploying different fingerprint
raw data acquisition devices include image resolution (number of pixels per
inch), area (size of fingerprint image collection window), and number of pixels(
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number of pixels in one image) [77], [285]. To put in more detail, micro-
capacitive sensor, which is cheaper and small in size, measures the capacity of
the skin of the finger as ridges and valleys has very different capacity. Thermal
sensors can detect the temperature differences between fingerprint ridges and
valleys. However, thermal sensor in fingerprint data collection has a major
technology challenge, which is thermal picture has to be taken in a very short
time as temperature is assume to be either constantly changing or the difference
vanishes very quickly. Ultrasonic sensor is to use high frequency sound waves
to capture a reflection from the subject’s finger surface [287]. As an advantage
of ultrasound sensor, the picture captured by ultrasonic sensor always have
better quality and is available for 3-dimensional data. Unfortunately, ultrasonic
sensor is expensive and takes longer time to capture an image compared with
micro-capacitive and thermal sensors. [21] thoroughly discusses the impact
of digital fingerprint image in the regard of fingerprint recognition accuracy,
which especially researches the possibility of using digital cameras to replace
specialized fingerprint acquisition devices. It further concludes that digital
camera can function perfectly until a compression ratio reaching 30 -40% of
the raw image.

• Image pre-processing - Due to distortion, brightness, dirt, and scars,
fingerprint raw data is very noisy and contains many inter- and intra- personal
variance. Therefore, fingerprint data is very sensitive for external factors so
denoise and pre-processing fingerprint image to improve clarity often is necessary
[287]. Especially in the case of local minutiae feature extraction, fingerprint
recognition accuracy significantly depends on the quality of the input image
quality to capture enough valid minutiae points. Plus, if fingerprint image is
captured by camera, fingerprint has to be segmented from its background from
the image. To put in more detail, segmentation methods include colour-based
[220], continuous restricted Boltzmann machines(RBM) [418], three-layer RBM
[174], and contextual filters have been applied to fingerprint raw data to denoise.
Image also can be enhanced so that clear and reliable features can be extracted.
Established fingerprint image enhancement methods have three group. That is,
pixel-wise, contextual-filtering, and multi-resolution. The goal of enhancement
is to distinguish which are genuine minutiae from unclear images.

• Fingerprint feature extraction – To extract fingerprint global feature,
orientation extraction and ridge frequency are two mandatory procedures.
Specifically, the aim of orientation extraction is to evaluate if a fingerprint
image is good enough to extract reliable features. Local ridge frequency
denotes the number of ridges per unit length along a hypothetical segment
cantered point and orthogonal to local ridge orientation. For specific example
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of feature extraction methods, [99] proposes a privacy-preserving scheme to
store fingerprint data in a server or cloud infrastructure, and multi-IoT can be
connected. [547] suggests a dynamic anisotropic pore feature model, which pore
is extracted by filtering in a high-resolution fingerprint database to improve the
fingerprint recognition accuracy of pore-based methods. Plus, deep learning
methods like stacked autoencoder [513] for global arch, loop and whorl learning,
and CNN [95], [256], [464] for local minutiae learning, have been applied to
fingerprint identity feature learning.

• Fingerprint template generation – Due to the fact that biometric data
are confidential and private, fingerprint template is not allowed to store in
any database without further protection. Conventional fingerprint template
protection methods include encryption, trusted-executive environment, tokens,
and non-reversable transformation etc [548].

Fingerprint features can be matched based on three different methods. Specifically,

• Correlation-based matching Correlation between two corresponding aligned
fingerprint image pixels, but the matching result is significantly affected by
angles and positions. Therefore, single cross-correlation measure usually is not
enough to generate a good evaluation of matching result.

• Minutiae-based matching Minutiae features can be consolidated into two-
dimensional feature vectors, which is most widely used mechanism deployed in
automatic recognition system. The result of minutiae matching is based on the
spatial distance between two feature vectors.

• Non-minutiae feature-based matching - Global features, such as texture,
shape, local ridge orientation, are used to identify a person’s identity when
fingerprint image quality is low. FingerCode [412] is one classic example of it.

Fingerprint system has venerable threats, such as fingerprint-based system can be
jeopardized by spoofing attacks. Although the spoofing attacks in fingerprint identity
authentication cause major hazard for remote authentication, like [413] has proven
that fingerprint can be reconstructed using fingerprint minutiae template, it is very
straightforward to deploy multimodal biometrics to strengthen the system security.
That is, multimodal biometric feature authentication has been proved to be more
secure at a cost extra computation and more raw biometrics data collection. Another
good practise of anti-spoofing method is to do liveness detection. [20] proposes an
improved feature descriptor to detect fingerprint liveness from fingerprint both level
1 and level 3 features.

For one specific example of generating fingerprint identity template, a set of
minutiae fingerprinttemplate = {x⃗, y⃗, θ⃗}. Specifically, tuple {x⃗, y⃗, θ⃗} normally
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represents an un-order set of the extracted minutia, at location (x,y) with orientation
(θ)of friction ridge discontinuities. Taking figure 3 left top one image in level 1 as
input, the corresponding feature out set is illustrated as in below:

x y θ
178 154 144
71 207 198
98 158 164
. . .

126 200 113

Table 3.1: Extracted feature for fingerprint template

Facial image

Face identity generally refers to a person’s physiological appearance feature that is how
a person look like. Similar with fingerprint, face identity feature can be distinguished
by bare human visual. Human visual indeed has extraordinary advantages in image
recognition especially for unconstrained environments. Independent of viewpoint,
colour, texture, facial expression, scars, and disguise, human visual seems seemingly
effortless to offer an accurate decision. As a result of that, human used to perform
better than computers in the regard of face recognition [399].

Automatic face recognition methods have two mainstreams: feature-based local
approaches and appearance-based global representation approaches [468]. Differ from
these two mainstreams, deep learning computing algorithms can extract face feature in
a hierarchical combined approach. However, the drawback of deep learning algorithm
performs better when the training data are massive. That is, company like Google
and Facebook who have access to that resources are able to proposing more accurate
and more robust face verification system, such as Deepface from Facebook [476] who
has privilege access to over one billion face images. Specifically, their training size is
commonly between 4 to 5 million images for only tens of thousands of subjects [468].
An unbreakable milestone of face image recognition algorithm yet derived from [311],
which is trained on 1.2 million images under unconstrained protocol with a verification
accuracy rate of 99.41%.

Due to the fact that face image is publicly available, a person’s face identity
is rarely used as a single factor identity authentication system to authorize high
confidential access. Therefore, face recognition commonly applied to surveillance
system, forensic science, access control, and social networks, which is closer to identity
verification but not authentication [111]. To put in more detail, face image verification
by human vision has compatible performance with robust computing algorithms [353],
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which makes face recognition and verification cheaper. Plus, face image is easy and
convenient to retrieve, which also has a very high acceptance rate. Therefore, face
image is ubiquitously attached to an identity credential to add a stronger tie between
the identity and identity holder [399].

There indeed has a massive difference between face image verification and
identification [447]. Specifically, face identity verification refers to one-to-one match.
That is, matching a pending image with one and only registered template, which the
result of face verification commonly depends on a loss or cost function to be minimized.
Whereas as a contrast, face identity identification is a one-to-many classification
problem, which is to predict the correct label of the image and cross-entropy normally
is used as its cost function.

Face recognition system has challenges. One fact about biometric identity
authentication system is it never one hundred percent accurate at all [6]. That
is, biometric identity authentication has significant bias due to the nature of
biometric data and data processing mechanism. To put in more details, [154] talked
about the bias in biometric identity authentication system. Specifically, automated
authentication systems are bias based on algorithm, and social matters and equipment
based technical bias do also generally exist. These bias lead to different outcome with
the same biometric data input, which is unfair to the identity claimer. Like for
instance, [411] claims that algorithm bias is one of the most serious challenges in
biometric identity authentication system.

Plus, even though face recognition in general has an accuracy rate over ninety
percent, but there is a consistency in poorest performance in distinguishing people
who are dark-skinned or female [346]. As a result of these bias, biometric identity
authentication system commonly suffers from either a differential performance or a
differential outcome [232]. That is, a differential performance is differences in system
performance between demographic groups, and differential outcomes are the system
decision’s accuracy vary a lot among different groups [142]. For one specific example,
aging and age in fingerprint identification and verification is a big issue, and has
been well researched in the past decades. Age issue in fingerprint specifically is to
investigate if the accuracy is the same when one recognition algorithm is applied to
different age groups. Whereas as a contrast, aging issue refers to if the accuracy
varies when one recognition algorithm is applied to one person over different time of
age. [193] investigates it profoundly and concludes that aging does cause a significant
challenge to fingerprint recognition system. It also suggests different thresholds for
fingerprint sample authentication to different age groups.

Similar with fingerprint, face image raw data contains a lot of inter- and intra-
personal variance as well. That is, features that extracted from photography image are
significantly affected by pose, illumination, external environment, cosmetics, and scars
etc. In accordance with [370], the biggest obstacle in facial recognition is aging and
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external scars or medical conditions. Therefore, denoise is a standardized procedure
in face image processing. See figure 3.3 for a demonstration for face image collection,
detection, and standardization.

Figure 3.3: a demonstration for face image collection, detection, and standardization.

As biometric data are not allowed to be shared on public cloud, [1] suggests to
use both zero-watermark and visual encryption to protect the privacy of biometric
data like face image. The advantage of that system is that the decryption can
be done by only correct secret key, which is easier compared with conventional
cryptography methods. [342] suggests a biometric smart card prototype for secure fog
computing data, but there are not any details introduced in the regard of database
nor management. [396] uses Merkle hash tree-based encryption algorithm to protect
biometric identity data, and proposes Minkowski distance-based authentication
method to authenticate biometric identity. It reaches a 100% accuracy on NIST
Special Database 4.

For a demonstration of extracting facial image features in a linear combination of
basis faces, the facial image features are indeed a vector of weight coefficients. Taking
table 3.2 most left image as an example, the final facial identity can be expressed as
in below:

3.3 Identifier in the Metaverse

Identifier is used to clearly identify one and only entity without any ambiguity in
both the real tangible world and digital world, which is also required to be readable
and machine resolvable [100]. That is, an identifier has the information required to
distinguish an entity within its scope of identification. As a comparison to identity,
identifier does not necessarily embody the identity of the referent, even though in
most cases that may be the case [377]. Plus, identifier has to be unique within its
scope, which means one identifier represent one referent only in one identifier system
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Vector of Coefficients
0.25
0.11
0.05
-0.03
0.3
.
.
0.1

Table 3.2: Extracted final facial identity feature vector

[116]. To put it into another way, identifier can either be locally unique or globally
unique.

Identifier can be completely random or based on any generation rule that is
based on the content or the referent of the identifier. Identifier in Metaverse
has no differences with identifiers in the digital world, which the identifier can be
either in referent of a real world object or a completely made-up thing. However,
the Metaverse identifier in the majority case are through Blockchain, which is
decentralized identifier(DID). In later suction 3.3.3 decentralized identifier(DID), a
thorough research about DID is conducted.

A standardized and generic identifier issuing mechanism does not only improve
interoperability, but also improve the rigour of the identifier generic mechanism.
Indeed, the generation of identifier can either in accordance with a syntactic context
rule or encoding extracted data from referent [486]. Therefore, the uniqueness of the
identifier significantly depends on the design of the syntactic context rule and the
uniqueness of the extracted information from the referent. However, in most cases,
a centralized registry authority is required to maintain the uniqueness of identifier
when the system is adopting a generic syntactic context rule, in case identifier user
has the subjective intuition to modify or re-issue an identifier [484].

Examples of identifier application in real tangible world are product barcode,
passport number, national insurance number, and bank account etc. In digital world,
identifier in general is defined by world web consortium (W3C) as in uniform resource
identifier(URI) [116]. URI is used by web technology to identify both digital and
physical resources. In contemporary view, when URI points to metadata, the identifier
is also called uniform resource citation(URC); when URI provides a general mechanism
or location to retrieve the resource, it is uniform resource locator(URL); when URI
only offers a name string for the identified resource, it is uniform resource name
(URN). Indeed, URC, URL, and URN all belong to a type of URI and follow URI
generic syntax rule [486].
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3.3.1 Identifier definition and generation

A person indeed has quite a lot of identities in lifetime. For example, a bank identity
for house mortgages, patient identity for medication and healthcare, staff identity in
employment, student identity in education, citizen identity to access to a country’s
public resources, online social media account to remotely communicate with people,
and shopping account to shop online etc. These identities distinguish a person or
a group of people from anyone else who are in the same kind, but in the case
of identifying one single person at one instance, it is indeed a function of identity
identifier [126].

To put it into another way, identifiers can be seen as a syntax that we use to
identify a specific subject in a variety of contexts, like communication identifiers as in
mobile phone number and email address, identity identifiers as in passport number,
driving license, or insurance number etc [106], [377]. Specifically, an identifier can also
be interpreted as the detailed content or a specific representation of an entity, which
in most cases is name or string. Therefore, an identity identifier is the specific name
or string in the identity that can specifically identify one single entity or a group of
entities, which represents an instance of identity identification. That is, the name or
string in an identity denotatively equals to an identity identifier [377].

For one specific definition of identifier, ‘An identifier embodies the information
required to distinguish what is being identified from all other things within its scope
of identification’ [486]. An example of identifier, we all have names to distinguish
ourselves from anyone else, like Kate, Jack, or Peter etc. Name is an identity which
distinguishes one person from another; however, it is one specific syntax ‘Kate’ that
fulfils the task of identifying Kate as in one instance of identity identification [239],
[377]. For another example, bar code is used to identify and distinguish one specific
item among all identically produced products in production line. Therefore, put
identifier in identity system, identity identifier is the specific name or string that
differentiates every single identity that is issued in the same identity system [486].
To be more precise, identity identifier is the specific content of ‘ who we claim to
be’, which maps an identity claim to a real human. For short, identifier is used to
distinguish an entity regardless of the identifying mechanism and content. There
should no assumption that the identifier has to be that entity’s identity, even though
it may be the case very often.

In computing, identifier is strongly related with namespace where is the syntactic
context rule for all identifiers that is how they are going to be constructed, generated,
and defined [239]. To put in more detail, the namespace syntactic context can either
be any arbitrary string without assigning any great meaning to the identifier at all,
or there is a metadata rule to be followed so that extra information can be extracted.
For one specific example, U.S. food and product code 38BEE27 with a metadata rule
as in below table with an identifier representation meaning of ‘canned tomato soup
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(concentrated) [186]’. see blow Figure 3.4 for an example of U.S. Food and Drug
Product codes and product code builder.

Figure 3.4: An example of U.S. Food & Drug Product codes and product code builder
[186].

Most important, identifier has to have a clear defined scope to avoid the case of
identifier collapse [374]. To put it into another way, duplicate identifier is possible as
long as they are not used in the same namespace or identification system, but identifier
has to be unique within one identity system. Therefore, identifier has to be unique
within one namespace or system. The main function of an identifier is whenever
the identifier is called, one and only entity is specified under that system [377].
That is, within the same namespace, every identifier has to be able to precisely and
clearly identify one unique entity without any ambiguity whenever the corresponding
identifier is called. One typical example of namespace system is file system, which
a file’s name can be named in accordance with file naming rule but only duplicate
file name under the same folder is forbidden [239]. Plus, identifiers are commonly
in hierarchical structure so that some common string or names can be reused. Like
telecom mobile numbers, it usually follows the syntactic context of country code at
the very beginning, then region code, and finally followed by individual code; Or, a
person’s full name is a combination of family name and given-name [421].

Identifier indeed is extremely crucial in identification system, as identifier fulfils
the task of mapping a specific string or name to a real entity [310]. Specifically, the
entity specified or identified by an identifier has a very wide range, like a concept,
real human, an object, and a mathematical function etc. To make the mapping easier
and faster, identifiers are usually encoded into one single serial string as in passport
number, residential card number, or driving license number etc. In accordance with
the property of the identifier, identifier can be separated into either a stable identifier
or a dynamic identifier [486]. That is,

• Persistent identifier. By applying the same syntactic context rule or
generation method to create one identifier for one entity, one and only identifier
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will be generated no matter how many different times the rule has been applied
to the same entity [163]. In that case, we call the generated identifier is
persistent. To put it into another way, one identifier is allowed to map one
entity only, but one entity can hold as many identifiers as possible.

• Dynamic identifier. Identifier functions as a mapping between an entity with
the identifier string. A stable, persistent and standardized identifier improves
interoperability, but at the same time it brings a lot of security concerns. Like
for instance, in most cases digital identity uses pseudonym as user identity
identifier, user privacy can be well protected. However, in the case of user has
frequent and repeated actions, user’s behaviour is still trackable. Therefore,
there is a request for a dynamic identifier that is to improve security as in [221].
Dynamic identifier is a constantly changing string or name, but the referent
is fixed. In most cases, the dynamic identifier is changing with some of the
referenced content of the entity, but not the dynamic identifier generation rule.

As discussed above, identifier can identify a wide range of entities, and there are
quite a lot of established syntax and mechanisms for generating an identifier [184],
[374], [486]. In general, identifier can be constructed by either syntactic context rule
which arbitrarily assigns a name or string to an entity, or extracting information from
the referent entity and then encoded that information into an identifier [374]. To
put in more detail, one general rule that all identifier generation rule should follow is
avoiding identifier collision, which refers to in one identifier system the same identifier
is issued to more than one entity. As a result of that, whenever that collision identifier
is called, there are more than one entity is identified. Therefore, the crucial part of
designing an identifier issuing mechanism is to keep all identifiers unique [486].

Conventional mechanism of maintaining the identifier uniqueness significantly
relies on a central registry authority who takes the responsibility of recording and
managing all issued identifiers to guarantee that there are no duplicate identifiers in
one system [116]. Another classical mechanism of maintaining uniqueness in identifier
system is to store all federated or decentralized identifier in one database and at the
same time to request a strong syntactic context. Therefore, as long as all issuers issue
identifier in accordance with that strong syntactic context rule, and then cohesively
record all identifiers in the same database, the probability of having a duplicated
identifier can be designed close enough to reach zero. Like for instance, a classical
example of that is the universally unique identifier (UUID) [421]. That is, an UUID
is a 128-bit label which is used to identify information in computer system. Based
on the standard of ITU-T Rec. X.667 — ISO/IEC 9834-8:2005, UUID is consists of
32 hexadecima digits that is separated by hyphens as in an 8-4-4-4-12 format string
[184]. UUID is standardized by Open Software Foundation(OSF), and there are 5
versions has been published altogether. In accordance with birthday problem [255] in
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probabilities, it needs to generate more than 2.7 quintillion identifiers in order to have
a 50 percent possibility to lead an identifier collision. Therefore, the impossibility of
generating that amount of identifier makes identifier collision under UUID scheme
impossible as well [184].

3.3.2 Uniform resource identifier (URI) and URI generic
syntax

As computing technology gets more and more established, its applications also
gradually become an indispensable part of our daily life. Internet of Things (IoT),
world wide web, internet, and computing machine learning algorithms, an integration
of these technologies makes computing applications ‘intelligent’, and the robustness
of the integration significantly depends on persistent and accurate identification of all
heterogenetic devices and resources over internet. Therefore, making identification in
digital world is very important.

Dated back in 1990, the World Wide Web global information initiative uses
identifiers in web-based technology as universal resource identifier in WWW. In year
2005, Internet Engineering Task Force published(IETF) published the URI generic
syntax, and define URI as ‘. . . A URI is a compact sequence of characters that identifies
an abstract or physical resource [486].’ It obsoletes all previous specifications [485],
and merge uniform resource locators [484] and relative uniform resource locators [184].
This new URI generic syntax [486] is a super-set of all current valid URIs and resolves
URI references in all available forms on the internet. URI generic syntax is hierarchical
and extensible. By declaring extra specific requirements in URI scheme, a further
constrained generative grammar for one specific type of URI can be specified. To
put in more detail, in URI, uniformity provides significant interoperability, which
resources can be identified across variable accessing mechanism. The word ‘resource’
in a general sense refers to a wide range of subject but not only limit to ‘resource’,
and the resource may not necessarily be accessible via the internet. Like for instance,
a real human being and an organization.

URI can also be summarised as a unique hierarchical sequence of string that
identifies resource used by web technologies [56]. That is, URI only guarantee a
function of identification but not access the resource. The operation on identified
resource is defined by protocol elements but not the syntax. Specifically, in accordance
with the RUI generic syntax [486], there are five main hierarchical components in each
URI. From right to left, components are listed in decreasing significant order. That
is [116],

URI = scheme ∶ [//authority]path[?query][#fragment] (3.1)

Where,
authority = [userinfo“@“]host[“ ∶ “port] (3.2)
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To be precise,

• Scheme. Established URI schemes include http, https, ftp, mailto, file, data,
and irc etc. they are all case-insensitive. However, the typical way is the
lowercase. All URI starts with a scheme name, and the scheme further restrict
URI in accordance with the scheme specifications, which makes URI extensible.
URI schemes are also required to be registered with the internet assigned
numbers authority (IANA), even though public unregistered and private URI
schemes are still allowed to use. RFC 2717 [378] contains the detailed procedures
for registering a URI scheme, which clearly requires a corresponding RFC for
the scheme syntax and semantics. All schemes are also requested to follow URI
generic syntax rule, but one single scheme assigns identifier specifications within
that scheme [116].

• Authority (Optional). An authority consists of an optional ‘userinfo’ sub-
component and a host subcomponent. Specifically, ‘userinfo’ is a combination of
user name and an optional information about how to get authenticated to access
corresponding URI specified resource; however, for security concern, ‘userinfo’
component is largely deprecated. Plus, a host refers to IP literal like either a
registered name or an IP address, and followed by port. The specified authority
takes the responsibility to manage and govern the name space defined by the
corresponding URI [116].

• Path. A path contains hierarchical information to identify one specific web
resource defined within that URI scope. A path segment is separated by slash,
which may be zero length as empty field [116], [310].

• Query (Optional). Preceded by a question mark, query component contains a
key query string of non-hierarchical data. In most cases, the key query string is
a pair of attribute-value separated by a question delimiter, which is also helpful
to identify resources in the same URI scope.

• Fragment (Optional). Fragment directs or identifies a route to a secondary
resource by reference to a primary resource, which the secondary resource in
most cases belongs to a portion or a subset of the referenced primary resource.
Fragment commonly results a retrieving action on the primary resource, and
fragment format is decided by retrieved resource representation format. See
below Figure 3.5 for URI syntax diagram and Examples of URI [524].

To put in more details, URI is designed to have a global scope, and consists of
basic Latin alphabet, digits, and a few special characters[486]. All characters that
are used in a URI function as the specific identifying data and serves as an interface
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Figure 3.5: URI syntax diagram and Examples of URI [524].

for identification across different system. Indeed, the ability of transcribing a URI
between different medium is considered more important than a more meaning literal
representation. Therefore, URI often is encoded as octets for simpler transport or
presentation.

URI can be further divided into as a locator, a name string, or both [486]. However,
the contemporary trending about URI classification is getting vague as there has not
a clear and consistent separation about a digital locator as opposed to a name string.
Specifically, when URI only provides the name string of the resource and only used
for calling, they are Uniformed Resource Names (URN) and identified by ‘Namespace
ID’. When URI does not only provide a name string for the referent resources but also
specify a primary mechanism to retrieve and locate the resource, they are Uniformed
Resource Locator (URL). Another widely used identifier is the uniform resource
citation (URC), which is also a type of URI that is used to point to metadata. That is,
an object is identified by a set of attribute and value pairs. Normally, URC belongs
to knowledge representation scheme that is to describe resource in URC specified
mechanism [407], and some of the pairs can be referent to URI directly. For more
examples, the domain name system is a good example of namespace system, which
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only give a name string to identify online resource. However, internet protocol (IP)
address is a typical example of internet locating system, which locates the identified
resources in accordance with the address.

Operation over a URI normally is defined by a protocol element, but general term
like ‘resolution’ is defined to be the procedure of determining an access mechanism
and locate appropriate parameters required to de-reference a URI. Most important,
in accordance with [486], URI specification refers the Augmented Backus-Naur Form
(ABNF) notation [374] with its core syntax rule defined within it as syntax notation,
which US-ASCII coded character set is used to define its terminal values. Plus,
percent-encoding will be deployed when octet’s corresponding character is outside the
pre-defined scope. That is[374],

pct − encoded = “%“HEXDIG HEXDIG (3.3)

3.3.3 Decentralized identifier (DID)

As discussed, all URIs follow the URI generic syntax [486] which aims to identify
unique web-used resource. However, the specification of identification needs to be
further extended by URI scheme. That is, the classification and function of an
URI is assigned by the URI scheme specifications but rather the generic syntax. In
accordance with [116], it is known that Microsoft keeps 20 to 40 private URI schemes
for their own business number system, but all the rest public registered URI schemes
are available and maintained at [281]. IANA [281] maintains 346 URI schemes in total
for both provisional and permanent status scheme. Classical URI schemes like http,
https, ipfs, mailto, and git are all included as well.

In accordance with W3C, the definition of a decentralized identifiers (DIDs) is “a
new type of identifier that enables verifiable, decentralized digital identity. ...DIDs
are URIs that associate a DID subject with a DID document allowing trustable
interactions associated with that subject [460].” Even though it is claimed that the
underlying technology is not particularly defined, it is inter-operable for most existing
identifier system.

As a comparison to centralized identifier system, decentralized identifier (DID) is
a brand-new form of identifier that is defined by W3C organization in 2000 [460].
Every DID has three components:

1. A controller who generates and owns the decentralized identifier;

2. A subject which is what the DID identifies;

3. A corresponding DID document which contains the mechanism enable DID
controller to prove their ownership towards a specific DID.
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To put in more detail, DID controllers define the subject of the DID, and one
controller can hold as many DIDs as they define[460]. DID also has the capacity
to identify a very wide range of subject, from a real person, a company, a tangible
thing, to a deep learning data model or an abstract concept, as long as the controller
decides what that specific DID identifies are. Compared with traditional identifier,
DID is decentralized and completely self-sovereign by DID controller. See Figure
3.6 for an example of a simple DID document [460]. The DID documents include
(cryptography) material, verification methods, or services endpoints, which enable
the anyone to authenticate DID controller has the full control over the corresponding
DID referent [323], [460].

Figure 3.6: A sample of DID document[460].

The invention of DID is to decouple digital identifier from centralized registries,
identity providers, and certificate authorities [460]. Due to the fact that a digital
identity consists of a unique identifier and its corresponding credential, DID makes
verifiable, persistent, and decentralized digital identity possible so that entities like
individuals or organizations can generate their own DID in a trustable system [323].

DID controller as the owner of DID who can make changes to the corresponding
DID document [214], [460]. One DID can has multiple controllers, as long as they
can typically asserted by the control over a pair of cryptographic keys. DID has to
be resolvable to its corresponding DID documents [460]. That is, whenever system
component DID resolver takes DID as input, it can produce a conforming DID
document as an output. Each DID document contains a DID, verification methods,
and services about how to interact with the DID subject. DID documents in most
cases are serialized to a byte stream as in a chain, which is similar with Blockchain’s
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blocks [212].
Service within the DID document enables and defines the framework of trusted

interactions associated with the DID subject, and other parties might be used to help
enable the discovery of information related to a DID [460]. DID has distinguishing
benefits, which are no central organization control over all individual’s data, and is
capable of significantly improved security. Plus, another distinguishing feature that
makes DID especially suitable for distributed identity system is DID is persistent,
which makes sure that a consensus can be maintained as all nodes enquiry will generate
the same result [212].

The salient feature of DID is there is no ‘identity provider’ any more. However,
DID controller, requesting party, and the DID subject can still interact efficiently
based on the ‘service’ component that is defined in DID document. Specifically,
‘service’ in DID documents defines the mechanism or means of communicating or
interacting between different DID subject via service endpoint [214]. DID is requested
to register under a decentralized system (DID registries) has to operate independently
with service provider and hence is free from any authority control [462].

Current decentralized system still retains some elements of centralized control,
such as who controls the source code base and the specifications etc [212]. Plus, DID
does allow small portion of parameters in ‘query’ component [316].

3.4 Identity Credentials

Identity credential is an indispensable part of an identity. In the real tangible world,
the identity credential is also physically tangible, such as passport book, identity
card, driving license, and birth certificate etc. Whereas as a contrast, the identity
credential in digital world is normally a group of codes, which can be represented as
an alphanumeric string, an image, or a clip of video or sound etc.

The format of the identity credentials decides the mechanism of how the
corresponding identity can be authenticated [437]. That is, physical tangible identity
credentials can be verified via face-to-face communication, that is to present both
the credential and the corresponding identity subject at the same time. Physical
tangible identity normally contains facial image, or legal soft identity such as gender
or age etc. which can be used as a criteria to judge the veracity of the credential
straightforwardly. Whereas as a contrast, digital credentials and its corresponding
identity have to be transmitted over open internet to identity provider altogether
to do the identity authentication. Normally, the digital identity is a unique resource
identifier(URI) within an IdM, which is used for distinguishing one user from the other
in the same database [76]. That is, a URI enables enquiry or index a user’s information
in database [520], and digital identity provider usually links user’s identity with his
credential. If user is able to submit the correct combination, user’s access request
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normally will be authorized, vice versa.
In general, identity credential classification can be made in accordance with where

the identity attributes come from [148]. To be more precise, a digital identity
credential can be [204] (see Figure 3.7 for identity classification in accordance with
where identity attribute comes from):

1. What we know. Password, PIN, and patterns etc.

2. What we have. Smart cards, cryptography private key, and ID badge etc.

3. Who we are and what we do. Fingerprint, facial image, voice, signature
and other biometric identity attributes.

Figure 3.7: ID credential classification based on where identity attribute comes from
[111].

Whereas as a contrast, credentials can also be divided into another two groups in
according to the nature of the credential data itself [76]. That is,

1. Private credentials. Private credentials are credentials should be kept secret
and private, such as biometric credentials, password or PIN, patterns or smart
cards like bank cards, passports or digital tokens etc.

2. Verifying credentials. Verifying credentials are non-private, public available
identity information about a subject, such as gender or signatures etc. They are
used as a criteria to verify the veracity of an identity claim, or add verifiable
credentials to supplement the authenticity of a private credential.
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3.4.1 Digital Verifiable Credentials

By definition, identity credentials are identity attributes, which refers to the
specific character that is able to distinguish one subject from the others who are
in the same group. It has been discussed that in real tangible world, identity
credentials are normally physically tangible as well. To put more in detail, the
physically tangible identity credential normally contains information about issuing
body(bank, government, or gym etc.), the subject and the credentials(photo, name, or
identification number etc.), information about what the credential is(birth certificate,
driving license, or passport etc.), evidence of how the credential is derived, and the
credential constrains(expire date, valid from, or terms of use etc) [121]. By the same
token, a digital verifiable credential is able to contain “all the same” information as
well [121].

To put more in detail, verifiable credentials aim to express third party verified
identity assertion in a standard format in open internet so that the verifiable
credentials can benefit as much as third party issued identity credential in the real
world. That is, [121] has defined a data model for the verifiable credentials, which
claims it is “...a mechanism to express these sorts of credentials on the Web in a way
that is cryptography secure, privacy respecting, and machine-verifiable.” To put it
simple, a verifiable credential is a verifiable, temper-evident digital identity assertion
or claim, which [121] provides a standardized way of expressing a identity credentials
on web environment.

Most important, holder of a verifiable credential is able to generate a verifiable
presentation to verify his ownership towards the verifiable credential. To be more
precise, the basic structure of a verifiable credentials include three parts [121] (see
Figure 3.8 for a demonstration of verifiable credential’s basic structure [121].):

1. Credential metadata. As a digital credential that is designed for machine-to-
machine communications, identifying the context of communication is crucial,
and that refers to the credential metadata.

2. Claims. Claims are the specific content or assertions of a verifiable credential,
such as a birth certificate, university degree certificate, or a driving license etc.
Entity generates claims about the verifiable credential’s subject.

3. Proofs. Digital Signatures. Via a signature proof mechanism, proof materials,
and evidence of the proof must be contained in this section. The verifiable
credential can be proved by either an external proof such as JSON web token
or an embedded proof such as linked data signature.

In essence, the verifiable credential data model v1.1 [121] indeed is only standardize
the expression and workflow of a digital verifiable credential, which aims for improving
the interoperability of digital identity credentials.
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Figure 3.8: A demonstration of verifiable credential’s basic structure [121].

3.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, identity and identifiers in the Metaverse are well explored. Chapter
3.1 Digital Twin in Metaverse and Chapter 3.2 Identity in the Metaverse
focus on the concept of what identity in reality is, and what an identity is in
the Metaverse(digital identity and digital twin identity). Specifically, identity,
identity categories, and biometric identity like fingerprint and facial image are further
discussed in detail in this section. Followed by Chapter 3.3 Identifier in the
Metaverse that is about digital identifier and decentralize identifier definition and
generation, Chapter 3.4 Identity Credentials are explored in terms of what it is.
Specifically, digital verifiable credentials and W3C verifiable credential data model
are introduced.
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Chapter 4

Identity Management System

4.1 Identity management(IdM)

Identity management (IdM) in digital world is a pain. Compared with IdM in the
physical world, identity credentials like driving license, passports and birth certificates
are all physically tangible, which makes identity authentication can be easily verified
by physically presenting the credential directly to a nature person. However, managing
identity and authenticate its veracity in digital world is a lot harder than that. Most
important, real world identity normally is legal identity that is backed by government,
which not only the IdM administrator is trustworthy but also the veracity of the
identity is very easy to verify.

Whereas as a contrast, the hardship of digital identity management are derived
from three main folds in general:

1. Pseudonymous. That is, based on the requirement of level of assurance, digital
identity in most cases is not required to be consistent with real life identity at
all, which in most cases digital identity is pseudonymous [139]. Therefore, it is
difficult to tell that the person who is using the digital identity now is the same
person with who is using that digital identity previously.

2. Privacy and security. Digital identity management happens over open
internet, which is machine-to-machine communications. Even though counter
measurements are available to preserve digital identity privacy and protect IdM
system security, there are still countless threats, vulnerabilities, and risks.

3. No root of trust. The majority of IdM are managed by IdM administrator
who plays the role of a trusted intermediary between service provider and
identity user to give assurance to both sides; however, system administrator
who controls the entire system cannot be completely trusted either because
there is a possibility for administrator functional creep [286].
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For short, IdM system system aims to tackle those hardship so that digital identity
can be securely and confidentially managed and used over open internet [286].

Conventional identity management system is required to take care of both the
whole life-cycle of a digital identity and the system maintenance, which specifically
include the digital identity CRUD 1 operations, identity authentication, access
authorization, and identity user’s records for reputation management etc [18], [96],
[286], [331]. To put more in detail, IdM system as a computing system which has
principles, participants(roles), models, and risk management conducts etc. In this
section, all those components will be introduced in subsections. Most important,
since IdM system is particularly designed for digital identity management, digital
identity so topics like authentication mechanisms, protocols, preserving identity data
privacy, and protect system security also will be discussed.

IdM participant’s role

Digital identity management indeed is a very established topic. It has well defined
standard, framework, and criteria. Conventional digital IdM methods involves four
parties who play different roles with an IdM system [314]:

1. User. In conventional IdM model, user refers to the digital identity user who is
subscribed service provider’s service. A user only uses the digital identity but
has no control over it nor own it at all.

2. Identity provider. Identity provider take the responsibility to issue the
digital identity for user, and provide identity authenticate for service provider.
Normally, the identity provider is the IdM system maintainer [294].

3. Service provider. Service provider provides service to user. Whenever user ask
to access the service, service provider ask identity provider to authenticate user’s
identity and then service is authorized to user.

4. Relying party. A service provider who asks another service provider for user’s
authentication(or authorization) token to authorize the user’s access request but
not request identity credentials from users nor identity provider [204].

Established IdM models

IdM system architecture has three well-known and established models, which
specifically the model defines a mechanism of how user’s identity information is

1CRUD is the alphabet abbreviation of creating, reading, updating, and deleting operations.
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exchanged among different identity providers. To put it in another way, models vary
in accordance with how many identity providers within an IdM system [286]. To put
more in detail, the three models are [96], [204], [314]:

• Centralized IdM. Different service providers use one and the only identity
provider in the IdM system. That is, one identity provider issue user’s identity
for a lot of different service providers. Obviously, centralized IdM is highly inter-
operable among all service providers, and user can use only one digital identity
to access multiple services. But, similar with all centralized system, centralized
IdM also suffers the problems of system breakdown, higher security and privacy
risk for user, low latency, and central information leakage etc [314].

• Federated IdM. Multiple identity providers consist of a union which services
the same user and service provider at the same time. The union establishes
a trusted domain where user identities are shared within trusted identity
providers. The advantage of using a federated IdM is the system security is
dramatically improved as abrupt failure at one node will not affect the whole
system at all [59], [314].

• Independent IdM. Independent service providers use independent identity
providers. In most cases of independent IdM, it is the service provider who also
plays identity provider role at the same time, like a gym manages its membership
in its own database system. This model may cause two major problems. First,
one user has a lot of digital identities for different services. It is easy for user get
password fatigue so user forgets about any one of them which may also be hard
to retrieve. Second, it is not possible for service provider to be interoperable
as user has different identities for different service; thus, user’s behaviour and
data analysis where more business value can be explored is not possible at all.
However, the distinguish benefit of this model is service provider do not need
to grant trust over identity provider who may be corrupted [314].

4.1.1 IdM principles

It has been mentioned that identity has life cycle. For a formal definition, identity life
cycle refers to from the birth of an identity to the death of it, which the death stage
of an identity may involves more than a termination as its records may required to be
kept [490]. Identity life cycle is closely related with identity provider, which in most
cases identity provider can terminate, modify, and curtail an identity at any time.
By similar token, even though the identifier life cycle should follow the life cycle of
identity, identifier life cycle in general is longer in case of digital identity collision.
Therefore, identifier normally will never be reallocated after initial distribution[490].
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Whereas as a contrast, identity credential life cycle is very flexible, which is separated
from identity provider and identifier. For example, user can change a credential at
any time at his own will as long as the identity provider is informed [490].

To manage an identity in the IdM system, the system has to take operations on the
identity, which most established and adopted operations include CRUD, identification,
authentication, authorization, and auditing etc [490]. To put more detail about
auditing operation, it records and analyses user online identity-related activity based
on IdM system safety and security policy. Auditing will make an alarm to the system
for potential misconducts which allow the system to make in-time adjustment before
serious damage occur [76].

[18], [140], [490] has outlined the principles of IdM, which are privacy, security,
and usability. To put more in detail:

• Privacy. From open internet communications to identity privacy data
and sensitive information, from IdM system privacy policy to authentication
protocol, privacy in IdM is always the first priority. Most IdM system are
privacy sympathetic system, which is to limit the access and usage of private
data [416].

• Security. The security of an IdM determines its trustworthiness to the
general public, which security specifically defines how robust a system is in the
regards of defending itself against malicious attack and offer consistent system
performance.

• Usability. Usability considers more about user experience, which requires the
IdM system to be simple, convenient, and effective. Even though a lot of IdM
claims so, but in the heterogeneous environment, IdM architecture needs extra
precaution as [18].

Plus, apart from above main principles, some general requirements such as
affordability, trustworthiness, law enforcement, interoperability and functionality are
also recommended to be considered in IdM system design [455], [522]. Most important,
a good practise of IdM is also required to give correct response towards user’s various
access request. That is to say, one major part of one IdM job is to conduct identity
authentication and access control. If a user requests access to a system, IdM should
be able to distinguish from a forged identity to a real identity [557]. Indeed, a poorly
designed IdM can cause serious system problem, which may lead to system break
down and massive identity data breach.
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4.1.2 Digital identity authentication

A canonical digital identity is a combination of digital identifier and its corresponding
credentials, such as bank account and PIN, and email address and password [162].
Both the bank account and email address are identifiers and assigned by service
provider(SP). Specifically, an identifier is a string that can uniquely identify an
entity within its predefined scope. An identifier does not have to embed any
information about the referent identity, even though in most case an identifier does
so [116]. Identifiers only fulfil the task of identifying an entity, regardless of the
methods, and with no guarantee of identify any mechanism or channels to access the
entity. Therefore, the mechanism of issuing identifier becomes crucial in an identity
management system [19].

Normally, the tie between the identity identifier and its corresponding user is set
up by digital identity issuers or SPs, which the stronger the tie is, the more veracity of
a digital identity is [162]. In accordance with their security level requirement, identity
identifiers can be either a random string or embed with user legal identity or(/and)
biometric identity for extra security [436]. Specifically, identifier embedded identity
information can also be either contained within the identifier or linked separately
with the identifier [544]. For one specific example, bank account number is the
user identifier in that bank identity system, which normally our legal credential is
submitted to the bank before a bank account number is assigned by the bank. That
is, bank links user legal identity with user identifier. In that case, even though bank
account number (identifier) is a completely pseudonymous string, bank is still fully
aware every user’s legal identity [408]. For one example of identifier contains identity
information, soft identity conventionally is set up as the identifier of our biometric
identity, like a soft identity bag of legal name, age, and place of birth etc is directly
set up as the identifier for fingerprint identity in police criminal biometric database.

In chapter two “Identity and Identifier”, it has been discussed that identity
credential are classified into three groups, which are paper-based, digitalized, and
digital credential [94]. To the relevant subject of a digital identity, the corresponding
identity credential is represented by either a secret alphanumeric string or biometric
data [94]. In accordance with [243], [294], the identity authentication method is
mainly depends on what the corresponding identity credentials are, the authentication
mechanism. To put it more precise, the principal digital identity authentication
methods include:

• Knowledge-based static password. User passes a static secret to identity
provider as identity credential to prove user’s identity, which the secret is
assumed a shared secret between service provider and user [408]. Knowledge-
based credential is authenticated through the verification of knowing of the
‘knowledge’; however, the major drawback of that is the secret travels online
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which has low sercurity [243].

• Challenge-response. Challenge based digital identity authentication mecha-
nism does not require to send password to identity provider, which means user’s
password does not leave user’s end device nor goes online. For example, pass
phrase of an email address is to run a function of y = f(x), which f is the
challenge-based credential and should be designed to be as hard to invert as
possible, supposing x is the secret with random Gaussian distribution, and y
is the result of the challenge. SP binds y value with the user’s email address;
therefore, user needs to give correct y to get full access to resources by that
email address [239].

• OTP one time password. OTP is generated by OTP generator with a
combination of user’s secret pass phrase and SP’s challenge, which aims to
protect the system against replay attack and internet eavesdropping[211]. To be
more precise, SP sends identity authentication seed to identity provider, which
the seed will be concatenated with user’s pass phrase. The concatenated output
then will be hashed by secret hash function by N 2times. The final output of N
times hashed concatenated string is the final OTP [211]. The obvious benefit of
using OTP is user’s pass phrase never leaves user’s end device nor goes online
either.

• Biometric authentication. Biometric identity credential is biometric raw
data itself. Therefore, to authenticate biometric identity, a fresher raw biometric
data has to be collected by identity provider whenever the user raises request
to access provider’s service, and then match it with biometric identity template
[251]. However, due to the nature of biometric identity data that is private and
confidential, it is nearly impossible to share user’s biometric identity template
with different identity providers. Plus, user has to trust the identity provider
very much so that user believe his biometric identity information will not be
sold out for money, even though identity provider may do so [125].

• Radio frequency identification(RFID). Radio frequency identification
(RFID) is to use radio frequency to read product identity through its bar code or
the radio frequency identification (RFID) tag [142], [243]. The benefit of RFID
is it can read an item or product’s identity through radio frequency enabled
near field communications, which normally the identity credential is the product
identity as well. However, the major drawback of that is the identity credential
is accessible by all radio frequency reader even without any notice at all [262].
The main advantage of RFID is it is very efficient in the regard of identity

2N is user randomly specified parameter [211].
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authentication, which normally is only less than a second [142]. Most important,
RFID is normally used for distinguishing extremely identical products in product
line [441] or localisation [279], [373].

Biometric identity authentication

Normally, biometric data is not recommended to transmit online regardless of it is
encrypted or not. Therefore, biometric identity authentication is normally conducted
at local end device for access control only as in mobile or laptop access control. That
is, authenticating biometric identity at the same place where the biometric identity
is stored [111]. However, at the scenario where biometric identity authentication has
to be conduct at where is different from the biometric identity template is storage, a
smart card is normally used [204]. That is, storing the biometric identity template in
a portable smart card, which enables the biometric template machine readable and
portable. For example, current e-passport with a micro-chip carries user’s biometric
identity template for biometric identity authentication at airport e-gates [41].

Biometric identity authentication has four established procedures as discussed in
chapter 2 [112], which include:

1. Raw biometric data collection. Biometric data needs to be collected first
through sensor, camera, or video devices as candidate biometric vector (CBV).
Biometrics data contains a lot of intra-and inter-personal variance due to data
collection environment, devices, and positions etc.

2. Identity feature extraction. Biometric features will be extracted from CBV
through feature extraction algorithms. Popular fingerprint feature extraction
algorithms are stacked auto-encoder [513], convolutional neural network [464],
and restricted Boltzmann machines [2].

3. Template generation. Extracted features in most cases will be encrypted
and then stored in database as initial biometric vector (IBV) which serve
as the biometric template. Classical biometric template protection methods
include biometric encryption [157] and cancellable biometrics [372]. Due to
the fact that biometric sample varies a lot at each time of collection, a major
technology challenge of biometric encryption is how to re-generate the same
key from different input biometrics. To tackle the nature variation in biometric
data, Fuzzy algorithms, like Fuzzy Commitment[47] and Fuzzy Vault [466], are
generally applied to biometric encryption.

4. Matching. Whenever a biometric identity authentication request is raised, a
fresher CBV will be collected from identity claimer to match with IBV in bio-
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metric template database. In most cases, biometric identity verification is one-
to-one match, and the result of that depends on a cost function to be minimized.
That is, X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T is assumed as the extracted biometric template
feature vector, and X

′ = (x′1, x′2, . . . , x′n)
T
is a freshly extracted biometric feature

vector. The matching metric rule is to calculate the distance by below formula
[48].

dist(X,X
′) = (Σn

i=1(xi − x′i)
2)

1
2 (4.1)

The major challenges of biometric identity authentication in IdM include the un-
constrained biometric recognition, interoperability among different identity providers[48].
To put in more detail, unconstrained biometric recognition has to deal with
significantly large variance, which make a rigour request on the robustness of extracted
biometric identity feature [420]. Plus, as biometric data are private and confidential
with clear and strong law enforcement, biometric raw data is not permitted to transmit
over different platform or channel, which make interoperability across platform even
harder [428].

Most important, due to biometric identity raw data itself is both the identity
credential and identity identifier, it becomes an issue of how to find a good identifier
for the biometric identity. That is, it is a fact that identity identifier has to be
discoverable, biometric identity identifier has to be set up as public information.
However, in IdM system, identity provider normally use a pseudonym to protect user’s
privacy, which indicates the link between biometric raw data and the corresponding
identifier has to be totally irrelevant. Even though in real tangible world, biometric
identity identifier normally is the identity holder’s soft legal identity such as name,
age, and ethics group, and date of birth etc. The reason of that is soft legal identity
identifier can strengthen the tie between identifier and the identity user nature person
[251].

However, the benefits of employing biometric identity authentication are outstand-
ingly favourable in some special scenarios. First, biometric identity authentication
does not only authenticate an ownership of corresponding identity identifier, but
also verifies the present of one and only real bodily human being [48]. Second,
biometric identity authentication has distinctive legal enforcement function [251].
Third, biometric identity is proved to be persistent, stable, and globally unique [116].

Multi-factor authentication (MFA)

In section 3.3 identity credentials, it has been discussed that identity credentials can
be divided into what we know, what we have, who we are and what we do, three
groups. Indeed, each single factor that can be used to authenticate an identity is
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called an authenticator, and a multi-factor identity authentication is to use more
than one of distinctive authenticators from different credential groups to conduct the
identity authentication [148]. To put more details in, an IdM authentication system
is recommended to architect multi-factors authentication mechanism in one of either
two ways as in below [204]:

1. Multi-factors are presented to verifier altogether.

2. Some factors are used to protect the secret that is going to be presented to the
verifier.

In accordance with [204], the more authenticator used in authentication procedure,
the securer the system will be. However, two factors authentication mechanism meet
the highest security requirement of an identity authentication system [204]. Most
important, occasionally, geography location information and device burn-in identifier
are mistaken as one of the identity authenticator as well [148]. However, they are not
considered as an authentication factors at all but can be used as a criteria to evaluate
an identity claim’s risk [204].

4.2 Established IdM Protocols

It is being reported that there are more than 5.16 billion of internet users all over the
world, who in together accounts for more than 60% of the whole population on the
planet [379]. It is not hard to imagine such a massive internet population will trigger
a even larger digital identity supply as a person normally holds more than one digital
identity. Therefore, a good IdM system is not only required to complete the task of
identity management but also required to be efficient and accurate.

As mentioned, IdM is a very mature and established subject, which also has
quite a few established framework and standard [314]. For example, HTTP basic
authentication[188], OAuth 2.0 [218], OpenID connection [419], and Single sign on
[39] etc. These IdM protocols defines established mechanism of how identity assertion
and user identity information is exchanged and transmitted among different parties
within the IdM. Start from HTTP authentication, in this section the major trending
IdM protocols will be examined.

4.2.1 HTTP authentication

does not define how to authenticate an identity but instead defines how to communi-
cate and exchange credentials, authentication tokens, or authorization tokens among
parties.
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Not all digital service providers request user identity authentications. Based on
the requirement for the level of assurance and risk management, some digital service
can be made available to user with user self-asserted identity information without the
necessary to authenticate it at all [204]. Whereas as a contrast, for higher level of
assurance, IdM may be required to deploy multi-factor authentication to authenticate
user’s identity and meet the requirement.

HTTP basic authentication

HTTP basic authentication is one of the scheme that client authenticate itself
with password and user name under each realm [188]. To put in more detail,
request for comments(RFC) 2617 HTTP authentication [188] defines a very basic
framework for challenge-response based user identity authentication on web, which
is not considered ‘secure’ as identity information is transmitted in base64 encoded
clear-text format. That is, a web client initiates a request to a server that is expecting
identity authentication information, and then the server responses client’s request with
unauthorized response message that a header contains the identity authentication
challenge and a realm attribute is included [240]. when the web client sends the
challenge-response back to server, server returns client’s original request back to client
but with an authorization header after server verifies client’s identity.

Digest access authentication scheme

HTTP basic authentication above suffer major security risk as both user name
and password are encoded but not encrypted. That is, it is in clear-text format.
Therefore, HTTP basic authentication never considered a secure solution for identity
authentication but only bring a framework for HTTP authentication scheme. HTTP
digest access authentication is to tackle HTTP basic authentication main security
concern, which is to encrypt user name and password etc[188]. To put it more clear,
the digest access authentication scheme using MD5 encryption algorithm to encrypt
the secrets in header, and then attach the cipher as a checksum in the HTTP basic
authentication header. The checksum is called nonce which is opaque [188].

4.2.2 Single Sign On(SSO)

Single sign on (SSO) is a cross-domain protocol that allows user to use one digital
identity to log into different independent systems or platforms [39], [241]. The real
SSO can even fulfil auto-login to allow digital service providers to swift user credential
automatically. For example, when user log into Gmail, YouTube is automatically
logged in at the same time without re-submit any identity credentials. To be more
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precise, SSO commonly is accomplished by IP networks and cookies as long as there
is a shared DNS domain. That is, one single user identity authentication gives user
access to multiple independent service providers [506].

To put more detail about SSO workflow, the general procedure description is [241],
[394]:

1. User initially log in to one of the trusted applications or website via identity
provider to do identity authentication.

2. A session token will be generated by identity provider after user initial login is
successful. The token is an authentication token, which is a session and contains
user authenticated identity information.

3. When user tries to access any other trusted application server or web service,
the corresponding trusted application or web server will check with identity
provider about if the user is already authenticated. If so, the identity provider
will sign on the authentication token with a digital certificate so that the user
can be authorized to access the application or web. However, if otherwise, user
is required to submit identity credentials to log in.

The key component of SSO is sessions that maintain the single sign on and single
logout function [39]. To put more in detail, sessions can be a local session that
is maintained by local client application, SSO enabled authorization server, or an
identity provider session such as Facebook or Google etc. In essence, there is only one
entity authenticate user’s identity and then that entity creates one session to share
with other domains [39].

SSO is very user-friendly. That is, one digital identity can be used by multiple
service providers, and user is only required to log in once only [241]. It does not only
sort password fatigue problem but also saves a lot of identity management cost for
service provider [222]. However, the criticism of SSO comes from identity security and
misuse, as auto log in without the realization of users exists very often under SSO
regime [506]. By similar token, another criticism of SSO is the identity provider can
cause the single point of failure [222], [241]. That is, if Google IdM is broken down,
all it’s associated platforms and websites cannot be logged in through Google IdM
any more.

4.2.2.1 Open Authorization(OAuth 2.0)

Open standard protocol ‘Open Authorization 2.0(OAuth 2.0)’ does not provide
identity authentication but only access authorization [218], [222]. It exchanges user’s
access token among applications but never exposing any user’s identity credentials
[222]. To be more precise, OAuth enables user to authorize web clients to access user’s
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resources at the other websites [182]. The former web client is called relying party,
and the later website is called identity provider [182]. For example, job application
website ask user to share the GitHub account codes. The job application website is
the relying party(RP), and the GitHub is the identity provider(IdP).

In general, if RP wants to get access to user’s data or resources through IdP, RP
takes the responsibility to redirect user from its own website to IdP website, which
allows user to grant permit for this access. Once IdP notices user’s request and user’s
identity is authenticated by IdP, IdP generates a proof (access tokens or authorization
code), and then redirect user back to RP’s website. Finally, RP can use the proof to
access IdP’s resources on user’s behalf [182]. OAuth 2.0 has four established modes
which define how the authorization token is generated and exchanged among them.
That is [218],

• Authorization code mode.

• Implicit mode.

• Resource owner password credential mode.

• Client credential mode.

OAuth 2.0 as a branch of SSO, OAuth 2.0 access token itself does not store user
password at all but shares the result of user identity authentication with RP through
IdP, which protects user’s data privacy and make IdM more efficient. However, the
lead author of OAuth 2.0 [215] has been criticized for the core problem of the protocol
as “unbridgeable conflict between the web and the enterprise world [222].”, which is
mainly because enterprise folks prefer SAML,Security Assertion Markup Language,
claims rather than JSON web token [222].

To add on, since OAuth 2.0 has to make re-direction from one website to the other,
the 307 redirect attack is very well-known [182]. That is, a malicious RP is able to
steal user’s credential through re-direct user to RP’s own malicious website rather
than the genuine IdP’s website.

4.2.2.2 OpenID Connect(OIDC)

OpenID connection(OIDC) is an identity layer on top of OAuth 2.0, which enables
end user identity verification on authorization server [361]. OIDC is applicable to all
client 3 types, such as web, mobile, and JavaScript clients etc, and it is decentralized
authentication protocol for promoting the task of using one identity to log into
multiple unrelated websites [39]. For short, OIDC not only maintains all OAuth 2.0

3Clients here refer to applications on the corresponding server.
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features but also adds on identity authentication to its protocol so that user identity
can be authenticated by both identity provider and relying party [215].

Specifically, OIDC has three main modes available, which are implicit mode, code
authorization mode, and the hybrid mode. To put more details in about the most
popular Hybrid mode, which the specific procedure is [222], [361], [419]:

1. IdP requests credentials from user after user’s client initiates identity authenti-
cation request to IdP, and then an ID token will be returned to user’s client if
user’s identity is authenticated by IdP.

2. To get access or authorization, user’s client contacts authorization server for
permit by referencing user’s ID token, and then an access token will be generated
by authorization server and returned to user’s client.

3. User’s client sends the access token back to service provider to get access to the
service, and service provider returns corresponding data or service back to user.

Now OIDC is adopted by some major internet IdP like Google, Facebook, and
Microsoft etc, which is applicable to both mobile an web applications [222]. Most
important, since OIDC is built on top of OAuth 2.0, features of OAuth 2.0 also
applies to OIDC as well. That is, both protocols are suffer the pain of the identity
provider can be the single point of failure [222].

To add on the difference between an ID token and an authorization token, that is
[303]:

• ID token. ID token contains identity authentication information that can be
transferred to both IdP and RP for further access authorization and/or identity
authentication, which normally is a JSON web token.

• Authorization(access) token. a verifiable credential that proves user has
authorized RP to access his resources on IdP, which normally is a JSON web
token as well.

4.3 IdM Risk Management

Digital identity management as discussed before, takes the responsibility to enrol
in, log into, and access to digital service, which is required not only to take care of
the full life cycle of a digital identity but also required to maintain the IdM system
security and robustness especially in the regard of defending system against threats
and preserving user’s identity data privacy etc.

To put more details in, there are quite a lot risks and security threats in IdM
system. From digital identity proofing which is to established a connection between
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one nature subject to a claim that the subject claims it is, to digital identity
authentication over open internet and guarantee a user who accesses to the service
is the same user as whom accessed the service previously, these procedures are full
of risk concerns and threats [204]. As Peter claims ‘No one knows you are a dog if
you are on internet [525].’ On internet, it has to be compromised that digital identity
authentication in IdM system is a balanced outcome based on a ‘reasonable risk-based
assurance [204], [386].’ Therefore, in this section, we will look into the components of
risk management, risk assessment, and the level of assurance in IdM system.

By definition, risk is

“a measure of the extent to which an entity is threatened by a potential circum-
stance or event, and is typically a function of: (i) the adverse impacts that would arise
if the circumstance or event occurs; and (ii) the likelihood of occurrence. Information
security risks are those risks that arise from the loss of confidentiality, integrity, or
availability of information or information systems and reflect the potential adverse
impacts to organizational operations (i.e., mission, functions, image, or reputation),
organizational assets, individuals, other organizations, and the Nation. [187]”

In accordance with [187], risk management has four main components, which
include :

1. Framing risk. Framing risk is to construct a risk context, and it defines a
specific context in which a risk-based decision is made. To be more precise,
framing risk is to make a risk management strategy which the strategy is to
address how the system should explicitly and transparently assess, respond to,
and monitor risk, so that a risk-based decision can be made by the system.

2. Assessing risk. Within the risk frame and through the investigation into the
information and communicating flows, risk assessment aims to identify:

• System threats. An violation of security policy, which the identified event
causes harm and breach system security rule [149].

• Vulnerabilities. A flaw in system architecture and implementation etc that
causes system security rule being violated [149].

• Harm and the likelihood of harm. Given particular threat or vulnerability,
the negative impact or harm(or the likelihood of the negative impact or
harm) that may happen to the system.

3. Responding to risk. Based on a risk assessment outcome, this component
defines how to respond to the identified risk, which aims for keeping the risk
response consistent.
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4. Monitoring risk. Monitoring risk over time, which is to:

• Evaluate risk response effectiveness.

• Identify change over time in the regard of risk-impacts to the system and
the system environments.

• Guarantee the risk response is implemented as how it is defined.

4.3.1 Level of assurance(LOA)

Digital identity authentication normally is required when return visit to the same
service provider. Like for instance, digital magazine subscription. The level of
assurance(LOA) in digital identity authentication refers to the confidence level about
how veracious a digital identity is after it is authenticated, and the person who is
returning to access to the service now is the same person with who used the service
previously [204]. However, [204] suggests to use system component-based elements to
separate the level assurance into three different categories, which aims for improving
flexibility in IdM solutions architects. That is, the National Institute of Standards
and Technology(NIST) defines that for non-federated IdM system, only two LOA
categories are required. They are [204]:

• Identity assurance level(IAL): Identity proofing 4 process.

• Authenticator assurance level(AAL): Authentication process and life-cycle
management.

For federated IdM system, the third component is required in addition to the above
two components. That is,

• Federation assurance level(FAL): Assertion strength.

To add more details in, IAL tackles how IdM new applicants become a formal
subscriber through enrolment and identity proofing. AAL category indeed refers to
the robustness of LOA, which a risk-based assurance is offered after a digital identity is
authenticated. FAL then is federated identity design requirements based on identity
assertion and information it conveys, which the level of assurance in this category
can be divided in accordance with the potential harm and assertion strength [204].
Indeed, the separation of the discrete LOA category triggers a new trending that is
lightweight“componentized” identity management service [204].

To add on, each single category of component-based description of the level of
assurance above is further fine-graded into another three level of assurance based

4Identity proofing refers to the process of binding and verifying a nature subject’s digital identity
with his real world identity [204].
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on the strength requirements for each category. That is, the strength is assumed a
relevant measurement of risk counter-measurement capability. The more strength is
required, the system is more risk-bearable. For example, in identity proofing process
category, the corresponding three level of assurance based on strength are [204]:

1. level 1(IAL1): identity proofing is not required.

2. level 2(IAL2): identity proofing is required.

3. level 3(IAL3): identity proofing is required, and identity assertion information
is required as well from the corresponding user.

That is, the higher level it is, the stronger level of assurance it will offer after
a digital identity is authenticated. By similar token, AAL has level 1 to 3, and so
does FAL. For further referencing of how to define each level of assurance within its
subgroup, it is recommended to go [204] page 18 for detail.

For a short summary, LOA suggests that digital identity authentication is a
‘reasonable risk-based assurance’ process, which the level of assurance has three
system component based category. Each category has three different levels of
assurance, which the higher level it is, the higher assurance it obtained. Most
important, to decide the LOA requirement for an IdM system, instead of using one
LOA level for the whole system, it is recommended that starting from confirming
the LOA for each category first based on the IdM model and risk, and then add on
privacy-enhancing technique to the system with flexibility [204], [435].

4.3.2 Risk assessment

In the session above, it has been discussed that risk in IdM can be generalized down
to the fault’s and error’s negative impacts to the system. Since an authentication
decision is made based on reasonable risk-based assurance, IdM system uses the level
of assurance to reflect the system’s capability in the regard of mitigating risk [204].

To be more precise, risk assessment is defined as one component of risk
management, which aims to identify specific risk elements within the system. To
be more precise, IdM risk assessment outcome determines which risk factors that
the IdM must mitigate in order to maintain the system’s safety and security. Risk
concerns are also required to be tackled by relevant computing techniques and protocol
architecture tactics [80]. Therefore, risk assessment is an indispensable part of an IdM
design, implementation, and evaluation process [187], [204].

In current literature, there are some established framework and procedures to
conduct a risk assessment. [187] defines the general framework about how to conduct
a risk assessment, which include four procedures:
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1. Preparing for risk assessment.

2. Conducting a risk assessment.

3. Communicate risk assessment results.

4. Maintain risk assessment over time.

In the regard of assessing a IdM system particularly, in according to [187], [204],
risk in IdM is determined by LOA levels. That is, it has been discussed that risk has
significant impacts on IdM system security, which the design of an IdM system should
aim for minimizing those negative impacts. To be more precise, those risk impacts
are categorised into six sub-groups, which include [187], [386]:

1. Sensitive information leakage.

2. Agency program or public interests damage.

3. Law violations.

4. Damage, distress, or inconvenience to standing or reputation.

5. Economy loss or agency liability.

6. Personal safety.

In accordance with [386], impact value is labelled as low, moderate, and high,
which the required level of assurance is determined in accordance with the value of
the impact [204]. Therefore, if the level of assurance is determined, the three categories
of LOA can also be determined in the regard of which specific level of LOA it belongs
to.

4.4 IdM Security and Data Privacy

Not only particularly for IdM system, computing system in general is required to
be secure and privacy preserving. So far in IdM management system, it has been
discussed about the identity management’s participants, models, design principles,
authentication mechanisms, established identity authentication protocols, and risk
management. Here in this section, IdM system protection specific conducts and
privacy enhancing techniques particularly for IdM system will be explored.
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4.4.1 Preserving identity privacy

User data protection for preserving privacy is an important part of IdM, which
sensitive information leakage, violation of social law, damage to standing or reputation
from impersonation, and economy loss caused due to private identity information
leakage etc. have to be tackled. Here in this section, preserving identity data privacy
conducts are discussed. It shall be seen that identity data protection is one of the
most important part of IdM risk assessment, especially the IdM is involved with user
biometric identity information.

In 1968, Westin defines the concept of privacy. That is, “...privacy is the desire of
people to choose freely under what circumstances and to what extent they will expose
themselves, their attitude and their behavior to others [523].” In current literature,
privacy has be classified into two forms. That is, intrinsic(or body) privacy and
information privacy [520]. To be more precise, the intrinsic privacy has “a right to be
let alone [520]” such as biometric identity itself. An intrinsic privacy is intruded when
stealing biometric identity data itself from data collection devices such as sensors
and cameras etc. Whereas as a contrast, information privacy refers to Westin(1968)
[523] privacy definition, which the privacy is not derived from the generation of the
information itself but the attachments to the information makes it become private,
such as password and PIN, the PIN number itself is meaningless but when it become
a credential to a digital identity, it is private data and should be preserved.

To add on, the privacy concept [523] indeed emphasizes the idea of sharing
information with limits. Therefore, intuitively, a direct and straightforward conduct to
preserve privacy in open internet is to conduct effective access control. That is, access
control to preserve digital identity privacy can be powerful especially when thinking
about the nature of IdM system that can be easily used as a tool for surveillance [162].

Privacy is in danger mainly in three scenarios, which are:

1. Malicious attacks. Malicious attack may happen at every procedure involving
in private data handling, such as data transmission which may cause man in the
middle attack or eavesdrop, and user re-direct attack for identity phishing.

2. Misconduct of private data administrator. Private data can be lost due to the
data administrator’s or owner’s misconduct, which is data breach at where the
data is stored or from who generates it.

3. Records linkage and footprint tracking. Even though user private identity
information is not lost, user’s online activity and footprint can still be possibly
tracked which is deemed privacy violated.

[217] has constructed three main components to be tackled for privacy-enhancing
techniques in IdM, which include:
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• A secure infrastructure that can support pseudonym within the risk-based
assurance level.

• A secure service that can support anonymity in order to prevent liability of
private information.

• The capability of handling system scale issue.

Apart from the privacy involved directly with IdM system itself, there are private
security concerns in IdM related fields, such as Cloud-based IdM privacy [375] and
life-long privacy [381] etc. Indeed, the general public awareness about what private
information can be stored on open internet are very low [18], [493]. Therefore, it
is very crucial to preserve user’s privacy on user’s behalf to set up a healthy and
sustainable digital identity environment.

4.4.2 Protect IdM security

In the U.S., reported data breach is increased by 40% in 2006 [162]. IdM involved
system security like data theft, data breach, hardware jeopardized, phishing, and
illicit communications surveillance draw even more attention since digital identity
population expending massively.

IdM system security is tightly correlated with system robustness, which refers to
the system capability of defending itself against malicious attack and keep consistency
of system performance [490]. To put more in detail, the system performance
consistency refers to for the same input, the system will always consistently give
exactly the same output. What is more, scale capability can also be a system
performance constrain, which refers to the system is able to offer consistent
performance even there is a sharp number of user increase.

Apart from scale capability, system security can be fine-graded into two subgroups,
which are:

1. System threats. System threats by definition refers to the potential
violation of the system security policy [274]. In accordance with [149], threats
modelling to assess a system’s potential threats should be prioritized before risk
assessment.

2. System vulnerability. An vulnerability is “...a flaw or weakness in a system’s
design, implementation, or operation and management could be exploited to
violate the system’s security policy [445].”the main vulnerability in IdM system
include [18]:

what is more, IdM well known malicious attacks like identity-spoofing [253] and
phishing [253] should be tackled as well to protect system security.
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4.4.3 Network security

Transmitting identity information in open internet is risky. Securing the identity
transmit channel and keeping the transmitted data integrity is part of the IdM
responsibility. To put more details in, there are some established network protocols
that can be used in IdM system to secure that identity data transmission. Such as:

• Transport layer security (TLS). A cryptographic protocol to offer a secure
communication between two communicating applications [144]. It is most
used in security layer of a network to prevent eavesdropping and tampering
, which effectively secure the open internet traffic[144]. To put more in detail,
TLS constructs a state connection by a handshaking procedure, which uses
both asymmetric and symmetric encryption. It aims to provide data integrity
and privacy protection solution for multi-party communications over computer
applications. However, TLS is assumed that a reliable transport channel is
available, so that TLS can be inserted between the application layer and the
transport layer [442].

• Trusted execution environment(TEE). For definition, TEE is “...a secure,
integrity-protected processing environment, consisting of memory and storage
capabilities [36]”. Based on the concept of a separation kernel, TEE offers
a trusted immutable processing environment [417]. To be more precise, TEE
regulates data separation, sanitation temporal separation, information flow, and
fault isolation security policy, which protects system execution environment both
at run-time and database [159]. TEE normally is a separated and isolated
components that are out of the “normal” processing environment [36], [159].

4.5 Chapter Summary

Since the proposed system is closely linked with identity and identity system
management. In this chapter, the identity management system is investigated.
In Chapter 4.1 Identity Management, identity participant and roles, models
and principles, and established digital authentication mechanisms such as challenge-
response, OTP, biometric identity authentication, and multi-factor authentication are
all introduced. Chapter 4.2 Established IdM protocols HTTP authentication
and Single-sign-on are discussed. They are all established IdM protocols that
are used to establish or maintain communications between different endpoints. In
Chapter 4.3 IdM Risk Management, definition of risk in IdM and the IdM risk
management components are explored in the subsection. Followed by the introducing
the level of assurance to clarify that all digital identity authentication indeed is a
risk-based assurance, Chapter 4.4 IdM Security and Data Privacy is discussed.
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Specifically, preserving identity privacy methods and protecting IdM security methods
are reviewed.
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Chapter 5

Blockchain

5.1 Blockchain System Overview

Blockchain system draws exclusive attention since its initial publication in 2008 [349].
It does not only challenge traditional computer systems but also brings new form of
economy. The price of Blockchain based crypto-currency Bitcoin was sold at only $
0.0009 per token in 2008 when it is initially issued. However, it worthes $ 2,500.00 per
token at the time of now in 2023 [536]. Bitcoin value grows more than 2.5 million times
over 15 years, which emphasizes the capability of Blockchain system in creating more
business value. In accordance with [537], Blockchain application revenue in the US is
estimated to reach $ 19.9 billion by 2025. In 2015, major investment banks JP Morgan,
Goldman Sachs, Barclays and IT giant IBM joint together to develop a Blockchain
assisted banking system [235]. They believe Blockchain disinter-mediation feature can
overthrow current centralized banking system, which sheds the light on the capability
of Blockchain applications on Fintech [487], [512], [543]. Apart from cryptocurrency
and Fintech, Blockchain has been applied to many other fields as well. Another
established Blockchain based application is anti-counterfeit logistic management [115],
[190], [368], [482]. DHL and Accenture work on a product serialization project which
aims at improving the track-and-trace ability in pharmaceutical industry and can
efficiently prevent bogus medicine from circulating in the market [499]. Similarly,
Blockchain non-fungible token (NFT) for digital art, Uber for decentralized food
delivery, Airbnb for decentralized home stay hotel, and physical device ownership
for smart property etc. Blockchain system is penetrating into every walks of our life
and gradually become indispensable.

Public Distributed Ledger

Blockchain public distributed ledgers are records of all validated and confirmed
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transactions, and it is miners who take the responsibility to maintain the ledger
book(block chain) for the system. To put in more detail, Blockchain system has
users, and users takes different responsibilities in accordance with their roles in the
Blockchain system. Particular users who help the Blockchain network maintain its
consensus rule, are called either miners or full nodes [64]. Full nodes mine new
block, push it onto Blockchain, and broadcast it to the rest users. All miners
are independently distributed connected with each other, which we refer it as the
peer to peer (P2P) distributed network [347]. Distributed network makes direct
and dis-intermediary communication possible. Plus, all transactions in Blockchain
are automatically executed by smart contract, which the execution of a contract
is guaranteed even there is no intermediaries at all. Most important, all user are
anonymous and represented by an “address” [65].

By another relevant definition, Blockchain is “...distributed ledger technologies en-
able decentralized, transparent networks that require no central authority to validate
data [26].” In conventional computer system, there has to be a ’centralized trusted
authority’ to tackle equivocation problem so that the system is protected against errors
and attacks. However, Blockchain revolutionary removes the ’centralized trusted
authority’, and uses a timestamped distributed server automatically records a chain
of immutable ledger [305]. Each ledger is corresponding to one particular Blockchain
transaction that is validated and confirmed by miner, and all transactions are digitally
signed, which are irreversible, immutable, transparent to the public, and timestamped
[13], [74]. Even though irreversible is not favourable when disputes happen among
users, it dramatically reduces transaction cost as none needs to pay for intermediary
fee [235], [347].

To add on, Blockchain can also be described as “...a new form of shared database
[328].”, and “The block chain provides Bitcoin’s public ledger...is used to protect
against double spending and modification of previous transaction records [64].” etc,
which all above in discussion confirms the fact that public distributed ledger is a good
description of Blockchain.

Blocks in Blockchain

Blocks is the building units of block chain. As seen in Figure 5.1, which demonstrates
the block header in detailed. Blockchain as its name that is consist of blocks. To the
specific content of each block, it contains block header and Merkle Tree [64]. Block
hash has double semantics. When block header refers to the identity of that specific
block, block header is also called block hash that is a group of alphanumeric string
and is generated by hashing all information in the block header [477]. It is globally
unique and different with all its kind. At the same time, block header can also refer to
a substructure in each block besides of Merkle tree, which has components as below:
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1. Version. Version of the consensus rule that miner used to validate the current
block. In Jan. 2009, the genesis block in BCT was version 1. BCT block version
2 was introduced in September 2012, the major change is coinbase transaction s
required to include block height parameter. BCT version 3 imposes strict DER
encoding to all signatures. Latest version is 4 in BCT, and it supports new
opcode OP CHECKLOCKTIMEVERIFY since Nov. 2015. Version number
suggests miners which consensus rule to follow to validate blocks [65].

2. Previous hash. Block hash of the previous block [347]. It guarantees that no
blocks can be modified without also modify all previous blocks.

3. Nonce. An 32-bit unsigned integer number that miner randomly adjust it to
make sure the mined block hash is less than the nBits suggested target threshold
[70].

4. nBits. nBits is a 32-bits base-256 version of scientific notation, which is a
compact expression of block target threshold. Block target threshold is a target
threshold (256-bit unsigned integer), which a block hash can never exceed this
nBits threshold to count itself a valid block. Therefore, nBits uses 32-bit data
to compact express 256-bit unsigned integer information, which works as ”...a
base-256 version of scientific notion [70].”

5. Time. It is a Unix epoch time1 that records at what exact time the current
block is being mined. A block cannot be valid block if the time in that block is
more than two hours in the future [70].

6. Merkle root. Mekle root is the final hash output of all transaction identifier
(TXID) in that particular block [69]. However, Merkle tree in BCT Blockchain
has compulsory order to place each TXID. That is, coinbase transaction
identifier has to place in the very beginning of each block [68].

One single block has to store one transaction at least, and all transactions
information is hashed first and then paired with another transaction hash, the final
hash string is stored in block header as Merkle root2. The very first transaction in each
block has to be coinbase transaction in BCT Blockchain [65]. Coinbase transaction
generates new electronic coins for the system, which comprises of both system rewards

1Unix epoch time: Time measurements by seconds. Starts at 00:00:00 UTC on Thursday, 1
January 1970, at when the Unix epoch time is 0.

2Here is a vague description of how transaction units turn into a Merkle tree in block chain, that
is transaction raw data is hashed first, and then paired with another transaction hash. This process
will keep repeating until only one hash string is left and that is the Merkle root. In section 5.2.1.1,
a detailed introduction of Merkle tree will be given.
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Figure 5.1: Block chain structure in detail.

to full nodes for block validation and transaction fees that are charged from transaction
makers [13].

Under the current BCT consensus rule, a block can only be mined if “its serialized
size is less than or equal to 1MB [70].” The 80-bytes block header is definitely
contribute to the 1MB serialized size, and the other two parts of those are also
contributing to the 1MB serialize size are compactSize unit and raw transaction [70].
To put in more details, compactSize unit is the total number of bytes (or units) that
the following piece of data has 3, and raw transactions in raw transaction format are
serialized byte format for peers communications. Raw transaction data has to be in
the same order of their TXIDs in Merkle tree first row [208], [549]. All new block with
a height that is less than 6,930,000 will reward miner 50 bitcoins, and that 50 bitcoin
has to wait until until it is halved to spend, when the halved time is every 210,000
block that is roughly every four years [70].

Block has a height, which is how far that block is away from the genesis block in
the regard of number of blocks[70]. Like for instance, genesis block is defined as block

3CompactSize: “...a type of variable-length integer to indicate the number of bytes in a following
piece of data [70].” However, in Bitcoin raw transaction, the compactSize refers to “...Number of
inputs/outputs in this transaction [70].”
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0. If current block is block 10, it is 10 blocks away from block 0. therefore, current
block’s height is 10.

As mentioned in block header structure, “time” indeed is one of the very important
variable in block header. Specifically, time refers to Unix epoch time that is measured
by seconds and represented as an integer. Therefore, the time of when each block
is mined is hashed into block hash and constructs a serialized continuous chain, it is
claimed that “every block is time stamped” on block chain. Time stamp in accordance
with Nakamoto [347], “ The time stamp proves that the data must have existed at
the time, obviously, in order to get into the hash.” From the time recorded in each
block header, it is very straightforward to know how long it takes for the miner to
validate a block, 4. and the time cost to valid each block indeed is another brutal
variable in Blockchain system and we will introduce more about it in later sections
5.2.2 subsection mining time, which is a vital parameter that is relevant to system
security and scale capability [61].

Chains in Blockchain

Blockchain has well established chain rule applied to several components of its system.
Specifically, Blockchain is chained together by block hash chain and transaction input
and output correlation chain:

1. Block chain. Current block hash contains the hash of previous block.
Therefore, all blocks are chained together. Most important, transaction id is
also hashed into block hash, therefore, if anyone intends to change any particular
data in one transaction, they do not only have to change the data of that
particular transaction but also all the transactions data from previous block as
well [224].

2. Transaction chain. Each input transaction spends the coin of previous output,
and each output can only spend once [13]. As coin moves from one transaction to
another, ”...the input of one transaction is the output of a previous transaction
[65]”

In accordance with accessibility, block chain can be categorized into either Permis-
sioned Blockchain or Permission-less Blockchain [64], [328]. Classic permission-less
Blockchain like Bitcoin, all public users can be a miner to maintain the consensus
rule for the network without any further system access constraint. However, as
a comparison, permissioned Blockchain like Hyperledger, only permitted users can
maintain the consensus rule in the Blockchain network [328]. Full nodes are very
important in Blockchain network as dishonest nodes have the possibility to destroy

4The time cost to mine current block(in seconds) = current block time - previous block time
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the network completely. Even though the possibility is proved to be very low in public
Blockchain, it is significantly high in a permissioned Blockchain network [430]. By
the similar token, Blockchain also categorized into public, private and consortium
Blockchain, which the classification is made in accordance with who is control the
Blockchain network [143]. Public Blockchain is controlled by the public, private
Blockchain is controlled by private organization which is especially popular among
business entities. Consortium Blockchain is controlled by several entities and all
entities together update the status of the system [532].

As mentioned before, blocks are mined by independent full nodes(miners);
therefore, it is very likely that multiple full nodes mine the current block at very
similar time. In this occasion, if that happens, it causes the block chain to fork [70],
[549]. That is, a fork by definition is ”...an actual divergence in block chains [65]. To
put in more detail, independent full nodes have to broadcast their new block to the
rest of users in the system after each new block is generated. If there are multiple
nodes broadcast their newly mined block at the very similar time, it will cause the
rest of light-weight users a problem as they will be not sure about which one to use. In
BCT block chain protocol, “node usually use the first block they see [70].” therefore,
there will be a fork (or multiple forks) occur when the light-weight users fork into
different chain from different full nodes.

However, forking in that occasion indeed is very easy to sort out, as the opportunity
of independent full nodes mine two blocks at the very similar time is nearly impossible.
Therefore, as soon as another new block being mined, a longer chain will immediately
available to be broadcast in the system. All previous forks will come back to the
longest block chain [13], even though it is being said that longer time forking is still
possible [65].

By BTC protocol, a fork can be either hard or soft [65], [307]. Besides the fork we
discussed above that fork happens when two full nodes mine new block at very close
time, that fork in most cases is temporary and very easy and quick to fix.

To put in more detail, block chain changes system consensus rule to bring new
features or prevent network abuse [65]. However, some nodes in the system do not
update the consensus rule in time, which causes block chain divergence between the
nodes who knows of the new version consensus and some nodes who are completely
ignorant about this updates and still adopt the old version of consensus rule. In BTC,
a hard fork refers to a permanent divergence from one same origin block chain and
therefore separate into different chains [247], see Fig. 5.2 for a demonstration of this
hard fork.

That is, when system consensus rule is updated, it will cost nodes some time to
realize this updates. Therefore, some nodes validates a block in accordance with the
new consensus rule, but some nodes still do not. Therefore, it causes two kinds of
“valid” block exist in the same system (consensus break), which specifically are:
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Figure 5.2: Hard fork: Diverging a chain between new version consensus and old
version consensus.

1. A block is validated by updated nodes by new consensus rule. Therefore, non-
updated node will reject this block as it violates the old consensus rule.

2. A block is validated by non-updated nodes by old consensus rule. Therefore,
updated nodes will reject this block as it violates the new consensus rule.

In above case 1, previous valid block are still valid under old consensus rule, but
will be rejected by updated nodes. That is, previous valid block becomes invalid after
the consensus rule updates or vice-versa [521]. Therefore, the original chain will hard
fork into two chains permanently. That is, one chain is maintained by new consensus
rule, the other chain is maintained by old consensus rule. Non-updated nodes have
to update their consensus to reach a consensus with updated nodes.

Whereas as a contrast, in above case 2, a new block can still be validated by
non-updated nodes with old version consensus rule but it is only a matter of being
stale. That is, a soft fork happens when a backward compatible change occur to the
consensus rule is imposed [307]. As in this case, the new block will be accepted by
non-updated nodes but will be rejected by updated nodes 5 [247]. Most important, If
the updated nodes have more computational power altogether than the non-updated
nodes altogether, it is possible to prevent a permanent fork [307]. See Figure 5.3 for
a demonstration of soft fork.

Non-updated nodes indeed is pretty harmful to the system, which may cause
significant financial loss and difficult to reach a universally-recognized best block
chain [521]. Therefore, in Blockchain system, detecting forking is important. In
BCT protocol, a remote procedure call will be trigger to warn operator about the
existence of such non-updated nodes if certain criteria is detected, e.g. received block
header is six blocks more proof of work than the best chain it considers valid [65].
By the same token, full nodes can detect forks by keeping an eye on the transaction

5A valid block under old consensus rule will always be accepted by non-updated node, so does
new version block [247].
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Figure 5.3: Soft fork: Stale block is still maintained by old consensus non-updated
nodes.

version number, and simplified payment verification (SPV) clients also recommended
to connect with several full nodes to be aware of forks [65], [307].

Pros and Cons

Blockchain decentralized network has some outstanding advantages compared with
traditional database system:

1. Blockchain can well protect user private information [511]. Traditional database
supported system like banks usually protect client privacy by blocking infor-
mation access. They share transaction details only with involved clients but
not anyone else. As a result of that, banks normally take full control of
client’s information, which may cause information leakage and privacy issue
[234]. Whereas as a contrast, encryption is deployed in Blockchain network to
protect user privacy. Taking advantages of Blockchain system, users can even
take full control of their own private identity information in a self-sovereign
decentralized manner as in [295], [449]. Blockchain transaction is initiated
by an address, which is totally irrelevant and non-disclosure of user’s identity
information; therefore, the privacy is well preserved in Blockchain system.

2. Blockchain can significantly reduce transaction execution cost [235]. Traditional
database system has to have intermediaries to dissolve all potential default risk,
and usually intermediaries charge high transaction fee. However, Blockchain
as disintermediation P2P network which can automatically execute contract by
smart contracts [477]. There is no intermediary to charge fees in Blockchain
system so the cost is reduced.

3. Data stored in Blockchain are practically immutable [64]. Taking Bitcoin
network as an example, if someone wants to tamper one transaction data that
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already exists in the Blockchain, they have to re-do the consensus for the block
that contains this transaction and all the previous blocks in the Blockchain [347].
Plus, they have to compete with other nodes who are trying to add new blocks in
the Blockchain, which is practically impossible [552]. This feature indeed is very
favourable especially when further calibration is required or disputes happen.

Blockchain network does have drawbacks as well. To put in more detail, the two
major drawbacks are:

1. Scalability. Particularly, Blockchain system scalability has three main dimen-
sions [350]. To put in more detail:

(a) Size scalability. The capability of adding more users and/or resources
to be supported in a distributed system without any sacrifice in the
regard of both system performance and user experience. Constrained
by computational capacity, storage capacity, and the network etc, size
scalability bottleneck occurs when it faces a sharp increase number of
requests, which often is a limitation of centralized services in a distributed
system.

(b) Geographical scalability. Resources, users, nodes, and applications could
be far away from each other, but the synchronization communication
among them all should not have any delays at all so that all messages
are up-to-date. It requires the network between them offers at worst a few
hundred microseconds communication, which is difficult to fulfil especially
when involved two parties are geographically located very far away.

(c) Administrative scalability. Running one distributed system in multiple
independent administrative domains often cause policy conflicting in the
regard of payment, management and safety etc. A suggestive solution of
that is to construct a global computational grid system, which allows a
distributed program to directly access resource from another.

Put it more clearly, Ethereum Blockchain network is only able to process three to
seven transactions per second, Bitcoin cash is 200 transaction per second [63].
Compared with Visa network process roughly 1,500 transactions per second
[124].

2. Transaction privacy. In Blockchain, user’s privacy is well preserved by
anonymous address; however, the transaction somehow is tractable and linkable
as all transaction details are public information [55]. That is, to prevent double
spending, Blockchain normally opens all transactions information to the public.
Like for instance, the value of the transaction, balance under each public key,
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and public addresses are all publicly available [64]. Even though Blockchain
encrypts user’s information, they are pseudonyms but not anonymous [551].
The potential risk of that is user IP address can be linked with his Blockchain
pseudonyms [55].

5.1.1 Decentralized distributed system

Indeed, digital data theoretically can transfer from one end to another directly without
any intermediary; however, the need of managing the identifier (IP address) from one
end to the other creates the necessary of a centralized authority to coordinate and
assigning those identifiers [73], [122]. That is why the traditional system are a server-
centric architecture in the regard of data storage and control.

For a comparison between centralized, federated, and decentralized system, the
most obvious difference is the number of authorities. A centralized system has one
and only authority who is at the top of the hierarchical components and takes full
and absolute control over the whole system. Centralized system controller supervises
all lower level components by instructing their behaviour, and therefore a centralized
system behaviour is a result of the central controller’s command [73].

Federated system has few or some authorities, and a federated system decision in
most cases is decided by a group decision of all authorities [551]. Every participant is
also an authority entity in a decentralized system, and therefore, all participants have
to agree with and aware of all the things happen in the network [57]. Decentralized
system behaviour is an emergent property of all acts upon local components. Each
local component is equally responsible for contributing to the global status of the
decentralized system, and there is no one component holding more control than
another. Decentralized system has a pre-defined consensus rule which all components
have to agree with and obey with to maintain system. Based on the number of
authorities required to modify a global status of a system, decentralized system is the
most difficult one to corrupt and has the most reliability derived from system design
[122].

The differences between decentralized system and distributed system is very
confusing and has some overlapping at the very beginning. Starting with Unix
time-sharing and multi-user operating systems when is back 1969 in Bell Labs [406],
computer back in that time was expensive and very rare. To make most use of
computing resources, multi-user systems allow more than one user to log into one
computer to make computing operations at the same time. Similarly, time-sharing
system is to ‘borrow’ computational power from someone else’s computer to support
computing operations beyond one single computer’s maximum capacity, which is much
closer to the idea of distributed system [280]. Assuming different users will not call the
same function in the same computer at the same time, multi-user system is feasible
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Figure 5.4: A demonstration of centralized, federated, and decentralized distributed
network structure.

with very limited number of users. However, these decentralized users do not have
their own CPUs at all but just dumb terminals bugged into one shared computer.
Therefore, they essentially are still a centralized processor operating system [107].

Later in 1990s when computer becomes widespread with stronger processing power,
and internet is available to everyone at worldwide scale at a faster networking speed,
computer machines at different geolocation can be directly connected for direct
communication and information transfer, which triggers a clear division between
distributed and decentralized system. Decentralized system components like an edit
server, a compiler service, a raw machine, or an operation system shell etc. have
to obey predefined consensus rule to maintain global decentralized system behaviour
which is an emergent property [107]. A thorough shift of a decentralized system from
low level processing management of running tools and files to communicating with
allocating resources and procedures on remote machines happens [122]. Whereas as
a contrast, distributed system distributes one massive computing task to multiple
independent subordinate components so each component takes care of only a small
portion of the whole task, which significantly improve workload efficiency [463] [57].

To put in more detail, a distributed system has two major structural features [479]
[463]. That is,

• Independent nodes. A collection of networked independent nodes (computing
elements). Each single node in a distributed system behaves completely
independently from each other. They are fully connected with each other for
the realization of system common goal [479].

• Coherent system. All users in the distributed system believe they are ‘dealing
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with a single coherent system’ to achieve a common goal [280], and a coherent
system refers to all users in the system do not realize the fact that the system
distributes the common goal across all networked nodes. [479]

Most important, the collection of all nodes normally is organized as an overlay
network, and the common goal of the system is realized by direct communications
between all nodes [463]. A well-known example of the overlay network is the peer-to-
peer(P2P) network, which all nodes are connected with each other so that a direct
communication path can be guaranteed.

As a result of those two structural features, synchronization and nodes authenti-
cation are also necessary in a distributed system [107]. That is, synchronization can
have all independent nodes referent to a ‘global clock’, and nodes authentication (or
registration/admission) can ensure all nodes know who they can directly communicate
within the same system [280]. Plus, the main aim of deploying distributed system
and making building a distributed system worth the effort is to make online resources
easily accessible through networked and independent nodes, which the distribution of
the system common goal is required to be scalable and invisible (transparent) [479].

5.1.2 Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs)

The concept of decentralized autonomous organizations origins from decentralized
autonomous corporation (DAC) when just a few years after Bitcoin at 2008, but it was
later in 2013 when DAO terminology is widely adopted and discussed in dominated
websites [87], and the fulfilment of DAO is the breakthrough of Blockchain technology
and the availability of its infrastructure [52].

The initial idea of DAC brings new form of corporate governance, which is
“incorruptible” tokenised shares to replace conventional dividends to shareholders
“without any human interventions”[219]. DAC is heavily correlated with corporate
governance and therefore it seems non-relevant with Blockchain-based application in
other fields. To fit in a more general purpose, DAC is gradually replaced by some
other emerging terms such as decentralized applications(DApps) [258] and DAO [89].
It is widely recognized that DAO does not have a uniformed version of definition. In a
more generalized term to describe DAO, it is organizations using smart contract on top
of Blockchain network to fulfil organizational purpose [219]. In a more precise term,
DAO is defined as “...virtual entity that has a certain set of members or shareholders
which have the right to spend the entity’s funds and modify its code [164].” To remark,
the first widely recognized DAO is a venture capital fund “TheDAO” in 2016 but crash
down completely in 2017 [156].

To put in more detail, DAO is to take advantage of Blockchain technology,
constructing an easy to join, entirely digitally native, and global in reach organization
[527]. Instead of conventional manager and managing board who are the central
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authority of an organization, DAO introduces a membership scheme, and all
participants(members) are “managers” to the organization [52]. Members obtain
control over the organization through smart contract, and organizational decision
is normally reached by digital voting scheme over Blockchain among all members.
Membership is proofed by the possession of tokens, which also suggests their influence
over the DAO decision [89]. To break the system down, there are some outstanding
characteristics of DAO can be drawn:

1. Decentralized distributed organizations. In DAO, there is no such
single entity that dominates the whole organization. Its aim is to achieve
organizational consensus through peer-to-peer(member-to-member) voting and
communications [254]. Most important, DAO has Blockchain-like disintermedi-
ation peer-to-peer transactions owing to its distributed feature.

2. Highly autonomous systems. Since DAO is Blockchain-based organizations,
all transactions are fully automated by smart contracts. DAO e‘inherits all
possible features of Blockchain smart contracts, which includes self-execution
and autonomous [52]. Indeed smart contract is one of the most important part in
DAO. It doesnot only defines transactions workflow, but also defines and codes
for organizational governance as well. However, automation requires highly
standardization and determinism in inputs, which challenges smart contract
capability in the regard of performing non-routine organizational tasks [556].

3. Digitized organizational governance. “...Organizational governance defines
a legal and regulatory framework for the management and supervision of
companies aimed at the sustainable interests of the company and its stakeholders
[283].” DAO is governed by consensus rule, and a consensus rule as in Blockchain
defines the method of reaching an agreement on the updated status of system
[156]. At present-time, the established methods are voting and selective group
consensus [527]. Under organizational governance rule in DAO, all members can
submit organizational proposals for all peer members to review and vote [52].

Conventional institutional economy has three modes of governance: markets,
hierarchies, and networks [392]. That is, market and hierarchy mode governance
involve balancing transactions cost and frequency through internal/external activities
that include incentive, contracting, coordination, the length of control etc [556]. By
similar token, network mode of governance shares the same governance concept with
market and hierarchies governance; however, network mode governance extends the
organizational transaction cost and frequency with a concept of “a shared goal [392].”

Since the emergence of Blockchain DAO, [51] and [138] argue that conventional
institutional economy modes of governance are not adequate to fully describe online
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mode of governance, which seems wisdom of the crowds or generativity [470].
Therefore, the Blockchain DAO governance mode is typically classified into on-
and off- chain, which on-chain governance is governance procedures or protocols
are directly programmed into DAO source code, and off-chain governance is all the
otherwise scenarios [133].

The goal of organizational governance is to make sure the organizational desired
goal is fulfiled by imposing governance mechanism between governors and governed
[556]. In DAO, limitations of governance have shown in three aspects:

1. Appeal and decision difficulty. As DAO has no central authority, decision-
making and appealing in most cases is through voting [426]. Voting process
can be very inefficient and time consuming. Considering Arrow social decision
theorem, if there are more than three distinct options available to voters, “...no
ranked voting electoral system can convert the ranked preferences of individuals
into a community-wide ranking [34].”

2. Centralization. [553] has found that Blockchain indeed prone to be centralized
among mining power and code development. Therefore, the decision and
appealing process is deemed not as decentralized as it is assumed to be.
Counterbalancing miners, users, and development team is a problem to tackle
for a healthy and sustainable DAO.

3. Non-standardized inputs. Smart contracts only takes parameters and inputs
in pre-defined format and methods. All non-standarized inputs will not be
accepted nor executed by DAO smart contract; therefore, it causes DAO
limitations in processing non-standardized non-routine inputs and transactions.
It significantly calls for the intervention of a mediator in DAO[556].

DAO as a fully digitized organization, there are some established reference model
can be made as in [535], [147], and [201]. Through reviewing those referenced models,
below DAO construction structure is the mostly referenced model structure:

• Fundamental infrastructure layer. It contains Blockchain network, internet
protocol, data collection etc. elements to initiate the DAO at very basic level
[514]. Plus, if there is any internet of things applications within DAO, it is
highly recommended to construct IoT as BoT(Blockchain of things) from the
fundamental layer [150].

• DAO governance layer. This layer defines DAO governance structure, policy,
strategies, voting mechanism, consensus rules, on/off-chain collaborations etc.,
which should be a group of smart contracts corresponding to its fulfilment of or-
ganizational function. Like for instance, contractualization(smart contracts) for
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defining a standard procedure for organizational decision making, digitization
of business processes, and artificial intelligence involvements etc [514].

• Incentive layer. Incentive mechanism alters user willingness to participate
in particular activity [8]. Token and incentive mechanism is especially crucial
in DAO. Tokens are digital assets in DAO. They are issued to or brought by
members, which can represent member’s rights over the DAO and function as a
credential [164] Plus, investors and participants normally decide to join a DAO
in accordance with the incentive mechanism [89]. Therefore, a good design and
mechanism of the token and token incentive design is closed linked with if the
DAO will success or not.

• Manifestation layer. The manifestations of a DAO depends on what business
it offers to the public. In most cases, it could be a new funding pool via a new
crypto-currency, or a marketplace for trading cryto-currencies [514].

It is a given fact that DAO particular fits in financial organizations; however,
there do exist quite a lot DAO in other fields. Like for instance, Metaverse
or Gaming (UFORIKA.io), social communication community (Discord), media
(Water & Music.io), marketplace (OpenSea.io) etc. DAO also sheds its lights on
decentralized collaborative organization (DCO) [130] and distributed cooperative
organization(DisCo) [492] etc. which are all variations of DAO but emphasize on
collaborations and distributed feature even more.

For a short summary, DAO indeed is a product of Blockchain technology applica-
tion in self-governance, which Blockchain governance is also applicable to server-less
infrastructure, transparent process, and self-enforcement smart contracts etc.[147],
[426]. DAO particularly fulfils self- and auto-governance through programming in
Blockchain source code [160].

5.1.3 Microservice

Microservice is lightweight, small, and autonomous computing service program that
is deployed independently [489]. It chops chunk information system into smaller
program with well defined purpose with service-oriented arcihtectures [351], [475]. As
a result of that, microservce can scale independently, has more fault-tolerant, and is
Cloud native, which can vertically decompose computing applications into business-
oriented services [475]. One of microservice most popular business-oriented service is
in logistics field [97], [317] and electronic voting [334].

Microservice architecture emerges in 2012 with the aim of decomposing a
monolithic software architecture into independently deployable services to ease
overall system maintenance and system development [489]. Microservice architecture
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environment has proven to be able to be replicated and implemented through a group
of smart contracts [88], [474]. [489] uses case study to prove that it is possible to fully
implement a system as a micro-service with Blockchain smart contract. That is, the
smart contract is the self-contained code to be able supply “service” to the public by
itself, and Blockchain virtual machine environment is the gateway to provide such a
service.

To distinguishing smart contract architecture on Blockchain and micro-service
architecture, a smart contract architecture on Blockchain normally consists of two
layers [88], [334], [518]:

1. Application Binary Interface (ABI). ABI enables an virtual environment
that external applications can interact with Blockchain network so that smart
contracts can be called by external applications and then supply services from
the smart contract.

2. On-chain smart contracts. Each individual services is packed in one smart
contract as self-contained program, and then deploy the smart contract on the
Blockchain waiting to be called. All smart contracts have different unique
address to distinguish between each other.

The communications between layers are managed by remote procedure calls(RPC)
from web3.js. Compared with established micro-service architecture, which normally
has three layers [223], [489]:

1. User interface layer. It offers user a channel to submit service call and
input corresponding service parameters. typical user interface are applications
of websites or mobiles.

2. API-Gateway. API-Gateway can contain a collection of different interfaces,
such as web and mobile applications etc. and then API-Gateway can call micro-
services to return data to caller. Even though direct communications between
graphic user interface to micro-service is technically possible, it is assumed anti-
pattern [489].

3. Micro-service. Micro-service uses publisher-subscriber pattern to lightweight
communicate with other micro-service. Different micro-service has to subscribe
the corresponding channel to be able to communicate [489].

Micro-service has established reference model, which normally is a set of patterns
and principle. In accordance with [299], [475], micro-service can be classified in
accordance with below principles:

• Business capability.
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• Updating process.

• Infrastructure automation.

• Endpoints intelligence.

• Heterogeneity and decentralized control.

• Data control decentralization.

• Design for failure.

Conventionally, software patterns are generic solutions to a common problem in
a similar software design context [454]. In general, the patterns can be categorized
into three groups. That is, architectural patterns, design patterns, and using patterns
[9]. To make sure patterns can be re-used, a pattern template is always adopted
to represent a pattern [454]. The most used pattern templates include GoF pattern
format and the Alexandrian form [480]. In both pattern templates, a pattern is
expressed name, the context, and the recurring problem [454].

In accordance with above micro-service principles, patterns are the real mech-
anisms to join small piece of micro-service together to construct the whole service
procedures, which the recommended patterns include [475]:

• Aggregator. Invoking the other micro-service to gain access to or process data.

• Proxy. Similar with aggregator but without aggregation.

• Chained. Chain all small piece of micro-service together so that a summaries
response can be given to one single request.

• Branch. Allowing simultaneous response processing from possible exclusive
parallel chains of micro-service to Aggregator.

Benefits of deploying micro-service rather than traditional large size software include
[152], [299]:

• Scale independently. Instead of put whole business in a flat service process
to make it into a big chunk, micro-service chop it vertically and make the
whole business process into individual independent pieces [489]. Therefore, each
independent service can be scaled independently in accordance with the demand
particularly in that one piece of service rather than scale the whole software.

• More fault-tolerant. The break-down of individual micro-service is no
harmful to the whole system, which make the whole system or the whole business
procedure more fault tolerance.
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• Easier to maintain. As the size the micro-service is significantly reduced, it
is getting easier to maintain in the regard of testing and updating [153].

5.2 Key Components in Blockchain

No matter how different it is among different Blockchain protocols, Blockchain have
some common and indispensable components in every Blockchain system, which
include transaction, wallet, P2P network, and mining etc. Each components may
have sub-components as well, like transaction has digital signature, smart contract,
and Merkle tree etc [27]. All main components and sub-components comprise of
Blockchain system that is non-equivocation, coherent, decentralize, and distributed.

Here in this section, we will first introduce major key components in Blockchain
system, and explain how these components make the system achieve its design targets.
As a decentralized distribute system, non-equivocation problem is initially well sorted
by revolutionary “proof-of-work” one CPU one vote consensus [347], and we will look
into it and make a sense of how it is being sorted. Most important, as a digital
currency, a double-spending issue is unavoidable. It will be explained how Bitcoin
Blockchain effective prevent double-spending and how the digital economy is formed.

5.2.1 Transactions

Transaction is the most essential component in Blockchain system. It is believed that
all the rest of Blockchain components are making sure transactions can be securely and
smoothly made and recorded. Fundamentally, “Transaction let users spend satoshis
[69].” Each transaction has some sub-components, and all sub-components altogether
enable all sorts of transactions on Blockchain. The record of a confirmed transaction
is called (public) distributed ledger, and all ledgers recorded on Blockchain network
are timestamped, non-reversible, and immutable [64], [69], [347]. Due to Blockchain
system is decentralized and distributed, all transactions are made directly between
peer to peer timestamp server, which is non-intermediary [27].

In Bitcoin Blockchain, the basic unit of one electronic coin is define as “...a chain
of digital signatures [347].” Conventional misconception that coins move from one
digital wallet to the other, but from the definition it can be derived that indeed
coins moves from one transaction to another transaction [65]. Transaction indeed is
chained together through hash functions and transaction identity, which is similar
with block chains. Most important, transaction can be created by all users of whom
the Blockchain network is open to. To describe a fully complete transaction procedure
in Bitcoin Blockchain, it goes as:

1. Transaction initiation: public- and private-key pair. User must have at least
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one public- and private-key pair prior to initiate a transaction in Blockchain
system, which the public- and private-key pair is normally stored in digital
wallet [257]. Public- and private-key pair is independent of Blockchain network,
and is generated by key generation algorithm that only take randomness as
inputs [549]. Currently well established and broadly well-used digital signature
algorithms in Blockchain include Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(ECDSA) [33] and Schnorr Digital Signature [433] etc.

2. Compiling transaction: smart contract. In accordance with different transaction
goal, transactions requirements and details can be customized and compiled into
different payment script via smart contract. Transactions can be sent to receiver
in accordance with multiple variables, such as pay to public key hash(P2PKH),
pay to script hash(P2SH), and pay to script hash multi-signatures (P2SH
multisig) etc [68], [69], [347]. While compiling an input transaction, a digital
signature script will be generated in order to submit parameters to meet the
condition in the conditional public key script. While compiling an output
transaction, in most cases, it compiles a conditional public key script that limits
the person who can spent the coin of this output transaction pays to is only
the owner of the private key of the corresponding public key in the public key
script[65], [542].

3. Transaction principle: “each input spends a previous transaction’s output [69]”.
In each transaction, there will be at least one input and at least one output.
Each input spends the output previously received, and each output stays in
digital wallet to be spent by later input as Unspent Transaction Output(UTXO).
Therefore, the input amount has to be larger than the total output amount in
each transaction, or otherwise the transaction will be auto-rejected, and all
output should only take UTXO as input [27], [65]. However, the difference
between output amount and input amount in each transaction will fell into
miner’s pockets and become miner’s reward for validating that transaction [69].
An output transaction normally includes index number (suggest location in the
transaction), an amount of the output it pays to, and a public key script. An
input transaction identifies which particular output to be spent by output index
number and transaction identifier(TXID), and must submit a signature script
to prove his ownership over the coin they are going to spent in this transaction
[65]. Most important, the signature script in input transaction is not signed
by signature itself; therefore, it is an open spot for modifying attacks [68]. It
is highly recommended that only include necessary signature validation data in
signature scripts.

4. Transaction completion: digital signature [69], [347]. Every transaction is signed
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by a private key to finish off the transaction at transaction maker side. Digital
signature protects transaction data integrity, and verify if the condition in
conditional output payment script is met or not [27]. Signature has script as
well, which is generated as soon as the transaction is signed by digital signature
algorithm and formatted particular in accordance with its Blockchain designed
protocol. Transaction then needs to be broadcast to Blockchain main-net to
be validated by full nodes, and therefore, the status of the transaction is not
confirmed yet so far [224].

5. Validation: consensus rule. Once a transaction is signed off and pushed to
Blockchain network, full nodes will take the responsibility to validate the
transaction in accordance with consensus rule. As soon as the transaction is
confirmed, it will be broadcast again and then recorded on the Blockchain as a
public ledger to be reviewed by all public audience [69]. To count a confirmed
transaction, it requires at least one full nodes to validate the transaction and
add to its own Block. To count, a comprehensive confirmed transaction requires
at least six full nodes to validate the transaction[64], [549].

Obviously, there has exceptional transactions that do not follow above process at
all, like coinbase transaction in Bitcoin Blockchain [74]. That is, coinbase transaction
can only be created by full nodes, and it is particularly used for create Bitcoins to
reward full nodes’ hard work. Coinbase transaction is always placed at the very
beginning of each Bitcoin block, and it exempts from very much a lot of Bitcoin
Blockchain transaction rules [69]. Like for instance, the unspent transaction output
of any coinbase transaction is limited for at least one hundred blocks afterwards,
which aims to prevent double-spending the coins created in current block which may
later be stale or un-spendable after forking [65]. Most important, block can have
one transaction only, which in that case that only one transaction would be coinbase
transaction, even though miners do include additional transactions in almost every
blocks to collect additional transaction fees. All transaction has fees and charges to
pay for miner’s computation work in accordance with the total byte size of a signed
transaction. Therefore, it is the miners choose the fee that are happy to charge to put
a transaction on the Blockchain network [68]. In accordance with [530], the average
number of transactions included in each block is 1953.

Transaction has status, which is either confirmed or unconfirmed. To protect
transaction integrity, transaction is atomic, which means the transaction is considered
either not started yet or else completed [503]. As mentioned early in transaction
full process above, it requires a minimum of one full node to valid one particular
transaction to make it changing its status from unconfirmed to confirmed. Therefore,
a transaction bears more risk for revising (or double spending) at any time before it
is confirmed [549], and indeed the time cost in confirming a transaction is another
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important parameter in Blockchain system that it is going to be discussed further in
section 5.2.2 subsection Mining Time.

Apart from the time cost in confirming a transaction, it is compulsory that all
transactions have to meet some conditions and formatted in the right formats to be
able to be confirmed and validated. That is, the transaction rule and raw transaction
format [542]. To put in more detail about transaction rule, which is

1. Signature script meets conditional public key script’s condition. It
has been vaguely mentioned in transaction full process above that when an
input transaction is initiated, initiator has to give the right signature script to
prove they do own the coins they are going to spend. Therefore, they sign a
signature on the transaction and compiles one signature script as a proof of
his ownership over those coins so that everyone can verify that. To put some
more detail, a signature script is also called scriptSigs, which contains signer’s
full digital signature 6 and signer’s unhashed full public key, see Figure 5.5 for
a demonstration of how to compile a signature script in a pay-to-public key-
hash standard transaction. That is, all unspent Transaction Output(UTXO)
has a conditional public key script, which contains the public key hash of the
coin receiver. Therefore, if anyone intends to spends that UTXO, they have
to give the right signature script to proof his ownership over those coins. By
doing that, all audience of the public ledge can verify his ownership by doing
some very simply checksum matching and hashing. In section 5.2.1.3, a detailed
explanation will be given about how digital signature is generated and how
scripts verify signer’s ownership by non-disclosure of the private key at all.

2. Output amount exceeds inputs amount. Each input spends the output
of previous transaction. Therefore, to guarantee there is enough coins to pay
current input transaction, it is compulsory that output amount has to be larger
than the input amount.

3. Ad hoc.

(a) Lock time: the lock time must be in the past time when is no later than
the current height). It records the time when the transaction first appear
or exist in the system; therefore, the transaction confirmation time (block
time) has to be a future time of it [68]. However, a transaction without a
lock time is allowed to make up some mistakes in any transaction with a
lock time. Since block time is allowed to be up to 2 hours ahead of real
current time, so a transaction with a lock time can be confirmed two hours
ahead of the lock time expires [69].

6In accordance with different digital signature algorithms and variable Blockchain protocols, the
representation format and the mechanism of a digital signature vary significantly.
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(b) Sequence number: Each input has a four byte sequence number, which has
a maximum value of 0xffffffff by Bitcoin Core default settings. Sequence
number makes update a transaction among multiple signers possible [68],
[69]. Putting the Sequence maximum value as the sequence number will
disable time lock. Therefore, to enable lock time function, sequence number
has to set below the maximum value even the number is zero [68].

Figure 5.5: Transaction scripting: a demonstration of scripting signature when
spending a pay-to-public key-hash output [70].

Apart from signature script and public key script, transaction has to be formatted
in the right format to be spendable and confirmed. That is, transaction has different
formats on different Blockchain. Particularly in Bitcoin Blockchain, the transaction
script language is c, which designed to be stateless but not Turing complete [65]. The
benefits of that are two folds [224]:

1. All coins in the network are permanently spendable.

2. A lack of loops (Turing-incompleteness) makes script language more straight-
forward so significantly simplifies the security model [68].

To put in more detail, all transactions are hashed into blocks in binary raw format,
particularly see Table. 5.1 for a demonstration of the Bitcoin transaction element
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lists of top-level raw format structure, and see figure Figure. 5.6 for an example of
Bitcoin raw transaction format [64].

Bytes Name Data Type Description

4 version int32 t Transaction version(signed integer).

varies tx in count compactSize unit Number of unputs in this transaction.

varies tx in txIn Transaction inputs.

varies tx out count compactSize unit Number of outputs in this transaction.

varies tx out txOut Transaction outputs.

4 lock time uint32 t Unix epoch time or block number.

Table 5.1: A raw transaction follows the top-level format [70].

Transaction has to follow above instructions so that it can be confirmed or
otherwise will be auto-rejected(throw errors) by the system protocols. therefore, the
rejected transaction will neither be confirmed nor pushed to the Blockchain ledger
book [64].

Transaction has variable types as well in accordance with where the transaction
sent to and the content of the transaction, which in Bitcoin Blockchain the standard
transaction include pay-to-public key-hash (P2PKH), Pay-to-script-hash (P2SH),
Multisig (multiple signature), Public key (Pubkey), and Null data [69]. To put in
more details,

Pay-To-Script-Hash (P2SH)

a P2Sh is to sent the coin to a script hash. Normally, coin spender indeed does not
care about the public key script as much as the receiver. As long as spender sends
the coins out, who on earth gives the right signature script and spends the coins in
the public key script, spender will not mind at all as long as the right signature script
is given. However, receiver normally would like to secure his ownership over the coin
more than just giving a correct signature script. In this occasion, rather than making
a conventional pay-to-public key-hash, a pay-to-script-hash transaction can does the
job for receiver [12], [65]. The script in a pay-to-script-hash transaction is the third
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Figure 5.6: Raw transaction: an example of Bitcoin simple raw transaction [70].

script apart from the signature script and public key script, which normally is used to
include any script that receiver would like to include. That is, as seen in Figure 5.5
which is a pay-to-public key-hash standard transaction scripting, rather than sending
a full public key and a digital signature in the signature script, a full script and a
digital signature will be included in the signature script [65], [66], [69]. The full script
will be matched with a redeem script that is compiled by the UTXO maker. Most
important, pay-to-script-hash can be hashed into standard public key hash format
with some minor difference. Therefore, a pay-to-script-hash normally is as secure as
a pay-to-public key-hash standard transaction [69].

Null Data
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Null data transaction can be mined and recorded on the Blockchain but will be labelled
“unspendable” by adding arbitrary data in the transaction, which aims to allow user
to package some customized data in the transaction [68]. Therefore, the un-spendable
null data transaction will not be stored in UTXO database at all. Most important,
null data transaction limits the size of the null data in the transaction. In Bitcoin
protocol, the public key script size is limited to 10,000 bytes and no more than 520
bytes per push [68], [69], see below for an example of null data transaction operation
code:

PubkeyScript ∶ OP RETURN < 0 to 40 bytes of data > (5.1)

which is no signature script at all as null data transaction cannot be spent at all [68].

There are two main operations that apply to all transactions. That is, transaction
identity (TXID) and signatures. To put in more detail, signatures is scripted
by transaction initiator(sender), which all signature hash types sign transaction’s
locktime(timestamp). Locktime is the earliest time that a miner can add it to
Blockchain, which also suggests that transaction can only be valid in a future time
compared with the lock time. TXID is the hash string of all content in one transaction,
which is also the Merkle tree leave in Blockchain structure [452].

Problems and Concerns

Transaction suffers malleability, which is leaving a door open for the denial-of-
service attack. That is due to the fact that the Bitcoin signature hash does not
protect the signature script at all, which creates an opportunity for attackers to
make non-functional modifications to a transaction without rendering it invalid [69].
Even thought Blockchain operation codes now check the IsStandard of a transaction,
transaction malleability is still a topic to research. Plus, even though Blockchain
transaction are made anonymous, it is still tractable of one particular coin transfer
path. As all user’s public key or address will be exposed to each other, if the same key
is reused very often, it is very easy for any outsider to track that person’s transaction
history, including the amount of crypto-currency is in control under that address
or public key. Therefore, avoiding repeatedly key reuse is a countermeasure of the
system security, which the expose of public key may provide attacker opportunity to
reconstruct corresponding private key from it. To add more about transaction-related
attacks, they include:

• 51% attack(majority attack). Under proof-of-work consensus, the entity who
owns the majority hashing power in the system is assumed can take full control
over the whole system [28]. Even though it is proven that this attack is get
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harder and harder while the block chain is growing, dishonest nodes have to
compete with honest nodes to modify the system [347].

• Finney attack. Similar with selfish miner, when a block is newly mined, miner
keep it as a secret rather than broadcasting it to the rest miners, a very similar
transaction with the transaction in the newly mined block is created, and it will
cause the revocation of the second transaction straightaway [22], [185].

Most important, in a digital currency system, double spending is another crucial
concern to tackle. That is, double spending refers to the crypto-currency spent more
than once [347]. Distinguishing from real physical currency that is design to recycle
and reusable. The ownership of a physical real currency is proved by the possession of
currency physical entity. Whereas as a contrast, the ownership of a Blockchain crypto-
currency is proved by private key with its corresponding public key [534]. That is,
a regular double spending may happen in this way: one normal transaction, and the
other transaction with the same amount of coin sending back to himself. They try to
convince the system that the transaction sending coins back to himself occurs before
that normal transaction; therefore, his coins can be spent more than once (double-
spending).

Fees

Transaction has fees, which is transaction maker to reward miner’s help in
confirming and validating their transactions. Fees are not a constant value, which
a miner can decide at his own will about how much fee to charge for each transaction
[181]. However, in general, fees are calculated by fees per byte based on the demand
of space in mined blocks, which fees will increase if the demand increases as well [69].
In a similar fashion, UTXO with coins that have not been moved for a long while are
labelled “high-priority transactions” and there is 50KB space reserved for it in each
block. High priority transaction is exempt from the normal fee requirements [68].
Plus, Bitcoin Blockchain requires a minimum fee of 1000 satoshi and a transaction
with lower fee should be prepared for longer waiting time to be confirmed. Fees are
paid through “change UTXO” outputs[68].

Fees are charged not only for rewarding miners but also for system security and
health, which indeed is contributing to the system sustainability[465]. That is, as
discussed above, fees will increase if the space demand goes up as well. That is,
as every confirmed transaction will be recorded on the block chain; therefore, if the
storage space of the block chain system becomes a scarcity, the price for pushing
one transaction to the system becomes even more expensive to discourage people to
make transaction, vice versa [273]. However, fees in Ethereum is charged for limiting
computations to prevent the system from malicious attack [293].
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5.2.1.1 Merkle Tree

In computing, a tree is a hierarchical data type that is used to represent the data
structure, which is constructed by recursive structure like nodes [359]. To put in
more detail, nodes are connected by edges, and each node contains one unit of data
of the tree. A tree always has a root, which locates at the topmost of the tree and it
is the only node who has no parents nodes at all. Any node without a child node is
the leaf node, and the nodes who share the same parent node are siblings [359], [444].
Trees sometime are linked with tries, which is a kind of prefix tree that is used for
researching or locating specific keys within the tree data structure [90].

Named after Ralph Merkle [337], Merkle tree is to encrypt blockchain transaction
data, scripts, and signatures to keep the data integrity and security. Merkle tree is
constructed by a repeating procedure, which is to pair the bottom row every two
transactions identifier together, concatenate them, and then hash the concatenated
data. This process will keep repeating from the bottom row straight up one layer by
one layer until at the topmost that there is only one hash result left, and that is the
Merkle root. See Figure 5.7 for an example of the Merkle tree structure. Merkle tree
in Blockchain system is formatted in internal byte order when they’re concatenated,
the resulting Merkle root is also in internal byte order when it’s placed in the block
header.

Merkle tree root is the final output of hash functions which include all transactions
identifiers in the block [69]. All included transactions are placed in an compulsory
order:

1. The very first transaction in every block: In BCT Blockchain, the coinbase
transaction has to be the very first transaction in every block.

2. Input and output transactions: Input transaction can spent output within the
same block; however, the TXID of that output transaction has to place prior to
the input transaction. It makes sure that ”...any program parsing block chain
transaction linearly will encounter each output before it is used as an input
[65].”

In the scenario where the bottom row has odd number of transactions, directly
pair every two transactions will leave one last transaction with no other transaction
to pair. If that happens, in most Blockchain protocol, the final transaction should
pair with itself, concatenate itself at its end, and then make a hash [68], [269].

The benefits of using a Merkle tree data type is efficiency when proof some data
unit is used to generate a particular Merkle root. That is, “...the proof size(Merkle
tree) scales logarithmically with the number of data blocks as opposed to simply
concatenating and hashing all the data at once which would require storing large
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Figure 5.7: Merkle tree: An example of Merkle tree structure and the bottom-up
construction process[70].

amounts of data [393]” Like for instance, as in Figure 4.7, if one would like to verify
TX6 is one data unit of the Merkle root hash, only TX7, Hash45, and Has0123
are needed to complete the verification rather than requiring the all bottom row
transactions that is TX0 to TX7. Particularly in Blockchain, Merkle tree is used
to efficiently verify if one transaction is confirmed yet by checking that particular
transaction identifier is derived from a Merkle root of a mined Block.

Hash Functions

Encryption in Blockchain is mainly used for maintain the security of the plain-
text data being transferred. Similar with encryption, hashing functions are one-way
encryption that once the data is hashed, the data can never be recovery from the
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cipher unless the hash function is broken [216]. Therefore, there is no decryption at
all in hashing function related encryption.
There are some advantages of using hash functions. They are:

1. Hash functions are resistant from quantum computing, as they are based on not
only encryption but also black magic of moving and shifting numbers around.

2. ‘Avalanche effect’: change 1 bit of the input data, there is about half the output
bits will be changed. Therefore, hash function is an efficient method to verify
data integrity.

Hash function also have some properties. Like for instance,

• Pre-image resistance. Given y, you cannot find any x such that Hash(x) ==
y. That is to say, given a hash function output y, none can find y’s pre-image
x, which makes Hash(x) == y. The opportunity of finding that pre-image is
roughly equals to 1e78 (2 to the power of 256) [401], which takes longer enough
and large enough computational power to make it practically impossible to find
out.

• 2nd pre-image resistance. Give x, y, such that hash(x) == y, there is no
such x

′

that x
′

! = x and Hash x
′ == y .

• Collision resistance. There is no such thing ever exist: any x, z such that
x! = z,Hash(x) ==Hash(z).

In Blockchain, the most used hash function is the SHA256, which is also well
adopted in digital certificates and data integrity [393]. N.I.S.T.[269] developed
SHA256, which can take arbitrary length of data as input and then hash it into
256-bits output.

5.2.1.2 Smart Contracts

Given the definition of smart contract from major Blockchain systems, “Contracts
are transactions which use the decentralized Bitcoin system to enforce financial
agreements.” —Bitcoin [66]. “A smart contract is simply a program that runs on
the Ethereum Blockchain.”—Ethereum [508]. “Smart contract is essentially business
logic running on a Blockchain.” —Hyperledger [503].

In the context of present time, smart contract are able to define very high
customized transactions, which is applicable to not only financial service but also
healthcare, energy management [481], logistics, and even political voting [334] etc.
Bridging smart contract connection between Blockchain server and oracle server,
distributed Blockchain system is capable of receiving external information without
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any equivocation at all, which extends smart contract capability in the regards of
constructing even more complex functionality to transactions [54].

In a more general sense, smart contract can be summarised as computer program
that is designed to automatically execute agreed actions on Blockchain[114]. The
aim of using smart contract is to enable non-intermediary, trusted, and peer-to-peer
transaction over internet[518]. Most important, comparing with conventional online
banking and digital service, the benefits of deploying Blockchain smart contract are
three folds:

1. Trust. Trust of executing a specific contract is given to the computer program
of the smart contract rather than any third party, and the security of a smart
contract system is depends on computational power attached to the system but
not any central authority who control the system any more [318].

2. Non-intermediary. All smart contract initiated transactions are non-intermediary
and peer-to-peer, which saves a lot of transaction fee compared with con-
ventional business contract mode [515]. Non-intermediary is in favourable
as transaction participants identity can be well preserved, even though the
transaction is trackable by the public ledger audience [88].

3. Automatic execution. A smart contract is initiated by posting parameters
to it, and due to its atomic nature, the transaction is either not started yet or
otherwise completed after initiation. Smart contract will automatically execute
as soon as new parameter input is given, and there is nothing can stop a smart
contract from self-execution unless it is the smart contract itself call itself to
cease [273]. Therefore, a smart contract is able to maintain a fair business
procedure with all participants in the same smart contracts [181].

As mentioned above, smart contracts are programs on the Blockchain. Therefore,
smart contract functionality and capability vary drastically on different Blockchain.
To put in more detail, smart contract on Bitcoin Blockchain network is designed
as a simple transaction to enforce financial agreement, which is mean to minimize
dependency on any third party [347], [362]. Therefore, apart from defining Bitcoin
standard transaction, the smart contract on Bitcoin Blockchain are mainly for the
use of preserving user public key such as CoinJoin smart contract, micro-payment
smart contract, and escrow and arbitration smart contract etc [64]. Whereas as
a contrast, smart contract on Ethereum are crafted for functionality diversity and
high extensibility to transaction. Therefore, smart contract on Ethereum has much
more types compared with smart contract on Bitcoin Blockchain [273], [318]. As for
Hyperledger Blockchain smart contract, two main types are defined [503]:

1. Installed smart contract. Prior to the Blockchain network launch, installed
smart contract can define business logic through validators in the network.
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2. On-chain smart contract. Very similar with transaction, a on-chain smart
contract defines business logic via smart contract itself and then is committed
to the Blockchain system by initiating a transaction, which the smart contract
finally becomes one recorded and confirmed ledger on the Blockchain.

Processing Smart Contract

One Blockchain system can has as many smart contracts as required as long as
the system has space to store it. Each smart contract is differentiated with each other
by contract address like all the rest of users on the system [91]. Transaction requests
initially are sent to the right smart contract in accordance with contract address, and
then being executed automatically [66]. There are some Blockchain platforms that
can be used to construct smart contracts, like Ethereum, Bitcoin, and NXT etc. Most
important, users do not write new code every time they want to request a computation
on the Ethereum Virtual Machine(EVM), programmer store these codes and use them
whenever those codes are called [432], [503].

To put more details about how a smart contract is processed, in accordance with
[273], [503], a smart contract is initiated by an input with four variables:

1. Contract identifier.

2. Contract request.

3. Optional transaction dependencies.

4. Current state.

Inputs go through contract interpreter and then give four variables as outputs
[273], [503]:

1. Accept/Reject.

2. Attestation of correctness.

3. State Delta7 including any side effects.

4. Optional ordering hints.

which the contract interpreter specifically includes the smart contract code and the
current state of the ledger. Contract interpreter waits to receives transaction calls and
take immediate actions upon the call [273], [503], see Figure 5.8 for a demonstration
of the smart contract processing procedure.

7There will be no Delta data available if the transaction is rejected by the contract interpreter
[503].
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Figure 5.8: Smart contract processing: A demonstration of smart contract processing
procedure [503].

It is very common that a smart contract throws errors out after inputs are
submitted. It has been generally outlined that smart contract errors are either
syntax error or logic error [503]. That is, syntax error such as invalid inputs, invalid
signature, and repeated transaction requests occurs to any transaction that will lead
to transaction being dropped. However, in a more complex scenario where is a logic
error occurs, the system policy should decides whether it will be executed or not [273],
[503].

Smart contract is highly correlated with consensus rules, as consensus rule defines
the correct format of a smart contract output and the transaction confirmation rules
[181]. That is, the contract interpreter packages all output to the Blockchain consensus
server for making a commitment to push the ledger to the Blockchain network [68],
[503].

There do exist some significant limitations in smart contract, such as smart
contract alone cannot get information about ‘real world’ events because by design,
relaying on external information could make it extremely difficult to reach any con-
sensus in distributed system, which is very important for security and decentralization
[508]. Oracle, which is a key-pair server, has been recommended to tackle non-external
information limitation [78]. It does have Most important, another major limitation
in Ethereum smart contract is the size has a maximum of 24KB or otherwise it runs
out of gas [432], [508].
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Third Party Dependencies

It is well acknowledged that smart contracts make transaction atomic, which not
only keeps the integrity of a transaction but ensure that the transaction completion
as long as it is started. Therefore, a dependent action in smart contract has to be
committed together, which a dependent action is outlined as in “if . . . , then . . . ”[503].
As there are quite a variety of Blockchain systems available in the currently literature,
the frameworks of how a dependent action should be captured vary a lot as well.
That is, dependent action can be captured in one single smart contract, or otherwise
capturing dependency across of multiple smart contract is still possible. However,
the reference of the dependency to multiple smart contracts has to be made either
implicit or explicit through atomic commitments[503].

To put more details about implicit reference and explicit reference [483], [503]:

• Implicit reference. A smart contract without any references will make it
impossible to figure out what is the order of execution among multiple dependent
smart contracts, for example Bitcoin smart contract normally has implicit
references. Therefore Bitcoin sorts ordering issue in implicit reference is to
constantly ignite transaction calls to the transactions until the prerequisite
transaction are found and completed.

• Explicit reference. Explicitly specifies transaction order in combination of
transaction identifiers.

Dependency has dependency graph, which can be either cyclic or acyclic [483],
[503]:

• Cyclic. Cyclic dependency refers to the order of the multiple referenced
dependency transaction starts at and finishes off at the same smart contract.
In this scenario, it is required that all cyclic referenced transactions have to be
confirmed and pushed into the same block on the network.

• Acyclic. Acyclic dependency refers to the order of the multiple referenced
dependency transactions start at and finishes off at different smart contract.
Therefore, as long as the dependent transaction occurs prior to the referenced
transaction, it is permitted to put the transactions into different blocks.

It has been mentioned that Blockchain smart contract on its own cannot retrieve
external information, as it makes a consensus impossible and therefore jeopardises the
system completely. However, it has been suggested and well established that oracle
servers can be a solution to push external information to the smart contract without
any equivocation problem at all [54].
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As a third-party service, oracle is able to fulfil the task of pushing different types
of external data to smart contract to execute contractual agreements [497]. Oracle
itself is not the origin of the external data, but it is a architectural layer that makes
enquiry, verify, and delivery the external from the data origin to the smart contracts
[54], [78]. Most important, some oracles are even able to send smart contract output
to external servers [54].

In accordance with the source of the external data, oracles can be categorised into
[54], [497]:

• Software oracle. Software oracle normally collects data from external websites,
databases, and servers etc. It enables real-time data enquiry, which is the most
used oracles, and the external data being collected normally are foreign exchange
rates, real time fight information or crypto-currency prices etc.

• Hardware oracle. Hardware oracle collects data from internet of things such as
sensor, actuators, bar code scanners, transportation, and robots etc.

• Human oracle. Human oracle collects human based external information such
as expertise opinion, custody, and authority feed backs etc. Human oracle is
in use when the human( or human department) is crucial, and human oracle
normally has well designed identity authentication system to prevent fraud and
faking information.

Apart from above oracles, computation oracles can perform “off-chain” computations
to save smart contract transaction costs, and inbound/outbound oracles that can not
only delivery external data to smart contract but also delivery smart contract output
to external world [54].

Oracles can be either centralized or decentralized [54]. That is, centralized oracle
is depends on only one entity to delivery external data to smart contract, which
clearly causes Blockchain system being criticised as centralized system and suffer trust
issue again like every centralized system[497]; Whereas as a contrast, a decentralized
oracle is to collect external data from multiple entities. Based on pre-defined social
consensus, data returned from multiple entity will be accepted if and only if multiple
entities return exactly the same data to the smart contract. It well tackles the criticism
from centralized oracles. However, decentralized oracles normally takes longer time
to return a data request from smart contract, which is inefficient [54]. To sort all the
problems discussed above, the concept of “provable things” is brought in [497].

To put in more detail, the main idea behind “provable things” is to provide a
solution to proof the data that oracle submitted to smart contract is not modified and
authenticated. Without assign any trust to oracle, the integrity and authentication
of the data can be verified by attaching verifiable digital signatures to the external
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data [123].

Smart Contract Related Issues and Tackling Methods

In accordance with the survey [327], there are 16 problems are identified in
Blockchain system that is related with smart contract, which is categorized into three
groups:

1. Blockchain mechanism. Blockchain mechanism related with smart contracts
refers to the consensus rule, which defines the method and mechanism of how
a transaction should be formatted, business logic, validation, and confirmation
process. To put in more detail, proof-of-work consensus is constantly criticised
for energy waste, proof-of-stake suffers the problem of nothing-at-stake and
therefore cause massive security and lack of transaction finality issue [483].

2. Contract source code. Smart contract as a program coded on Blockchain,
which suffer coding errors, malicious attack, and poor design issue as every
other codes in computing system [503]. Particularly in Blockchain smart
contract, the source code issue can come from call-to-the-unknown, lack of
privacy, and exception disorder etc [327]. It has been discussed that transactions
on Blockchain suffer privacy problem, and that problem can be tackled by
customized smart contracts such as zero-knowledge-proof secured user address
or the CoinJoin smart contract in Bitcoin Blockchain [69].

3. Blockchain virtual machine. When a smart contract is invoked by another
smart contract or self-invoked, there is a risk of the stack-overflow exception
[438]. It has been found in another study [321] that there are nearly one-third
of smart contract on the market suffer stack overflow problem.

Even though problems and issues exist in smart contracts, luckily, there are some
methods can be taken to tackle those issues. Like for instance, the consensus problem
can be well tackled by leveraging the consensus to a combination of both proof-of-work
and proof-of-stake [155]; To the problem of call-to-the-unknown, avoiding internal calls
and typing correctness are suggested [327]; As for the stack overflow issue, it can be
tackled by checking if the stack size is reaching its limits beforehand [137], or check
up the return value of that particular call execution [438].

5.2.1.3 Digital Signature

To sign a signature on a transaction, only a private key is required. Even though the
digital key generation algorithms are drastically different, the private key generation
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method is very consistent which is only take randomness as inputs. Most important,
to verify a digital signature, one only needs the public key of the signature [246], [313].

In Blockchain system, digital signature is used to sign off a transaction and
complete the transaction procedure at user-side [347]. The functionality of a digital
signature in Blockchain system are two folds [265]:

1. Check the integrity of the encrypted transaction data.

2. Verify the identity of the message sender with the public key contained in the
signature.

To generate a digital signature, usually only three mathematical equations are
required, which are:

1. Key generation: generateKeys().

2. Signature: sign(secretKey,message).

3. Signature verification: verify(publicKey,message, signature) return Boolean.

Particularly, each Blockchain user has at least one public key and one private key
[242]. Both keys are alphanumeric and stored in the cryptocurrency digital wallet
where is independent from the Bitcoin network. Public key is used to generate user’s
public address and initiate Blockchain transaction. Private key is used to digitally
sign and finish off a transaction and proves payer’s Bitcoin ownership. Public key and
public address are publicly available, but private key is kept confidentially by user.
When a payer initiates a transaction to transfer Bitcoin to a payee, payer needs to
identify payee’s public address first and then initiate the transaction with his own
public key. To finish off a transaction, payer has to use his private key to digital
sign ‘. . . a hash of the previous transaction and the public key of the next owner and
adding these to the end of the coin [347].’ which in accordance with Bitcoin developer’s
guide, Bitcoin Blockchain deploys Elliptic Curve Signature Algorithm(ECDSA) with
the secp256k1 curve as the fundamental algorithm for digital signatures [64].

To put in more detail, unlike conventional cryptography encryption, which discrete
logarithm and integer factorization are normally imposed, ECDSA’s distinctive sub-
exponential-time algorithm is no one as such yet. Therefore, it is claimed that
‘. . . the strength-per-bit is substantially greater in an algorithm that uses elliptic
curves [257].’ Specifically, secp256k1 curve [313] is a specification of recommended
256-bit elliptic curve domain parameters in finite field Fp, which include six tuple
T = (p, a, b,G,n, h). That is, element p defines the finite field, a and b defines the
curve as [81]:

E ∶ y2 = x3 + ax + b (5.2)
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For secp256k1 curve particular, a = 0 and b = 7, and G is the base generate point, in
a compressed form is [81], [257]:

G = 02 79BE667E F9DCBBAC 55A06295

CE870B07 029BFCDB 2DCE28D9

59F2815B 16F81798

(5.3)

And the order of G is n = FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFE BAAEDCE6 AF48A03B BFD25E8C D0364141 and G′s cofactor is
h = 01. After the elliptic curve’s parameters are fixed, a secp256k1 curve is defined
[81]. The general simplified formula of a digital signature is:

Signature = SignAlgorithm{
Hash(previoustransaction, payeepublickey), payerprivatekey} (5.4)

To prove payer’s transaction is valid, nodes validate transactions by signature
verification algorithm which can prove the signature attached at end of the transaction
can only be created by payer himself. The private key is pure random but the
public key is calculated by elliptic curve. elliptic curve allows smaller keys for
the same security compared with non-elliptic curve cryptography algorithms [242].
Cryptography public-key is based on the concept of mathematics intractability
problem, which is unsolvable. Most important, elliptic curve digital signature
algorithm(ECDSA) security is based on the hardness of factoring and discrete
logarithms; therefore, they are suffer the broken risk from quantum computing [11],
[33], [85].

5.2.2 Consensus rule

In Blockchain system, all nodes work independently as in a coherent system, and all
independent nodes work for one common goal [280]. Specifically, Blockchain miners
store confirmed and validated blocks into their own blocks only after they have been
validating that block by themselves. When different nodes have exactly the same
block in their own block chain, they reach a consensus [64]. To put in more detail, the
rule that all nodes use to maintain the network consensus is called consensus rule [347].
Consensus rule indeed does not only specifically define how blocks and transactions
are validated but also defines a specific workflow about how to reach an agreement
on what an updated state of the system is [352]. Plus, since transaction is initially
hashed into Merkle tree, and then hashed again into block hash, transaction format
becomes part of the consensus rule [68]. Most important, consensus rule sets the rule
for how the system network is constructed; therefore, the system security is closely
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linked with it [104], which maintains the network security against non-equivocation
problems, threats and attacks etc [355].

The core function of a consensus rule has been defined as in [502], which outlines
an explicit and guaranteed ordering of transaction and block validation. To put in
more detail, a consensus rule must explicitly defines [502]:

• Defines the correctness of all transactions.

• Define agreements on system global state which include the order and correct-
ness of transaction execution outputs.

• Interfaces and dependencies on smart contract layer to define how an ordered
transaction set in one block is verified and confirmed.

Consensus has properties, which are safety and liveness [502]. That is,

• Safety. For the same input, all different nodes will give exactly the same output
as long as the same consensus rule is used. That is, the consensus rule is required
to behave identical to all nodes in the system, and all nodes will end up with
the same system state after a number of transaction being executed.

• Liveness. Assuming communication in the Blockchain network is always
successful, all normal node without any faulty is able to receive all transactions
that are broadcast by miners.

Consensus has interaction with other parts of the Blockchain system as well,
such as smart contract. Consensus main functionality has be outlined above, which
the main activity of a consensus can be concluded as “...ordering of transaction
and validating transactions” in Hyperledger Blockchain [502]. Therefore, the initial
process of a consensus is always related with receiving the transaction request from
client end, and then based on the ordering of the transaction, the consensus will
trigger a corresponding transaction [502]. The ordering of transactions specifically
collects transaction requests based on consensus rule and system configurations [502].
Since the smart contract is the component in Blockchain that specifies the contract
business logic; therefore, to validate a transaction, consensus is heavily dependent on
smart contract layer to ensure the transaction conforms to the system policy and the
smart contract terms and conditions [502].

It is very common that consensus rules are updated to introduce new features or to
prevent network abuse, which a change in the consensus rule may cause the chain fork
into different chains [65]. As Blockchain network is maintained by anonymous users, to
protect the benefits of honest user and find out who is being honest, consensus rule is
define [502]. In the currently literature, there is a very wide range of Blockchain
consensus rule. In accordance with survey [73], [104], some consensus rules are
dominated the current Blockchain architecture, which include:
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• Proof of work(PoW). The main idea of a proof-based consensus is to obtain
sufficient proof to acquire the right to post a new block in the system [104]. As
if there is no cost at all to post a new block into the system, the system may end
up with a real chaos that the ledger book can be messed up with false ledgers.
To distinguishing honest nodes and dishonest nodes, the proof is vital. That
is, the proof is the evidence of distinguishing honest and dishonest nodes. A
good proof-based consensus is able to make it impossible for dishonest nodes to
mine any new block without the proof, and proof-based consensus is normally
deployed in public Blockchain [552]. To put more details in, at the year 2009,
decentralized currency Bitcoin was first time implemented with proof-of-work
consensus by Satoshi Nakamoto [91]. Proof-of-work consensus revolutionary
sorts two things out [347]:

1. Agreement on system canonical state updates. All individual nodes behave
completely independent as in any coherent system, all nodes collectively
agree upon the same canonical state updates.

2. Free entry. Free entry solves ’who has more weights in a system’ political
problem, by completely removing Conventional system entry barrier like
user registration.

Specifically, the work in PoW refers to nodes change nonce value for every try
that they have made until a satisfied hash value is found [66]. The work itself
is computational trial and error computations, and the proof of the work is
reflected in nonce, which is stored in block header [65]. The first node who
finds that satisfied hash value will nominated as the creator of that block, and
will get rewarded for the work they have been done for maintaining the system
consensus [70]. The node then needs to broadcast newly validated block to all
other nodes. Upon receiving new state updates, all nodes keep a copy of this
new block and add it at the end of their own chain [64]. Nodes give expression
to accept a new block by using it as previous hash for the next new block. When
multiple simultaneous broadcasts happen, the node who has the longest chain
will be voted to be valid. Most important, PoW is one-CPU-one-vote [347].

proof of work is significantly related with ‘difficulty ’ variable. As discussed in
section 4.2.1 transaction, difficulty is represented by nBits in each block header,
which is decided by the average time cost for mining one specific block, and
the right time should be cost on mining one block is a compromised decision
between power energy waste and the proof-of-work that required to secure the
system [271].

The drawbacks of proof-of-work consensus is the double-spending attack, which
is the sender trying to spend the coins more than once. One straightforward
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method of this attack is to obtain more computational power than the honest
nodes altogether. Another method is to initiate one reverse transaction at
the same time with the output transaction, and try to convince the system
the reverse transaction comes before the output payment [82]. By a similar
token, proof-of-work cannot work securely if the network does not have enough
computational power attach to the system yet or the network is simply with no
value [473].

• Proof of Stake (PoS). The stake can be user’s account balance or the age
of the crypto-currency, etc. After block being valid, node who has the most
stake will be voted as the block creator and gets reward from the network [194].
That is, to distinguish an honest miner with a dishonest miner, PoS requires the
miner holds some cryto-currency of the system; therefore, the person who holds
more assets in the system are assumed prone to behave honestly for the sake of
the system. Plus, PoS saves massive electric energy compared with PoW [104];
however, PoS mining has nearly zero cost and may cause the most stake node
dominates the network. Or by the same token, it may also cause the problem of
a node has no any stake at all [134]. In current literature, Ouroboros protocol
[277] is one of the most well known proof of stack consensus that is already
deployed in Polkadot Blockchain. To put in more detail, through a coin flipping
algorithm, a miner is randomly selected [194]. As for the main drawback of this
consensus, it is there is no guarantee nor limits about how much stake that a
dishonest node could have [104].

• Prove of Authority (PoA). Instead of miners racing to find a solution to a
difficult problem, authorized signers create new blocks based on some proposed
rules [131]. Similar with PoS, PoA directly assigns who can validate transactions
and blocks directly, but PoA requires validators identity authentication and
a reputation evaluation scheme attach to it [330]. Compare to PoS, PoA is
cheaper to implement as there is no request for validator to hold any coins in
their accounts at all [58].

• Prove of Authentication(PoAth). PoAth [329] is proposed for Blockchain
with limited computational resources within its system. That is, in com-
putational resources limited Blockchain systems, it is fairly easy to acquire
more computational power than all honest nodes. [388] suggests to use
ElGamal asymmetric encryption method to create another private-key pair
for block signatures 8, but only differ in the block validation process with
traditional Blockchain systems. Specifically, normal nodes generate blocks as

8e.g. y = rx(mods), both r and s are publicly known, and x is the private key, y is the
corresponding public key.
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in conventional methods, but they are required to sign a digital signature
after block generation [387]. Trusted nodes within the system are asked to
authenticate these signatures for the purpose of block validation, authentication,
and broadcasting the corresponding block to the network. PoAth is simulated
with five Raspberry Pis consisted Blockchain network with an average of 3.8
seconds for generate and validate one block, which compares with bitcoin
network with a time of 10 minutes or so [388].

• Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BZFT). Byzantine fault in computing refers to
fault presenting different messages to different message receivers, which is a loss
of any distributed system that system consensus is compulsory [501]. Therefore,
Byzantine fault tolerance is the mechanism of being able to defend against such
failure of a system and coherently reach an agreement among honest nodes
which such an agreement is required to maintain system stability and security
[98]. Specifically, suppose n nodes exist in a system, t of them are dishonest, and
assume nodes are peer-to-peer connected. Further assuming one node x tries to
broadcast a message of a, the rest of nodes can communicate with each other
and verify x posted value of a, and the system will be finalized at an eventual
value a

′

. A good practise of Byzantine fault tolerance scheme can be [558]:

1. if x is honest, then all the rest nodes will agree on the value of x eventually.
That is, a = a′ .

2. if x is dishonest, all honest nodes will discard x proposal and will agree on
the value of a

′

eventually. That is, a ! = a
′

.

For a short summary, if there are n dishonest nodes existing in a system who
are sending inconsistent messages to other nodes, a minimum of 3n+1 nodes are
required to exist in the system to combat dishonest nodes and maintain system
correctness, or 3n with a digital signature [376].

Another major concern in BZFT is that it only verifies the consistency of
a message that is communicated and exchanged by all nodes, but does not
encompass the correctness of the message itself. If a node deliberately sends
consistent wrong messages to other nodes, this kind fault will not be caught by
BZFT [558].

The quality of network (networking) infrastructure affects the performance of the
distributed network, and the performance and soundness of a consensus rule can be
measured by below variables [73]:

• Transaction rate.

• Scalability.
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• Adversary tolerance.

• Energy consumption.

• Blockchain type.

Mining Time

In BTC Blockchain, with proof-of-work consensus rule, mining time is roughly pre-
defined as a constraint parameter which is closely related with transaction time [549].
That is, every block in BTC Blockchain is mined roughly about ten minutes 9 [271].
The ten minutes minting time is a system predefined parameter by Mr. Satoshi, which
is a compromised decision between power energy cost, system security, and system
performance.
To clarify, the time cost for mining a new block is limited by three things:

1. Consensus rule. Consensus rule defines how a transaction should be validated,
and also how a block should be mined. In proof-of-work consensus rule, a block
is mined by hashing data below the nBits target, and a transaction is validated
if any miner put that transaction into a new block and successfully mined the
block; therefore, the time cost for mining a new block is mostly decided by
the hashing power the miner has [120]. In generally, the more computational
power a miner has, the quicker a new block can be mined [347]. Whereas as a
contrast, for proof of stake consensus rule, the time cost in mining a new block
is determined by a combination of brute luck and computational power [277].

2. Network performance. Network performance has a big impact on mining
time as well, such as network bandwidth and capacity which significantly affect
the data transfer speed and availability. The network bandwidth of the whole
system determines how quick new block can be broadcast to the rest of nodes
and therefore, confirmation latency affects user experiences transaction has to
queue to be accepted by miner to valid it [73].

3. Block size. How long it costs to mine a block is decided by the block size.
That is, the block size have an impact on throughput to allow enough time 10

for enough node be fully aware of a new block is mined before another new
block is mined is critical to reduce fork possibility [554]. The larger block size,
normally will result in longer mining time in the same Blockchain system [67].

9To make sure that each block mining time is ten minutes constantly, every 2 weeks when roughly
2016 new blocks will be mined, BTC protocol will adjust nBits target difficult to make adjustments
[65]

10The time here specifically refers to the gap time between two successive blocks.
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Reducing the mining time will result in [28], [67]:

• Transaction validation time decrease. Reduce the risk of zero confirmation
transaction.

• Payout variance decrease. As the difficulty is reduced, it does not require
the same computational power; therefore, mining pools where have larger
computational power is no difference compared with small mining pools.

• Less energy waste. By reducing the mining time of each block, the first
transaction validation time is shortened as well. As the result of that, less
computations is required which leads to energy consumption goes down as well.

In accordance with [119], at the ten minutes interval, the probability of a new block
can be mined is about 63%. If the time interval is 30 minutes or 60 minutes, that
opportunity goes up to 95% and 99.7% respectively. That is, shorter block mining
time will significantly increase the risk of forking, which will definitely be harmful to
the system security.

5.2.3 Wallets

Wallets are either a program or a file, which mainly enable a user to receive and send
crypto-currencies[62], [260], and wallets optionally store related transaction history of
a user. In accordance with [62], a digital wallet in Blockchain system has to take care
of three necessary but separable parts, which include:

1. Key generation and distribution. In accordance with different key generation
algorithms, Blockchain private- and public-key pair is always stored and
generated in digital wallets. Plus, storing the root seed is also always
recommended.

2. Signing program. Wallet hold the private key for users; therefore, wallet has to
take care of the signature process to finish off a transaction that user initiated.

3. A networked program. Wallets also needs to take care of ‘broadcasting’. If
any new block is mined, wallets take the responsibility to make sure all nodes
know about the new block. Therefore, wallets have to communicate with the
peer-to-peer network.

To put in more detail, Comparing with traditional digital wallet, crypto-wallets can
be generally divided into either cold wallets or hot wallets [259]. That is, a hot wallet
is directly connected with internet; however, a cold wallet is not. In accordance
with service a wallet supply, crypto-wallets can be classified into full service wallet,
sign-only wallet, distributing wallet etc [62]. That is,
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• Full service wallet. Full service wallet offers service of generating private key,
distribute public key whenever is necessary, monitor all spending transactions
to the public key, and broadcasts the validated transactions to the rest of nodes
in the network. Therefore, it is fair to claim the distinguishing benefit of using
a full-service wallet is that it offers all-in-one service, which is easy to use and
convenient. However, the obvious drawback of a full-service wallet is that it
stores user’s private key on a device that is connected with internet, which
exposes it to the spot of malicious attack.

• Sign only wallet. To add more security elements to private key, signing-only
wallets are designed to preserve the private key more profoundly. That is, sign
only wallet is separated with key generation wallet and network wallets but only
make digital signatures to sign off a transaction for user. To put in more detail,

• Distributing wallet. Distributing wallet is designed only distributing public
keys but nothing more, which aims to enable secured transactions in insecure
environment like web-servers.

As for the format of keys in Blockchain system, private key format in Bitcoin
Blockchain wallets is constraint to 256-bit number. To improve the security of private
keys, hierarchical deterministic key and hardened keys mechanisms are recommended
for extra security [62]. That is, a conventional private- and public-key pair is generated
by following the below formula:

point(prikey) == pubkey (5.5)

Where ‘point()’ is the ECDSA key generation function, and prikey is the randomly
generated large integer. Distinctively, hierarchical deterministic key follows the below
formula

point((parentprikey + i)/p) == parentpubkey + point(i) (5.6)

Which the most common option for variable ‘p’ is a global constant number that is
set by all Bitcoin software. That is, child’s public key can be generated by combining
parent’s public key and any point(i), which makes receiving payments to the same
wallet by different public addresses possible [62]. However, the major concern in
hierarchical deterministic key is if one parent public key is found, the rest of child’s
keys are all deductible by brute-force trails as they are all come from the same parent
key and constant p is a known value [62].
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5.3 Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Hyperledger

Blockchain system is evolving. Since the very beginning of when Blockchain is
deployed into real practise in 2009, the system is getting more and more robust in the
regard of anti-malicious attack, capability and flexibility. Now, Blockchain is not only
widely used in financial area, but also healthcare [47], logistics [209], media(Water
& Music.io), and gaming(UFORIKA.io) etc. In accordance with different protocol
and architecture design, Blockchain functionality and capability are also drastically
different. In this section, Blockchain system evolution: 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 will be
introduced, compared and contrasted.

Turing Completeness

In accordance with [228], Turing completeness is used to describe data manipulation
rule of a system. That is, if a system is Turing-complete, it means the system data
manipulation rule is able to be ‘decidable’ when it communicates with other system’s
data manipulation rule. To put in more detail, a data manipulation rule is ‘decidable’
when the computing problem is solvable by using the data manipulation rule of the
system [228].

The language that is used to compile smart contract is vital, as it has a
decisive impact on the security of the smart contract, and therefore, has an impact
on the security of the system as well[252]. Even though [252] has found that
most smart contract in current market do not require Turing completeness at all,
Turing completeness language compiled smart contracts enable more complex business
procedures. Indeed, the drawbacks of Turing incompleteness is not only limited
business procedures but also the impossibility of controlling complex automated tasks
[528].

5.3.1 Bitcoin

Bitcoin as the very first Blockchain system application, it is particularly designed
for secured transaction in distributed system. To secure the system, Bitcoin smart
contract “...can often be crafted to minimize dependency on outside agents, such
as the court system, which significantly decreases the risk of dealing with unknown
entities in financial transactions [64].” Therefore, the style of Bitcoin smart contract
is very limited.

In accordance with [68], Bitcoin smart contract style include:

1. Escrow and arbitration.

2. Micropayment channel.
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3. CoinJoin Style.

Bitcoin has proven to be Turing-incomplete as its scripting language does not
support loops, which is unable to execute any algorithms that require loops but
only linear and tree-like instructions [528]. By avoiding infinite loops, it effectively
protects the system against denial-of-service attack. Plus, Turing-incompleteness was
a significant constraint that limits Bitcoin Blockchain applications scope to outside
finance service; however, [528] uses parallel oracles to Bitcoin Blockchain network,
which successfully enable loop constructs in the combined system.

From 2009 until the present time, Bitcoin is very persistent with proof of work
consensus rule. Even though it is proved to cause massive energy waste, it keeps the
system very robust and secure. In 2017, Bitcoin suffered massive usage decline that its
market share dropped from 95% to 40% as a result of its system usability issue. That
is, between 2016 and 2017, Bitcoin system cannot reach a consensus about increasing
the network capability; therefore, the transaction fee becomes very expensive and the
Bitcoin becomes unreliable [71]. In August 2017, Bitcoin had a hard fork to Bitcoin
Cash 11, and a soft fork for segregated witness backward-compatible consensus rule
updates [315]. Both fork are aiming to increase Bitcoin network capability. Now,
Block size is increased to 32MB as a maximum rather than 1MB [315], which leads
to the throughput goes up to 150-200 per second from 3-7 per second [63].

5.3.2 Ethereum

The initial publication of Bitcoin Blockchain was 2009 [347], very soon after it
another two major Blockchain systems are published as well, which are Ethereum
Blockchain in 2014 [164]and Hyperledger Blockchain in 2015 [26]. Compared with
Bitcoin Blockchain, Ethereum successfully enables both Turing-complete infinite
loops, proof of stake consensus, and state machine enquiry, and Hyperledger is focus on
permissioned Blockchain to construct a distributed and shared database with trusted
and permitted entities for enterprise applications.

Ethereum went live in 2014 when is roughly five years after Bitcoin Blockchain was
published. Three major modifications are made by Ethereum compared with Bitcoin
Blockchain. That is [507],

1. Turing-completeness. The data manipulation rule in Ethereum is Turing-
complete, which means looping is feasible. This major change makes Ethereum
smart contract is able to support and complete more complex tasks [508], [518].
In order to prevent accidental or hostile infinite loops or other computational
wastage in code, each transaction is required to set a limit to how many

11This hard fork starts at Bitcoin block 478558.
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computational steps of code execution it can use [318]. A computational step
costs 1 gas12, but some operations cost higher amounts of gas because they are
more computationally expensive, or increase the amount of data that must be
stored as part of the state. There is also a fee of 5 gas for every byte in the
transaction data [293]. To put it clear, “...the intention of the fee system is to
require an attacker to pay proportionately for every resource that they consume,
including computation, bandwidth and storage; hence, any transaction that
leads to the network consuming is a greater amount of any of these resources
must have a gas fee roughly proportional to the increment [483].”

2. State machine. Ethereum Blockchain is more than a public ledger, which
specifically Ethereum, Blockchain can be “...a distributed state machine [167].”
That is, instead of accounts and accounts balance, Ethereum has a machine
state which carries a way larger data structure. To put more details in, the
machine state refers to the capability of making the system state data enquiry
at block level, and execute codes in Ethereum virtual machine environment
directly rather than smart contracts only [167].

3. Proof of stake consensus rule. In September 2022, Ethereum switched from
proof of work consensus rule to proof of stake. That is, instead of requesting
to use electricity and hashing power as a proof for honest nodes, Ethereum
ask nodes 32 ETH as collateral to behave honestly, which the collateral can
be destroyed if dishonest behaviour is detected [169]. A new block validator
is proposed directly by block proposer;therefore, it significantly speeds up and
improves the transaction throughput [165]. Thanks to this modification, even
though the new block speed does not change very much 13, the energy was
significantly saved by about 99.95% [170].

It has mentioned above that Ethereum data manipulation rule is Turing-complete,
which seems to expose Ethereum at the spot for denial of service and infinite loops
attacks. However, Ethereum tackles this issue with imposing “gas”. Therefore, for
initiating a infinite loops attack, it requires to pay an infinite number of gas fee, which
makes the attack not worth doing at all [168].

5.3.3 Hyperledger

Founded in 2015, Hyperledger is targeting commercial and enterprise applications
which in most cases are either private permissioned or consortium Blockchain [26].

12Gas is the name of fee that is charged for computational steps in Ethereum transaction, which
in a way efficiently limits the number of computational steps of a transaction can take[168].

13Ethereum new block was mined about every 13.3 seconds before the merge, and it is about 12
second per new block after the merge [170].
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Therefore, the proof of work consensus rule is not suitable for Hyperledger as both
Bitcoin Blockchain and Ethereum Blockchain are public Blockchains. That is, prove
of authority and Byzantine fault tolerance is more applicable to Hyperledger especially
when private Blockchain does not have enough computational power to initiate secure
transactions at the very beginning [502]. Hyperledger is one and only established
private permissioned blockchain system in the current literature with more commercial
favourable innate features [477]. For short, Hyperledger aims for providing a better
and direct connection between commercial organizations and individuals [26].

Comparing to Bitcoin and Ethereum Blockchain, Hyperledger effectively con-
strains who can access the Hyperledger network, and the purpose of constructing
a private or consortium Blockchain is to efficiently share data with trusted entities
only. That is, different from a public Blockchain that everyone can interact with
and access to it, Hyperledger permissioned Blockchain only allow permitted user or
permitted entity to access to and interact with it [477]. The main benefits of that are
two folds. That is:

1. A shared database system can be constructed among all trusted entities or
organizations. Especially in the cross-industry commercial applications, it is
more than efficiency but also opportunity-catching, which really makes the most
use of the Blockchain system distributed feature. Plus, permission Blockchain
can establish a channel for private and confidential data sharing. Like for
instance, Hyperledger permissioned Blockchain application in healthcare can
construct a private and confidential data sharing channel between doctors and
their verified patients [22], [390].

2. It establishes an enhanced trust model among all involved commercial partic-
ipants through Hyperledger smart contracts. That is, in traditional business
model, human factor is always the main causation of business failure. Hyper-
ledger smart contract as in all Blockchain smart contract which automatically
execute the contract whenever the contract conditions are realized without the
request of any human intervention at all [508].

The significant improvement in Hyperledger Blockchain is some canonical consen-
sus rules in permissioned Blockchain. Compared with a public Blockchain, a private
permissioned Blockchain normally has very limited computational resource, which
makes the consensus rule even more important in the regard of maintaining the
system security [502]. Particularly, Hyperledger is designed for partial trust which
only trusted entity can take control over the system; therefore, proof of work consensus
with anonymous miners and public access is not suitable as it is too time consuming
and energy demanding. Instead, voting and lottery based consensus rule does the
job for Hyperledger Blockchain. For example, Hyperledger Indy is designed for self-
sovereign digital identity management system, which adopts voting based redundant
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byzantine fault tolerance (RBFT) consensus rule [38], and Hyperledger Sawtooth
Blockchain is particularly for logistic service is constructed based on lottery based
proof of elapsed time(PoET) consensus rule [502].

5.4 Blockchain Major Issue and Threats

5.4.1 Major issue

Blockchain system as introduced has some favourable features, which is immutable,
trust-less, and decentralization [128]. However, as one coin has two sides, there are
some issues to be tackled in Blockchain system. The major issues in Blockchain
system are two folds. That is,

1. Scalability. [298], [458] It has been discussed in section 4.1 that Blockchain
system scalability has three dimensions, which include

(a) Size.

(b) Geographical.

(c) Administrative.

and the reasons of why Blockchain system suffers from scalablity are the
consensus rule of the system, network performance 14, and block size [173]. To
put in more detail, block size decides how many transactions can be recorded in
each block, and therefore, the larger the block is, the easier the system scale up
and bigger transaction throughput will be. However, large block size will take
longer time to broadcast to it the rest of nodes after mining. By a similar token,
shorter the block interval will cause the chain to fork much easier which put the
coin at risk for double-spending [28], [67], [173]. Therefore, a good choice of both
block size and block interval become a compromised decision between system
security and scalability.

2. Transaction tractability. Blockchain user address is pseudonymous but not
anonymous; therefore, IP address and user Blockchain address can be linked
especially the user uses the same Blockchain address a lot of times. It causes
user transaction footprint tractable, which is not desirable [198]. Plus, due to
the protocol of the Blockchain system, the majority of the transactions details
are public available information, which could significantly violate user privacy
[55], [511].

14The Blockchain consensus rule and network performance altogether can be summarised as block
interval; Therefore, factors that have decisive impact on the Blockchain scalability is the block size
and block interval [173].
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To tackle with Blockchain scalability issue, sharding [113], multi-chain [465],
consensus rule modification [166], and lightning network [272] etc are introduced.
First edition Bitcoin Blockchain only process 3 to 7 transaction per second but now
the highest throughput Blockchain Ripple now can process 1500 transactions per
second, which is compatible with Paypal and Visa [63], [405]. By similar token, to
solve selfish miner issue, ZeroBlock [456] proposes a regime that is new block has to be
accepted within a time interval to get the reward, and fresher new block has priority
to be voted. To secure transaction privacy, mixing and zero-knowledge anonymous
[183] techniques can be deployed.

Apart from both major issues being discussed here, there are some concerns as
well. That is,

• Centralization. Blockchain is a classical decentralized system; however,
when decentralized users construct one single major group, it causes a serious
centralization issue. Like for instance, if miner A is a mining pool with 30% hash
power and B has 10% hash power, A will have a risk of producing a stale block
70% of the time (since the other 30% of the time A produced the last block and
so will get mining data immediately) whereas B will have a risk of producing a
stale block 90% of the time. Thus, if the block interval is short enough for the
stale rate to be high, A will be substantially more efficient simply by virtue of
its size [91].

• Consensus Diverges. The main challenge in decentralized system is the
distributed system consensus rule. As users are decentralized and distributed
connected in the system; therefore, all users have to be agreed with which
system status is trust-worthy. Indeed, a sound decentralized system requires
all decentralized users have exactly the same system status. Unfortunately, due
to the fact that all users are decentralized, there is a large opportunity for the
consensus diverges at the point of there is an excessive computational power
group firmed, which can cause the whole system being modified completely
[104], [352].

• Equivocation. Equivocation is an essential issue in all distributed system
protocol design, which refers to dishonest participants behave conflicting with
the system protocol statements and cause system errors or attacks [305].
Byzantine-like faults and double-spending [98] in Blockchain, and multiple
certificates in public key infrastructure [305] are two typical examples of
equivocation issue consequence in distributed system.

• Selfish miner. Miner is another name for full nodes who maintain Blockchain
consensus rule because normally they will receive reward from the network like
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gold miner get gold for the mining work that they have been done [225]. Selfish
miner refers to nodes who successfully create a block without broadcasting it
to other miners and users. The benefit of doing that is selfish miner will get a
longer chain than other miners and therefore will get more chance to be voted
as block creator and get the reward from the network [537]. The main point of
selfish miner is not just they can constantly get reward but indeed the worst
case is they are dominating the network completely [13].

5.4.2 Security threats

It has been discussed that the main security concern in Blockchain system is
the private key security and malware [534]. These two major threats hinder the
generalization of decentralized system, and makes it harder to be deployed in a large
scale. To put in more detail about these threats, they are summarised as:

• Sybil attack Attacker subverts a reputation system of network service by
creating a large number of pseudonymous identities and uses them to gain a
disproportionately large influence [151]. Reputation system is user’s trust will
be built on through rating each other in the online communities. For example,
eBay, amazon, stock exchange online advice systems, even though the ‘proof of
work’ consensus can prevent Sybil attackers from re-do the whole Blockchain
in their own favour. Current time of writing is 2 power of 187, the network
must make an average of 2 power of 69 tries before a valid block is found [64],
[91]. Every 2016 block, this target nonce will be adjusted again so that in the
network the new block is produced every ten minutes [534].

• Greedy Heaviest Observed Subtree(GHOST) Modified GHOST Imple-
mentation. That is, Blockchain with fast confirmation times currently suffer
from reduced security due to a high stale rate – because blocks take a certain
time to propagate through the network, if miner A mines a block and then miner
B happens to mine another block before miner A’s block propagates to B; miner
B’s block will end up wasted and will not contribute to network security [91],
[534].

• Malicious attack Execute unauthorized actions on the victim’s system: as
cryptographic protection on Blockchain is strong, malicious attacker can only
target the part without cryptography in Blockchain. That is, the order of the
transaction:

1. Send some Bitcoin coin to a merchant in exchange for some product or
service.

2. Delivery of the product or the service.
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3. Make up another transaction sending the same Bitcoin coin to himself.

4. Convincing the network that the transaction to himself was the one that
came first, so that transaction should be accepted and validated by the
system.

Apart from above well-known attacks being discussed, 51% attack is also very
brutal [431]. That is, if malicious nodes occupy no less than 51% of the whole system’s
hashing power, malicious nodes can fork from the main chain and confirm malicious
transactions at their own will [28]. However, 51% attack will cause massive attack
cost, especially in public Blockchain which the hashing power is immense.

5.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter. Blockchain is well researched. Starting from Chapter 5.1
Blockchain System Overview, the concept of public distributed ledger, blocks in
Blockchain, chains in Blockchain, and pros and cons are introduced beforehand so that
a general concept and property of Blockchain is established. Further discussion in the
subsection of decentralized distributed system, DAO, and Microservice are reviewed
to offer an idea about what Blockchain system characteristics and functionalities.
In Chapter 5.2 Key Components in Blockchain, transactions, consensus rule,
wallets are explored. Specifically, smart contract as a subsection in transaction is
also well reviewed. Chapter 5.3 Bitcoin, Ethereum and Hyperledger is a comparison
between Blockchain system 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0. Particularly, the main concept of Turing
completeness is explained, and each system’s outstanding features are discussed.
Finally in Chapter 5.4 Blockchain Major Issue and Threats are discussed.
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Chapter 6

Cloud, Edge and Fog Computing

6.1 Internet of Thing(IoT)

The invention of internet blurs the concept of distance, and completely changes
the way of communication and business model. The widespread of such internet
applications are inseparable with the development of IoT. To be more precise,
internet of things connect computing devices or objects to the internet, which breaks
geographical restrictions and makes remote control possible [300].

Remote control indeed is a very demanding and challenging task, which is required
to collect real-time in-situ data so that control action can be taken accordingly. In IoT
ecosystem, control behaviour can be fulfiled by either human or computer. In the case
of human takes the control task, IoT is only an information recorder or transmitter.
It replaces real human to work at the site, like CCTV [105]. Internet transfers
collected information from IoT device to a person so that he can take control actions
as responses. In the other scenario where IoT devices can automatically complete
the control task, IoT has to be proper programmed to ensure direct device-to-
device communication possible [448]. In this case, IoT devices has some programmed
artificial intelligence(AI) so that automatic decisions can made [496].

Normally, AI IoT are managed by an intelligent user interface(UI), which the UI
itself can be either a specialized application or a web-page. It gathers all real time
information from all connected devices and is able to automatically send control order
to corresponding devices in the way it being programmed. A good example of that
is smart homes, multiple devices can directly communicate with each other to adjust
home appliance settings through user interface so that home is more comfortable and
enjoyable to live [367], [422], [427].

For a formal definition of internet of things, which is defined by the internet society
that “...network connectivity and computing capability extends to objects, sensors and
everyday items not normally considered computers, allowing these devices to generate,
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exchange and consume data with minimal human intervention[409].” Therefore, the
digital twin IoT is the IoT mapped to the digital world already.

To put more details in, it seems that IoT is already an indispensable part
of our daily life. For example, mobile phone, monitor camera(CCTV), vehicle,
display monitor, home appliance, and robotics etc. they are all good examples of
IoT. Particularly, mobile phone is supported by cellular network, home appliances
are supported local area network (LAN), and vehicle communication are usually
supported by wireless network. The connectivity of all these heterogeneous devices
and networks reveals the real power of IoT, and that is the seamlessly integration of
heterogeneous networks and interoperability of all devices [5], [367].

For another example, in smart city IoT ecosystem, it can count vehicle number on
road and control traffic lights accordingly to ease traffic jam. IoT in these cases [79],
[207], [391], [546] are required to cooperate with sensors and actuators. Sensor detects
the number of vehicles on road and when there is traffic congestion, which transfer
physical signal into electrical output. Actuator will be triggered whenever it receives
sensor’s electrical output. Actuator indeed is connected with traffic lights so that
traffic flow can be adjusted in accordance with specific actuator is being triggered,
which actuator turns electrical signal input into physical output.

Another more intelligent application of smart city is real time CCTV and image
processing. In [179] and [340] sensors and actuators are not required any more.
Monitor cameras with large computational power can fulfil the same task with even
better performance. Such as [142], Canada electronic toll collection system uses
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) based smart cameras to process real time
images to identify vehicle license plates without any on-board units.

Figure 6.1: A demonstration of IoT features.
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6.1.1 IoT features

As it is being introduced, IoT generally refers to all computing devices that connect
to internet [367]. Thanks to the consistency of internet service, IoT devices are
also acknowledged to have extraordinary consistent performance as well. As real
human need to take break or accidentally being careless or neglect, IoT devices do
not. Even though IoT do have out of power and device broken, it can be effectively
avoided by regular check-ups. In general, IoT devices can guarantee 24/7-hour 365-
day uninterrupted and consistent work, which is very favourable in remote control.

What is more, since internet now is available at nearly every corner of the world, it
makes IoT service available at wherever internet is available. Indeed, IoT applications
are already widespread in all walks of our life. Like healthcare, smart home, smart city,
industrial manufacturing, and logistics etc. Specifically, milestone IoT application
in healthcare can monitor patient condition at 24/7-time frame and alarm in-need
emergency treatment before server symptoms happened [390]. Logistic IoT can make
real time dynamic trace and track possible [391] and traffic IoT on highway is used
to monitor over speed limit vehicles to take traffic control [453], [550].

To be more precise, talking about all these IoT applications and devices, it should
be emphasized that the main characteristics of IoT technology include (see Figure
6.1 for IoT features demonstration.):

• Heterogeneous Communications. The seamlessly integration of heteroge-
neous networks enable communications among heterogeneous IoT devices. That
is, the fulfilment of that makes direct communication between heterogeneous IoT
devices possible. No matter how fragile the IoT devices are being placed, data
can always be collected and transferred to all requests nodes[5].

• Connectivity. IoT connects all possible devices which have an access to the
internet. Computational power and storage capability can be attached to all
IoT devices. As all devices are connected to internet, computational power and
storage can be attached to all devices even though the device itself is originally a
non-computing device. Internet turns computational power and storage services
into computing resources that are being distributed via Cloud. The connection
between devices and internet makes computational power and storage available
to all connected devices [189].

• Interoperability. IoT operation environment indeed is very fragile. Even
though the connection to heterogeneous network is not a problem at all, the
design of IoT backend data structure and workflow may have drastic difference.
Therefore, imposing standardized procedure in IoT would be able to significantly
increase the interoperability.
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6.1.2 Pros and Cons

AI indeed is a crucial part in digital twin IoT applications, as AI can solve IoT major
shortcomings and at the same time create significant business values. Jiang has argued
in [145] and [335] that the capability of IoT devices are indeed not decided by the
devices themselves but rather is the computational power embed to the devices. What
is more, this claim is even more true if the drawbacks of IoT are considered. That is,

• Privacy issue. IoT device has the opportunity to collect private data from
end user directly, such as ECG heart beating data from a hospital patient,
CCTV camera video for footprint tracking, and mobile phone biometric identity
authentication to secure an application access etc. IoT handle private data
regularly and how to protect the private data become a major issue. Indeed,
privacy issue significantly hinder the adoption of IoT. Even though it is claimed
that the privacy issue in IoT surveillance applications is being amplified, the
general policy should still encourage to process user private data with cautions
[409].

• Security Concerns. As IoT devices are connected via Internet, they suffer
the same security concerns with internet, such as blackmail, vicious attack,
and personal security information leakage etc. IoT data are collected from
all devices and transmitted through internet [533]. Therefore, the security of
each individual device can be an entry point for attacks. Plus, internet data are
easily tampered so IoT records can be altered, which raises a significant security
concern that is data collected from IoT cannot be fully trusted.

Indeed, IoT digital twin is hard to meet massive data storage and management
requirements as IoT itself is intrinsically design to be small, portable, and low
power consumption [189]. Therefore, when digital twin IoT needs to complete
computational intense and latency critical task, it normally requires extra support
from third party, like Cloud or data management company.

Many AI based solutions have been suggested to verify or calibrate IoT data
veracity. As in [189], real time dynamic data first being collect from IoT devices, and
then being matched with pre-stored or pre-registered information in the database by
robust AI algorithm. In this way, data veracity and authentication can be verified.
Admittedly, AI cannot solve all drawbacks in IoT but it does make a huge difference.
Below sections will introduce how to use Edge and Blockchain to create a safer IoT
ecosystem [264].
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6.2 Cloud

In 2006, Amazon Web Services (AWS) launched the first Cloud storage service,
which remarks the birth of public Cloud [141], [284]. Cloud computing draws
exclusive attention from both industry and academy, as Cloud provider claims it
can dramatically reduce networking cost and improves computing resource efficiency
to a remarkable high level [443]. Admittedly, Cloud user does not need to pay
infrastructure cost anymore; however, there is still an on-demand service fee to be
charged. It is like mobile ‘pay-as-you-go’ bundle, and you only pay for what you
have been used. [304] and [205] have investigated if Cloud is cost saving or not,
and they both conclude that Cloud does save cost especially when the run-time is
short and computational requirement is large. Cloud thoroughly change the concept
of computing resources, which essentially brings a new idea of using computing as
utility [31].

Cloud computing offers a new regime for getting virtualized computing resources
through internet, which is configurable, on-demand, and with minimum management
efforts [32]. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has defined
Cloud with five essential features. Specifically, they are [336]:

1. On-demand self-service.

2. Broad network access.

3. Resource pooling.

4. Rapid elasticity.

5. Measured service.

Technically, Cloud computing is derived from the idea of computing time-sharing.
That is, “. . . sharing of a computing resource among many users at the same time
by means of multi-programming and multi-tasking [10].” One single user may make
inefficient use of a computer when long pause or non-usage happens; however, multi-
users share the same computing resources at the same time would dramatically
improve the efficiency as non-usage of one user can be replaced by another. This
concept was further discussed in [107], [308], [406], which formally bring the idea
of user’s computer at premises is only an input-output equipment and computing
resource can be purchased in the same way with household purchasing water from
utility company. Indeed, after water, electricity, gas and telephony, Cloud is already
seen as the fifth utility which has been applied to many scenarios [31], [531].

Computing time-sharing does shed the light of Cloud computing, but they do have
intrinsic differences. At the very beginning, computing time-sharing is only available
to computing giants like IBM, Honeywell and GE [107], [406]. One reason of that
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is computer is very expensive and very slow at that time, and there are no private
computer users at all [479]. What is more, computer memory size was too small to
allow multi-states concurrently exist in one system [406]. That is, time-sharing users
have to take queue to enter the system one by one to use the centralized computing
resources. All users only share the time among all users so that computing resources
can be consumed and ran all the time [429].

By similar token, Cloud computing is to distribute centralized mega computing
resources to all end users directly, which enable multi-states coexistence in one system
[284]. This is due to computer memory size is dramatically improved and the invention
of hypervisor. Hewlett Packard Enterprise has announced their world’s largest single
memory computing system has 160 terabytes [505]. To put more in detail, hypervisor
[141] is a software that is implemented between computer hardware and computer
virtual machines, which can pull computing resources out of computer hardware and
distribute the resources to virtual machines. The deployment of both hypervisor
and large memory size guarantees the implementation of Cloud computing, which
makes data centre mega computing resources can be distributed to millions of private
computer users through internet [32].

Cloud has three different types. Specifically, they are public Cloud, private Cloud,
and hybrid Cloud [284].

• Public Cloud is open to all public users through public internet; therefore, all
the public have access to it.

• Private Cloud is the Cloud infrastructure operated solely for one single tenant,
and therefore only permitted users can access to private Cloud.

• Hybrid Cloud is a combination of public and private Cloud, which usually is to
put public Cloud infrastructure resources on top of a private Cloud.

Indeed, there are not too much differences in the regard of architecture a public
Cloud or a private Cloud, but the security and cost are substantially different
[339]. Private Cloud has the highest security, as all access to it can be controlled
properly and there is only one tenant in the system. However, it costs the most
because there are heavy infrastructure costs and maintenance cost. On the opposite,
public Cloud costs the least and has the lowest security. Public Cloud users do not
need to pay infrastructure costs at all but only pay on-demand service fee, which
makes it especially cost-saving [304]. Public Cloud suffers highest security risk from
public internet as the audience are totally unknown. Hackers, intruders and vicious
competitors can fairly easy to damage and tamper public Cloud data, which put all
users in a vulnerable position [339].

In a more general sense, Cloud can be described as distributing data-centre
resources as service to all on-demand users through internet. That is, Cloud provider
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Figure 6.2: A demonstration of Cloud service models.

owns the data centre infrastructure and takes the responsibility to maintain data
centre on behalf of all users. Therefore, Cloud users do not need to pay upfront
infrastructure cost any more but directly purchase computing resources as utility from
Cloud provider. There are three established Cloud service models. The name suffix
‘as-a-service’ indicates that there is no contract between Cloud user and provider, but
user uses Cloud as self and on-demand service [197], [339]. See Figure 6.2 for Cloud
service models demonstration.

• Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): IaaS typically provide datacentre
infrastructure like server, storage, and networking as services to users. In this
model, IaaS provider uses hypervisor pull resources out of bare-metal hardware
and then directly allocate these virtualized resources to users. IaaS users can
configure the infrastructure as much as they want, but apparently it needs more
professional management at user side as well.

• Platform as a service (PaaS): PaaS provider offers platforms to users so that
they can develop and manage their own applications directly on the platform.
There are many supporting tools and application programming interface (API)
available to PaaS users as well. It is easier to use and do not need to manage
infrastructure at all; however, it is nearly impossible to move your applications
from one PaaS provider to another.

• Software as a service (SaaS): Common example of SaaS are games, email,
and virtual desktops like Citrix etc. Users do not have to install it on your
machine or manually upgrade the software. SaaS provider will do them all on
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user’s behalf so it is the easiest service model to use. It is usually charged based
on a subscription model rather than one-off fee.

These Cloud service models have two features in common. That is, multi-tenancy
and highly scale [339]. When user demand is unpredictable or potentially has big
fluctuation, Cloud is able to auto scale up or down the resources assigned to the
user. Like AWS Elastic Computing 2 (AWS EC2), user has the option to setup auto
scaling and thresholds based on traffic predictions. Once the threshold is past, AWS
EC2 creates a new instance and auto run to the load balance pool. When the traffic
drops down below the threshold, AWS EC2 will remove that instance server out of
the pool. Therefore, no matter how large the traffic is or how intense the computing
is required, Cloud can always support the workloads and fulfil the requirements. As
for multi-tenancy, cloud provider owns all infrastructure and offer the services to all
users. Each user is called a tenant, and all tenants share the same infrastructure.
Multi-tenancy is especially favourable when Cloud users need to be differentiated into
multiple categories or multiple roles [141].

Considering all these properties that Cloud computing has, Cloud computing is
thought for well complementing IoT functionality and creates the most value for
IoT system [400]. IoT devices are connected through internet, which guarantees
the availability of Cloud computing to all IoT devices. Although IoT device is
designed to be portable, small, and low energy consumption, its computational intense
applications like AI, machine learning and aggregated big data analysis can be well
supported by Cloud. Like traffic cameras in IoT smart city system [145], [278], traffic
cameras only capture real time traffic information and it is Cloud does real time
aggregated information processing and makes smart traffic control possible.

However, Cloud computing does have flaws. Security is one of them and it is
the biggest concern for the adoption of Cloud computing. In accordance with [339],
the top three Cloud security concerns are insecure interface and API, data loss and
leakage, and hardware failure in data centre. The common causation of the security
concern are [339]:

1. Cloud supplier takes full control of user’s data. Even though there is service
level agreement (SLA) and data usage agreement between Cloud supplier and
user, users still may not be able to be fully aware and understand the SLA
because of lacking professional knowledge. Therefore, it could be a reason for
Cloud supplier to disguise and rationalize their behaviour and sell user data to
other vendors for extra money.

2. Cloud service is distributed through internet, which means common internet
threats are shared with Cloud system. Cloud data are easy to tamper, modifiable
and can be attacked by hackers. These drawbacks stop confidential and private
mattered information system from adopting Cloud.
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Figure 6.3: Information flow in Cloud environment.

There do exist methods to set up a safer and securer Cloud environment. See
Figure 6.3 for the information flow from users to applications and data storage
infrastructure. Security measures can be taken at all levels. In Cloud computing
system, access control can be implemented in all Cloud service models. It requires
user identity and access can be denied accordingly, which can effectively prevent
unknown intruders. Similarly, data can be scanned before sending to application and
API so that virus or attacks can be stopped. By the same token, containerization
[192], encryption [339] and key management [301] can be used as well.

6.3 Edge

With the widespread of large-scale data analysis and artificial intelligence IoT
applications, the demand for Cloud computing substantially goes up. It pushes Cloud
provider to build larger data centre in case of the adverse effect on the quality of service
and user experience. Besides that, dynamic real time processing IoT system requires
low latency computing is also hard to fulfil by Cloud [339]. To tackle the problems
that Cloud is not able to sort, which include bandwidth, latency and connectivity,
Edge computing comes up [132]. Edge computing does not only deal with all these
existing issues in Cloud, but also can decentralize Cloud functionality and manage its
traffic in a more flexible and efficient way [308], [429].

Edge indeed is very similar with Cloud. They both provide computing resources
as service to multi-tenants through internet. However, the major difference is that
Edge normally brings the computing resources physically closer to the place where
the data is generated [308].

Cloud directly connects with users and IoT devices, but Edge devices and users
have to pass through Edge nodes first and then get to datacentre infrastructure. Edge
nodes can perform some of the computation workload and manage traffic. Edge and
Cloud computing have very similar pros and cons. However, compared with Cloud,
the benefits of having Edge computing are three folds [429]:
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1. Offload datacentre workload. In Cloud system, user full workload has to
be performed by Cloud provider at datacentre, which becomes a heavy burden
when demand is exclusive high. Edge nodes can share the workload with other
datacentre, which significantly alleviates the intense demand [308].

2. Low latency. As Edge nodes locates closer to user and Edge device, data do not
have to travel all the way through to the data centre to be processed. Instead,
data can be processed faster and more in time at Edge nodes where are physically
closer to data source. This feature is very favourable when applications need
real time response or dynamic processing as in auto-drive car [340] and real time
monitor in traffic system [550].

3. Securer. Edge computing has decentralized infrastructure that all Edge devices
and nodes have the capability to perform computation. Therefore, private and
confidential data do not have to travel far away to Cloud data centre to be
processed and stored [367]. It effectively excludes the possibility of information
leakage and hacker attack. Plus, Edge computing can effectively avoid single
point of failure issue by switching from one data centre to another in seconds.

Typically, there are two common network edges to perform computations in Edge
computing [367]. That is, edge device and Edge server. Indeed, the popularization
of Edge is indispensable with the implementation of powerful computer processing
unit (CPU). CPU gives devices the power to perform computations and process data.
Nowadays, each car typically has about 50 CPU, which guarantees car can meet
its computing requirements as an Edge device. what is more, Edge device as an
equipment with computing power that is usually built for some purposes, like car for
driving, mobile phone for phone calls and wearable health device for monitor health
conditions etc. They have computational functions build inside of the device itself
[306].

In the other case of Edge server, it is an equipment that is used for computing
IT workloads, such as a small data centre or a business IT infrastructure. It usually
has more computing power compared with Edge devices but physically locate further
than Edge device [385].

6.4 Fog Computing

Fog computing has been seen as the highest evolution among Cloud and Edge, which
is an extension on top of both [132]. To put more in detail, NIST defines Cloud
as “...a model....offers a shared pool of configurable computing resources...[336]”,
which essentially turn computing infrastructure into “utility” and can be purchased
as on-demand basis [31]. A Cloud provider normally has one mega data centre to
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support all users’ demand, which both the computing resource and Cloud system are
centralized. The initial customer of Cloud utility are organizations such as university
and commercial organizations; however, later on Cloud main consumer are individual
car owner for GPS and auto-driving, computer game players, and millions of other
computing intense, latency critical IoT devices owners. That change triggers the
emergent of Edge computing, which is to bring computing infrastructure physically
closer to end user through the implementation of Edge nodes or Edge server. By
doing that, Cloud evolves to Edge, which is federated data centre, faster bandwidth,
low latency, and high computing performance [264].

Fog computing is to provide computing resources even closer to end user in a
distributed manner. That is, instead of requesting a mega data centre to distribute
its computing resources to individual users, Fog computing constructs a layer to bridge
individual users and all distributed computing resources providers, which fully fulfil
the gap between Cloud and IoT [132]. Fog computing aims for making improvements
in interaction and integration between IoT and Cloud. To be more precise, Edge
computing process data at Edge server or Edge nodes, but Fog computing is able
to pre-process data at IoT device first for small, non-latency critical, computing un-
intense task first, and then send partially processed data to Edge server or Edge nodes
for further process. A good example of that is sensor and actuators. Both sensor and
actuator process first hand data at their own CPU first and then pushes pre-processed
data to Edge server for further processing [360].

In accordance with [132], two distinctive features of Fog computing are:

1. Distributed. Aiming to conquer the drawback of Cloud centralized archi-
tecture, Fog is designed to be distributed system, which connects all possible
devices to make the most use of available computing resources.

2. Anywhere. Fog can exists in anywhere between IoT and Cloud infrastructure
[132].

The advantages of imposing Fog rather than Cloud has been deeply researched,
which can be summarised as security, cognition, agility, latency, and efficiency [108],
[109], [132].

Most important, Fog computing normally is content aware, which is able to support
fine-graded data workload offloading and processing [360].

6.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, it aims to explain and understand how Fog computing enables much
lower latency response in computational intense tasks compared with Cloud and Edge
computing. Therefore, in Chapter 6.1 Internet of Things IoT definitions, IoT
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features, and pros and cons of an IoT are all well discussed. After that, in Chapter
6.2 Cloud Chapter 6.3 Edge Chapter 6.4 Fog Computing, Cloud, Edge and
Fog computing are discussed independently.
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Chapter 7

Privacy-aware Biometric
Blockchain-based e-Passport
System for Automatic Border
Control

In this section, privacy-aware biometric Blockchain(BBC) based e-passport system
for automatic border control(ABC) solution is proposed. To put more in detail, the
proposed e-passport is a digital verifiable biometric identity credential, which is not
only an equivalent of tangible passport book but also enjoys the convenience of internet
communication. That is to say, it can be used for biometric identity authentication
over open internet with strong assurance. Most important, due to a sharp increase in
border-crossing and shortage in border body guards during Covid-19 pandemic and
recent war affair, border checkpoints are always jams with long queue of lorries, so
does the airport passengers. It indicates that current border e-gate with e-passport
book embedded microchip cannot meet border crossing demand any more. Therefore,
the proposed new e-passport is designed particularly for boosting border clearance
speed, which aims to make fully automatic border control solution possible through
remote monitor over Fog, digital twin, and Blockchain technology.

7.1 System Overview

To start with, it has to be emphasized that automatic remote border control solution is
computational intense and latency critical task; therefore, Fog computing is adopted
to speed up and offload the whole workload as much as possible. That is to say,
instead of pushing all workload in one centralized data centre(Cloud) or offload some
workload to Edge where the data centre is closer to end user, Fog computing takes end
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user device and IoT computational power into account, which allow the whole process
to be decentralized distributed into small pieces in accordance with the computational
power of that device. By doing that, two benefits are obtained:

1. Resources friendly. Nowadays IoT’s computational power will definitely
shock your mind. Taking smart phone as an example, rear camera generally has
a resolution of 8K(7680 x 4320) compared with a normal ID photo requirement
of 600 x 750 1. New Android mobile with Qualcomm Snapdragon 8 Gen 2
processor has a clock rate 2 of 3.2GHz for 64 bit applications and 8MB cache
[357], compared with HP ProBook 450 that has Intel Core i5 processor but only
2.4GHz clock rate for 64 bit applications and 8MB cache [356]. Therefore, taking
user end device into account for ABC is to take the most usage of resources,
and saves border agency infrastructure input costs at the same time.

2. Efficiency. As discussed above, user’s mobile phone’s processing power is no
less than a ProBook, which allows end user to accomplish the vast majority
of the border clearance workload by himself through smart phone applications.
Fog computing offloads most of the workloads to IoTs, which leaves as little as
possible to be finished at the border checkpoints so that the whole process can
be very efficiently and fast accomplished.

To add on, the proposed system consists of two separate Blockchain: one is for
e-passport privacy-preserving biometric Blockchain based digital verifiable credential,
and the other is the automatic border control Metaverse DAO. They both are
built upon private Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain, which aims for obtaining more
flexibility and extensibility. Plus, private Hyperledger Blockchain can save identity
authentication cost significantly, and it is very easy and cheap to scale up. Most
important, private Blockchain can easily implement private data access control. By
simply changing “modifier” in smart contract, adding ‘collection’ terms, and creating
‘channels’, privacy on private Blockchain can be well preserved.

What is more, the e-passport digital verifiable credential Blockchain is named
as biometric Blockchain virtual identity(BBCVID). The BBCVID is designed par-
ticularly for generating the proposed e-passport and other border crossing required
verifiable credentials(and/or documentations). BBCVID immutably records it on the
Blockchain, which significantly improves the risk-based digital identity authentication
assurance. The proposed e-passport is formatted as .json file which follows W3C
digital identity credential data model standard [121] to strength its interoperability.

By similar token, the automatic border control solution is named as virtual
stamping(VS) Blockchain. It combines BBCVID, road surveillance system, Fog

1UK passport digital photo requirement from UK Passport Office [202].
2Clock rate is an indicator of processor’s speed. The higher clock rate, the faster a process is.
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computing, e-gates, smart contracts, and user end device to efficiently and auto-
matically record every border crossing events as a Metaverse DAO, which aims
for improving the border crossing workload efficiency to a new high level. Most
important, VS is not only suitable for passenger border crossing at airports but also
suitable for vehicles(both private and commercial vehicle) border crossing at land
border checkpoints. Therefore, to improve data processing time and capability, Fog
computing is used to collect data from road IoTs such as:

1. Road cameras. Road cameras read vehicle number plate so that the
border crossing vehicle’s identity can be identified by computing deep learning
algorithms.

2. Road sensors. For vehicle border crossing, clearing customs duty is crucial.
Learning from Norway-Sweden and UK high-tech highway border settings [203],
[282], seals that carry Customs declared products without loading, which saves
massive time. Seal has to meet customs regulations to be qualified as customs
seal[322].Plus, weight sensor can be used to roughly weight pass through vehicle
so that it can be used as a criteria to eliminate smuggling risk.

3. E-Gates. E-gate booth-like access control is deemed necessary as the proposed
system is only able to effectively identify traveller who has the legitimate
reason to cross the border; however, travellers who has not the legitimate
reason to cross the border is not able to be identified at all. To improve the
border control workload efficiency, e-Gate uses quick response(QR) code to fetch
fingerprint template from VS, and does fingerprint identity authentication for
border crossing legitimacy verification.

7.2 BBCVID for e-Passport

The proposed privacy-aware biometric Blockchain based e-passport is a non-tangible
legal identity credential that is endorsed by government organization. It is machine
readable, third-party verifiable, and remotely verifiable, which is deemed as a digital
twin of the real-world e-passport. As an IdM system, we will define IdM four major
components first. That is, the repository, key authentication centre, policy control,
and auditing. After that, main entities in the system, the specific system architecture,
and biometric identity remote authentication algorithm will be proposed.

It has been discussed in Chapter 2 that self-sovereign identity management system
is significantly related with W3C decentralized identifier(DID) [460] and decentralized
systems. It is admittedly true that Blockchain is not the only decentralized system
in current literature, there are more than 90 registered methods that can be used to
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Figure 7.1: Full workflow of the proposed BBC ABC system.

generate a DID [462]. However, Blockchain innate properties make it the best suit
for our proposal. To start with, we claim the proposed BBCVID has below three
features:

1. Self-sovereign identity(SSI). In currently literature, self-sovereign identity
requires trust from identity issuer, as every participant in SSI IdM can be an
identity issuer to issue all kinds of identity for himself. To tackle this trust issue,
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pretty good privacy [415] and web of trust [14] has been proposed. However,
they both require the identity is non-private and can be publicly resolvable, such
as the public key infrastructure. In our proposal that is biometric e-passport, it
is contradictory with public resolvable requirement. Therefore, a governmental
organization is introduced as the central authority in BBCVID(BBCVID CA).

2. Biometric identity awareness. BBCVID is aware of user’s biometric identity,
and the biometric identity template is only available to permitted person based
on requests, and is stored only in BBCVID CA’s trusted database. Obviously,
some established IdM protocol can fulfil similar task, such as FIDO, Fast Identity
Online[227]. However, it requires to register the hardware based authenticator
at remote authentication server, which imposes more costs for users. In our
proposal, apart from mobile phone, there is no extra costs for new hardware at
all. To put more in detail, the central arguments in remote biometric identity
authentication are derived from two points:

(a) Who conducts the authentication. That is to say, since the digital
authentication is conducted remotely, the entity who authenticates the
identity intuitively does not trust nor accept anyone else’s identity
authentication outcome apart from the entity does the authentication itself,
because it is very easy to be cheated about authentication outcome.

(b) What the identity credential is. As digital identity authentication is based
on risk-based assurance, which the knowledge and/or the possession of the
identity credential is crucial in the regard of judging how much assurance of
the corresponding identity authentication has. Therefore, remote identity
authentication server normally has to make sure the correctness and
integrity of the credential, which is to maintain and store user’s credential
by remote authentication server itself.

That is to say, by deploying Blockchain, biometric template and the biometric
identity authentication outcome can be completely trusted. To put more details
in,

(a) Atomic and immutable smart contract. Blockchain smart contract is
designed to conduct the digital identity authentication, which guarantees
that both the authentication mechanism integrity and the outcome are
immutable due to smart contract atomic nature [503].

(b) Immutable recording of the biometric identity template. Biometric identity
template as digital credential has the feature of inexact input and inexact
output; therefore, it is impossible to create an integrity checksum between
two biometric identity credentials that are collected at different time even
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though they are collected from the same person. Therefore, Blockchain is
employed to record the biometric template hash output as a checksum
for original biometric identity template, which is also recorded on the
Blockchain as a reference. That is to say, in the future case where biometric
identity template is required, one can make a hash over the biometric
identity template they received and verify if it is the same as the Blockchain
ledger records. In this way, the biometric identity template is reliable if its
integrity can be guaranteed by the Blockchain ledger.

3. Improved interoperability. The e-passport are formatted in W3C defined
digital identity credential data model v 1.1 [121] which aims for improving the
credential’s interoperability to the most.

7.2.1 Main IdM Components in BBCVID

An IdM system is defined as ‘...the set of processes, tools, and social contracts
surrounding the creation, maintenance, and termination of a digital identity. ...to
enable secure access to an expanding set of systems and applications [423].’ To fulfil
those functions, four major components are defined in the proposed e-passport IdM
system.

1. Repository. The data model, logical data storage, and a policy which governs
access to, and the use of this repository is kept in this component. All credential
issued by BBCVID is formatted as .json, which is stored at issuer’s own digital
wallets(user end device), so does the biometric identity information. Only
hashed output of encrypted data are recorded on-BBCVID for immutability.

2. Authentication centre. Authentication centre takes responsibility for con-
ducting primary identity authentication, and then generates authentication
token to allow other components and third parties to recognize the primary
authentication has been performed. In our proposed authentication centre,
smart contracts conducts the whole life cycle of all e-passports including but
not limited to CRUD but requires a user to initiate it.

3. Policy control. Policy control defines the scenario where and how identity
information can be revealed, and how identity authentication protocol can be
initiated. It clearly lists the terms and conditions if an audit event will be
triggered so that identity data misuse can be constraint as much as possible. In
our proposal, policy control as defined by the term of information use conducts.

4. Auditing. An audit mechanism overlooks all conducts related with the
data in the repository, which enables policy control terms can be executed
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and circumvented accordingly. In this proposal, e-passport has immutable
checksum and CA signature attached to all e-passports. Whenever policy control
defined irregular event being detected, such as incorrect checksum and digital
signature can not be authenticated. Auditing events will be initiated into
the corresponding digital wallets to investigate. Most important, e-passport
CRUD operations are executed by smart contracts and reflected in ‘version’
corresponding floating number value. The authentication centre has to enquiry
the most latest version to conduct biometric identity authentication in case of
CRUD operations. Auditing events and mechanism also defines the terms that
what if a previous version of a passport is being used for identity authentication.

7.2.2 Main Participants in BBCVID

To enable above component functions, BBCVID has participant who takes respon-
sibility in accordance with its assigned role within the system so that the system
function can be fulfiled accordingly. The main participants in the system include:

1. Central Authority (BBCVID CA). CA is defined as a trusted authority in
BBCVID system, who take the responsibility to order transactions as orderer,
and validate transactions occurred on BBCVID. BBCVID CA’s identity is public
on BBCVID’s channel built block, where all participants can read it. Because
the proposal is particularly for e-passport, CA can be the border agency or
passport office of the country. Most important, as the only trusted entity
within the BBCVID system, BBCVID CA maintains Blockchain consensus.
CA periodically issuing a signed data structure called a certificate revocation
list (CRL) [231], which requires all users to enquiry this list before identity
authentication is conducted.

2. BBCVID Users. BBCVID user uses developed Android mobile application
to interact with other BBCVID users and BBCVID Blockchain. User initiates
e-passport application transaction proposal from the mobile client to BBCVID
CA’ gateway service, which requires user to fill a form and visit BBCVID referred
biometric identity template collection points. Upon receiving user’s application,
a smart contract will be initiated straightaway for initial biometric identity
authentication and DID document generation. If user’s identity is authenticated
with its submitted biometric identity template, a DID will be returned to user’s
mobile client which its corresponding DID document is only resolvable by user
himself and user permitted entity.

3. BBCVID Blockchain. BBCVID Blockchain has three main responsibilities,
which include:
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(a) User e-passport and digital verifiable border crossing documentation
generation.

(b) Record and host identity authentication events.

(c) Host CRUD operations and record it on chain.

7.2.3 Biometric Identity Authentication and BBCVID Main
Operations

BBCVID Registration

Before user is able to obtain the proposed e-passport, user has to register in the
BBCVID mobile application to obtain a user account. To put more in detail,
registration in the BBCVID mobile application is a very simple and straightforward
process, which only an email address and a six-digit PIN are required. On registration
completion, three goals are achieved, which include:

1. Access to the BBCVID mobile application is obtain. The application is a bridge
between user and the BBCVID network, which enables user to raise transaction
proposal to BBCVID network through BBCVID gateway service.

2. A PKI-based digital identity certificate will be generated for the user. Since
BBCVID is a permissioned Blockchain, user’s identity has to be identifiable by
the BBCVID network before any interactions. Therefore, BBCVID Blockchain
certificate authority(Fabric CA) will issue a PKI based digital identity certificate
to the user as soon as registration is completed.

3. TLS based data exchange protocol can be established. Since user obtains a
certificated public key from BBCVID Blockchain certificate authority, data
exchange over open internet through TLS and the access to the BBCVID
network can be secured by imposing data exchange protocol and digital
signatures. Plus, data integrity and veracity can be guaranteed as well, see
Algorithm 1 for BBCVID registration.

Data Exchange Protocol

The identity data transmission over internet is conducted in accordance with IEEE
Standard for Biometric Open Protocol where n == 1 that n is required ≯ 2[244]. To
put more in detail, Fabric CA will generate one pair of one time public and private
key pair for himself, so does user at his own mobile client. Fabric CA passes his one
time public key to user, and user uses it to encrypt the data first, and then uses his
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Algorithm 1 User Registration in BBCVID
Registration ∶ Join BBCV ID ← User

Require: email address, six − digits PIN
if Email address ∄ application user database then
(1) Store user credentail in the mobile application system database
(2) CA issues user X.509 public key based digital identity certificate
(3) Return PKI certficate back to user

end if
Registration is completed

own one time private key to encrypt it again. User finally sends double encrypted
biometric identity template and his own one time public key to Fabric CA. Fabric CA
then can use his own one time private key and user’s one time public key to decrypt
user’s biometric identity template, see Figure 6.2 for the IEEE BOPS biometric data
exchange protocol.

Figure 7.2: Enrolment private data exchange through Biometric Open Protocol [244].

Biometric Identity Enrolment

To enrol user’s biometric identity template in the BBCVID system, user is required
to visit biometric identity collection points, which is the same as current e-passport
system. At the biometric identity template collection point, both user’s facial image
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and fingerprint will be collected, and then linked with user’s public key that is issued
by BBCVID Hyerperledger Fabric Blockchain certificate authority(Fabric CA) 3.

To complete the biometric identity enrolment process, user is required to log into
the mobile application after visiting the biometric identity collection points. Through
the mobile client, user is able to navigate to the ‘biometric identity enrolment’
page and then submit facial image over it to BBCVID CA. BBCVID CA biometric
authenticate user’s facial image by its own database records, and then issue user
a DID and DID document. The aim of biometric identity enrolment is to let user
obtain a DID to referent himself in the BBCVID system. That is to say, user obtains
a Biometric DID through biometric identity enrolment, which the DID identifies the
bodily person of the user himself. DID document contains the authentication method
that can be used to authenticate user’s ownership of the corresponding DID.

To add on, BBCVID CA can easily decrypt user’s encrypted facial image by user’s
one time public key and BBCVID CA’s own one-time private key. Therefore, BBCVID
CA then should take facial identity authentication to guarantee that the biometric
identity template recorded in the DID document is veracity, and the DID identified
user is the same person who is recorded in the DID document. If all above procedures
are completed, BBCVID CA is able to issue user the DID and DID documents to
user, which the DID document includes

1. User’s DID. The DID method of BBCVID is named as ’bbcvid’;therefore,
the DID of the user follows the format of {“id”: “did:bbcvid:<unique resource
identifier>”}.

2. Authentication methods. Each authentication method contains authentica-
tion material, authentication mechanism, and authentication evidence. In our
proposal, three authentication methods are offered in DID document, which
include public key, facial image, and fingerprint. To preserve user’s biometric
identity privacy, facial image and fingerprint data is not directly offered in DID
document as raw biometric identity template plain-text. Specifically, facial
image is hash by SHA256 and the hash output will be recorded in DID document,
so does fingerprint identity template.

3. Credential Status Lists Address. CA maintains a credential status list
which is used for broadcasting revoked identities. All entities are encouraged to
consult this list before identity authentication is conducted.

4. Proof. Proof is the digital signature of the CA, which is used to endorse the
integrity, veracity and authenticity of the DID document and the corresponding
DID.

3Fabric CA refers to BBCVID Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain Certificate Authority, and
BBCVID CA refers to BBCVID Central Authority
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Obtaining the DID and DID documentation symbolizes a user fully enroled in
BBCVID. The DID document is resolvable from the DID, and is endorsed and digitally
signed by BBCVID CA. After enrolment, three goals are achieved:

1. DID identifies a person who is the same person with DID document identified
person.

2. The hash outputs of both facial and fingerprint identity template are immutably
recorded on BBCVID.

3. The DID document resolved from the DID is immutable and its integrity is
verifiable by CA’s digital signature appended at the end of the DID document.

What is more, BBCVID CA stores user’s biometric identity in BBCVID CA’s own
storage after encrypt user’s biometric identity template in BBCVID CA’s own way.
The reason of BBCVID CA has to store user’s biometric identity template are out
of two considerations in this proposal, which both of them are the same with UK
passport office’s claim about retention user’s biometric identity [504].

1. BBCVID CA has to store user’s biometric identity in CA’s own database which
is not only for eliminating impersonation risks but also for the requirement of a
country’s immigration control conduct that biometric identity of an immigrant
has to be recorded and filed as an evidence of their immigration status [504].

2. Biometric information enables BBCVID CA to identify criminals and illegal
migrants effectively which aims to prevent a leave is false given[504].

Most important, as in distributed Blockchain system, the biometric identity
database can be decentralized stored into BBCVID CA’s peer database rather than
just one single database. That is to say, since user is able to interact with any BBCVID
CA’s peer nodes, user’s enrolment operation can be conducted by any of it. Therefore,
user’s biometric identity template can be stored in any of BBCVID CA’s peer nodes,
which eases the risk of single point attack and data breach.

Biometric Identity Authentication

It has been mentioned above that to enrol a user, BBCVID CA should conduct identity
authentication, and there are three authentication methods offered in DID document
altogether. These three authentication methods include public key, facial image and
fingerprint. To be more precise, public key has a cryptography relationship with
user’s private key; therefore, to authenticate user by public key, verifier only needs
to ask user to sign verifier specified data, or calling a smart contract to conduct the
authentication which has exactly the same workflow with verifier.
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To conduct biometric identity authentication, DID document specifies three things
for verifier:

1. Hash of the facial image template.

2. Hash of the fingerprint template.

3. Biometric identity authentication smart contract address.

DID document should never store user’s biometric identity directly; therefore, the
DID documents only store the hash output of user’s biometric identity template as
an evidence(e.g.SHA256).

Since DID document specifies the identity authentication smart contract address
already, verifier only requires to put user’s DID, and the smart contract address as
input parameter to initiate the biometric authentication process. Then smart contract
will take fresh biometric identity from user through Android mobile application, and
collects the biometric identity template that is already stored in the CA’s database,
and finally match the fresh biometric identity with biometric identity template to
authenticate user. Most important, smart contract checks up if the hash output of
received biometric identity template is exactly the same with DID document record
first, and then give a Boolean about the authentication result(either fail or success).
If the biometric identity template hash output is different from DID document, the
biometric identity authentication will ‘fail’ straightaway. If the hash output is exactly
the same with DID document, and biometric identity authentication is matched,
smart contract will give ‘success’ as authentication output. If the hash output is
exactly the same with DID document, but biometric identity authentication is failed,
smart contract will give ‘fail’ as authentication output, see Algorithm 2 for identity
authentication.

Most important, as the mobile application is built upon Android, which the
fingerprint collected from Android mobile touch sensor is neither accessible nor
operable at all. Therefore, only facial image authentication over the Android mobile
is permitted. However, fingerprint identity authentication is possible over border
checkpoint e-gates system. In later section 7.3 VS for automatic border control will
introduce more about it.

To the specific algorithm of biometric identity authentication, one-to-one feature
vector matching is used, and the result of that depends on a cost function to be
minimized. That is, X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T is assumed as the extracted biometric

template feature vector, and X
′ = (x′1, x

′

2, . . . , x
′

n)
T
is a freshly extracted biometric

feature vector. The matching metric rule [545] is to calculate the Euclidean distance
by below formula.

dist(X,X
′) = (

n

∑
i=1
(xi − x

′

i)2)
1/2
(7.1)
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Algorithm 2 Biometric identity authentication via e-passport

Biometric identity authentication ∶ JSON Web Token(JWT ) ←
e − passport(EP ), collected biometric sample(CBC)

Require: User′s DID, EP, CBC
Require: V erifier′s public key
V erifier initiates ′Biometric Authentication′ smart contract
Smart contract run ∶
if (1)Digital signature in EP is authenticated then
(2)HashBT ← SHA256(CA offered biometric template(BT ))
if (3)HashBT == Hash output recorded in EP then
(4)disti4 ← match CBC with BT by euqation 7.1
for i ≤ 2
if (5)controlled threshold σi ⩾ disti then
(6)‘success′ ← Biometric identity is authenticated
(7)Return JWT to user

else
(6)‘fail′ ← Biometric identity is failed
(7)Ask user to resubmit CBC
(8)Repeat process (1) − (5)

end if
end for

else
(4)‘fail′ ← Biometric identity is failed
(5)User′s BT is modified, report user to CA
(6)CA ask user to update EP

end if
else

A fake EP is found. Report user to CA and revoke this EP
end if
Biometric identity authentication is completed
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To put more detail about who is able to request a particular user to conduct the
biometric identity authentication through user’s e-passport, it has to be emphasized
that user’s e-passport cannot be found passively. That is to say, only use can actively
share it with target subject. Another fact to be mentioned here is apart from e-
passport, a user also obtains a DID and a DID document(DID’s credential), which
has the same property with e-passport. Since DID, DID document, and e-passport
are all endorsed by BBCVID CA, any entity who knows user’s DID is able to make a
‘direct’ request to user to conduct (biometric) identity authentication, and the identity
authentication proves a bodily person(user) has full control over the DID.

E-passport CRUD Operations

After enrolment, user obtains DID digital twin that is used to referent himself in the
Metaverse, and a biometric DID document that is endorsed by CA with CA’s digital
signature.

C. Create

When user is ready to make proposed e-passport application to CA through user’s
Android mobile application client, user fills form data and submits it in together
with DID to CA. A smart contract will be initiated straightaway as soon as user
click “submit” button on the client. Smart contract will initiate biometric identity
authentication first, and then conduct passport claim legitimacy checkups in CA’s
database. If all settled, smart contract will ask CA to sign a digital signature on its
output. Indeed, the output of the smart contract is the proposed e-passport, which
is a digital verifiable biometric credential. The e-passport has user’s DID, credentials
subject(e-passport), proof, and credential status. It has been discussed in Chapter
3.3.1 about the W3C basic structure of a decentralized digital verifiable credential data
mode, and our proposed design is consistent with it, see Algorithm 3 for Creating
e-passport.

R. Read

BBCVID e-passport is built upon Hyperledger private Blockchain. It has been
mentioned in the very beginning of this chapter about why we choose Hyperledger
private Blockchain, which can be summarised as flexibility in system architects, smart
contracts extensibility, easy to scale up, and very low identity authentication and
maintenance costs. Indeed, another reason of that is out of preserving user’s identity
credential privacy concern.

To put more in detail, the proposed e-passport is digital identity biometric
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Algorithm 3 Creating E-passport
Create ∶ E − passport← User,DID

Require: :User′s DID and soft legal identity
Initiate ′Create′ smart contract
Smart contract run ∶
if DID ∃ BBCV ID then
(1)Biometric identity authentication
(2)Soft identity checkups
(3)Generate e − passport
(4)BBCV ID CA signs on e − passport

else if
then Application is declined, and ask user to register and enrol first

end if
Return e − passport to applicant
Creating e − passport is completed

Algorithm 4 Updating E-passport

Update ∶ Updatede − passport← Previouse − passport
Require: :Previous e − passport and information to be updated
Initiate ′Update′ smart contract
Smart contract run ∶
if information to be updated == soft identity then
(1)BBCV ID CA← DID and new data form
(2)Biometric identity authentication
(3)Soft identity checkups and updates
(4)Generate new e − passport
(5)BBCV ID CA signs on new e − passport
(6)Revoke previous e − passport

else if information to be updated == biometric identity tempalte then
(1)BBCV ID CA← Old EP and new biometric identity template
(2)New e−passport, new DID ← BBCV ID CA initiates ′Enrolment′ process to re−

enrol user
(3)Revoke previous DID
(4)Revoke previous e − passport

end if
Return new e − passport to applicant
Updating e − passport is completed
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credential, which is deemed as an equivalent of the government passport book.
Therefore, none would like the concept of allowing everyone else to read your passport.
Most important, extensively encrypted e-passport suffer some drawbacks like very
complex computation, very expensive input cost in initial encryption library setups,
and complicated key exchange etc. Therefore, in our proposal, it is proposed to simply
limit the read access to outsiders apart from the e-passport holder himself which can
be fulfiled by simply making modifier modification private collection re-definition in
smart contract.

That is to say, apart from the e-passport holder and BBCVID CA who validate
and endorse the e-passport, no one else can read user’s e-passport without permission.
To add on, proposed e-passport is generated by making a transaction on BBCVID by
BBCVID CA; therefore, e-passport is a DID as well which only the passport holder
can resolve it. That indicates one thing: the proposed e-passport cannot be found
online passively; however, the e-passport holder is able to actively share it with any
entity through proposed data exchange protocol in 7.2.3. for identity authentication
purposes.

U. Update

Updating e-passport can be made by calling “Update” smart contract and input a
new data form along with the DID to BBCVID CA peer node. Updating content can
be made in two different components of the e-passport, which include:

1. Update soft identity. Soft identity modification and updates like given name
and family name etc.

2. Updating biometric template.

Both above updates and modifications can be made through proposed Android mobile
application and select corresponding subsection to redirect user to the corresponding
client page to make the update.

• If soft identity needs to be updated, user refill the e-passport data form to
CA and along with DID. CA will verify soft identity updates legitimacy first, if
update is permitted and verified by CA, CA will initiate ‘update’ smart contract
to conduct biometric identity authentication with user, and then issue new e-
passport to user after signing on it. This process is very similar with ‘creating’
e-passport algorithm.

• If user requests to modify and update biometric identity template, user is
required to re-visit biometric identity biometric identity collection points and
then submit the old e-passport to CA. CA then needs to re-enrol the user. Most
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important, CA has to make sure the old biometric identity template and the
new biometric template are referent the same person as well. After re-enrolment
and biometric identity authentication, CA will generate a new DID and new e-
passport for user, and put the old DID and old e-passport on to ‘revoke lists’ to
notify the public, see Algorithm 4 for updating e-passport.

D. Deleting

Since there is no way to delete ledger records from Blockchain, deleting of e-passport
is to raise revoking request to CA, which require user to submit e-passport DID to
CA. CA will then put the corresponding e-passport into “revoke list” to notify the
public. CA maintains the revoke list and it is recommended for all entities to consult
this list before any identity authentication.

7.3 VS for Automatic Border Control

Internet makes remote communication possible and completely blur the concept of
distance. The widespread of internet and the significant improvement in computing
technology makes small IoTs such as mobile phones are capable of even more
challenging tasks. Remote control is a computational intense and latency critical task,
which the infrastructure development is an indispensable part of the remote control
applications. Therefore, in this proposal Fog computing is employed to offload and
speed up the border control workflow, which is to decentralized the whole border
control procedure at where the workload is initiated as much as possible. The design
of that aims to make sure the border remote surveillance system through IoTs are
smooth and efficient.

Understanding the Automatic Border Customs Inspection Process

In chapter 2.5.2, it has been discussed that the main challenge of smart border customs
control is efficient and secure documentation authentication and reconciliations. In
current literature, there are a few on-going projects [4], [268], [425] need to tackle
this challenge by Blockchain technology. Due to the fact that they are government
oriented projects and are still in development, the full technical report is not available
at the moment. However, one common factor is that they all built upon permissioned
Blockchain, which aims to conduct document access control to preserve privacy and
protect system security. In this proposal, VS Blockchain is permissioned private
Blockchain, which several organizations are required to endorse VS transactions in
accordance with the smart contract installed in the VS Blockchain.
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The main task in remote border customs control is to ensure the data consistency
between customs clearance documentations and the real time in-situ border crossing
events through remote monitor, which includes the vehicle identity, driver identity
and products declared to enter the country [276]. To put more in detail, the main
target subjects and the data should be taken care of include:

• Driver. The identity of the driver, and driver’s legitimacy of entering.

• Vehicle. The identity of the vehicle and vehicle legitimacy of border crossing
etc.

• Products. The products related documentations such as packaging list,
invoices, product model and category etc, the origin of the products, import
permits, licenses and certificates etc.

It is also realized and acknowledged that the customs procedure vary a lot among
different countries; however, to under the inspection process, the generalized
framework of the customs process is introduced. That is, upon commercial vehicle
arriving at the border checkpoints, the country that the vehicle is going to enter
should conduct customs inspections to guarantee that the vehicle, driver and the
vehicle loaded products information is consistent with submitted customs clearance
documentations. For private vehicle arriving at the border checkpoints, inspections
should focus on driver’s identity, driver’s legitimacy of entry, vehicle identity, and
vehicle ownership etc. Most important, normally there is booth at the border
checkpoints to conduct access control, which is mainly used for preventing non-
permitted entry.

That is to say, for private vehicle border crossing, identifying and authenticating
the identity of both the vehicle and the driver becomes the main task, which is deemed
as a task of remote identity authentication. However, as for commercial vehicle, apart
from driver and vehicle’s identities are required to be authenticated, the product’s
identity like the origin of the product and the product’s import permit related license
and certificates etc. are all required to be authenticated, which is deemed as cross
platform data reconciliation and authentication.

Understanding the Individual Immigrant Automatic Border Control Pro-
cess

Border crossing for individual immigrant control has to compile the immigrant law of
the country; therefore, the legitimacy of entering and the identity of the immigrant
has to be confirmed and verified before the border crossing event happen in reality.

In general, border immigrant control process is to:
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1. Allow immigrant obtain entering legitimacy credential(e.g. visa) and identity
credential(e.g. passport).

2. Immigrants bring these credentials to the airport or land border checkpoints.

3. Upon the present of the immigrant, border crossing legitimacy credentials, and
identity credentials, border officer is able to conduct:

(a) Credential authentication.

(b) Identity authentication

(c) Granting border crossing permit.

(d) Stamping and recording the border crossing event.

Automatic border immigrant control is to use computing techniques to automatize
above workflow. To put more in detail, current machine readable e-passport book is to
replace border officer to conduct identity authentication and credential authentication
by border checkpoint e-gates, which does improve the efficiency of the whole workflow.
However, nowadays when there is a sharp increase in immigrants population due to
war affair but limited physical space to setting more e-gates around the checkpoint,
a call is drawn for even more automatized border control solution.

7.3.1 Main Components in VS

Since our proposal is focus on airport and land border checkpoints, the proposed
solution is divided into automatic immigrant(airport) and automatic customs(land
border checkpoints) control system, see Figure 6.1 for full workflow of the proposed
system. To put more in detail, the proposed automatic border solution is specifically
consists of three main components based on the understanding of ABC process for
both immigrants and customs control:

1. Customs documentation(and/or identity credential) sharing and au-
thentication. It has been discussed that both customs documentation and
identity authentication is an indispensable part of ABC solution. That is,
immigrants identity authentication in airport, driver and vehicle’s identity
authentication in land border checkpoints, and customs documentation authen-
tication is unavoidable and compulsory.

Even though BBCVID is designed for issuing and managing user’s e-passport
and DID in immutable, self sovereign to user, and privacy well preserved manner.
it is able to allow both governmental customs organization(GCO) and vehicle 5

5Vehicle’s DID requires a DID controller who takes full control over the vehicle. That is, the
owner of the vehicle.
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to register, enrol in, and obtain a corresponding DID and DID document as well.
By doing that, the GCO holds a CA endorsed DID, which can be authenticated
by its own public key. GCO then can have peer-to-peer conversation with all
the rest of users on BBCVID, therefore, to issue a verifiable customs document
like import/export permit, GCO can simply allow user to submit requested
data through the proposed data exchange protocol first, and then initiate
identity authentication with the user. GCO then needs to audit the data
submitted from user, and finally sign GCO’s signature on import/export permit
document to endorse it. Therefore, a customs document can be authenticated by
authenticating GCO’s signature. That is to say, documentation authentication
is well sorted by BBCVID, see Algorithm 5 for creating GCO verifiable
documentation.

As for documentation sharing, since GCO’s documentation is issued through
BBCVID, the documentation shares the same feature with e-passport. That
is to say, ‘read’ access to GCO issued documentation is constraint as well.
BBCVID ledger ‘Read’ access is constraint to issuer and user only, and can
be passively accessed by raising access request, which means GCO’s document
is only readable to GCO, document holder, and CA. Anyone else would like to
read the document, an access request has to made to one of the entity who has
already has the access, and a documentation exchange has to be conducted in
accordance with data exchange protocol defined in chapter 6.2.3.

2. Border checkpoints live in-situ data collection. To reconciliate border
checkpoint live in-situ data with the corresponding customs documentations,
collecting the live data from the border checkpoint through border surveillance
system IoT is crucial. Border checkpoint collects below data from IoTs:

(a) CCTV camera for vehicle number plate. The out put is the vehicle’s
number plate number.

(b) Weight sensor to weight vehicle’s weight. The output is the weight of the
vehicle.

(c) Radio frequency identification (RFID) reader for reading RFID e-seal
number on the vehicle. The output is a Boolean to suggest if further
inspection is required or not: either Yes or No.

These three data elements will be grouped as a tuple, e.g. a JSON object
{“vehicle number plate”: “AB12CDE”, “weights”: 1250, “further inspections”:
“No”}, and then send to VS consortium Blockchain.

For the identity of the driver, it is also required to be authenticated at the
border checkpoints. In this proposal, Android mobile application is used to
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conduct the remote biometric identity authentication through the proposed e-
passport on BBCVID. In chapter 6.3.4 more details will be introduced about the
biometric identity authentication process, but e-gate as the final step in ABC,
it belongs to part of the border surveillance system and is required to return
decrypted information in the QR code to VS.

For a short summary, through border surveillance system and border checkpoint
e-gate, border checkpoints live in-site data can be effectively collected, which is
ready to be reconciled with the data in customs documentations.

3. Data reconciliation. Data reconciliation between customs documentations
and border checkpoints live in-situ data is conducted by smart contracts and
recorded on VS Blockchain. To put more in detail, VS Blockchain records time
stamped border crossing event as a transaction ledger with digital signature,
which is designed to copy hard border control regime governmental stamp
leaves at passport book for future referencing. VS is a permissioned consortium
Hyperledger Blockchain, which a few governmental organizations jointly take
weighted responsibility to maintain it. To be more precise, VS Blockchain
(1) receives data submitted from immigrants and commercial business entity,
(2) collects data from border checkpoints surveillance system for border
checkpoints live in-situ data, and (3) read BBCVID chain for immigrants and
driver’s biometric identity authentication outcome and receive e-gate returned
data from decrypted QR code, and (4) finally initiate a smart contract to
generate a valid border crossing event transaction ledger in accordance with
the data reconciliation outcome. That is, the immutable and automatic data
reconciliation through remote surveillance system and customs documentation
sharing and authentication is accomplished.

7.3.2 Main Participants in VS

VS has participants. In accordance with their role within the system, different
participants take different responsibilities. To put more in detail,

1. Border Agency (BA). BA is entity who has the most control weight in the
VS consortium. To put more in detail, BA initiates ‘data reconciliation’ smart
contract and signs on the VS transactions. Most important, BA indeed is the
same entity with BBCVID’s centralized authority(CA). That is to say, BA is the
entity who endorse the rest of the members of VS consortium in BBCVID so that
the rest of the VS consortium member is able to issue verifiable documentation.
Since BA and CA is the same entity, BA is well aware of both who and when
specifically an applicant’s biometric identity is authenticated.
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Algorithm 5 Creating GCO Verifiable Documentation

Creating ∶ V erifiable documentation ← applicant′s DID, data form
Require: Applicant′s DID, data form
Require: GCO′s public key
Initiate ′GCO V erifiable Documentation′ smart contract
Smart contract run ∶
if Applicant data form compiles customs regulation then
(1)GCO initiates applicant identity authentication through e − passport6
(2)GCO generates documentation
(3)GCO signs on documentation

else if
then Documentaiton creation fails and GCO asks applicant to resubmit

border crossing documentation application
end if
Return documentation to applicant
Creating GCO verifiable documentation is completed

2. Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency(DVLA). DVLA is one member of
the VS consortium, who takes the responsibility of verifying the relationship
between vehicle and vehicle owner in vehicle’s DID document after DVLA
obtaining its own endorsed DID in BBCVID. DVLA also needs to be on-
call for BA, in case of BA requests any vehicle information, such as the
owner’s information of a particular private vehicle. DVLA does not initiate
any transaction nor sign any transactions on VS chain, but DVLA can make a
vote toward if a border crossing permit should be granted to a specific applicant
based on the information DVLA holds.

3. Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC). HMRC is also a member
of VS consortium, who offers BA a customs clearance documentation list in
accordance with user submitted invoice and packaging lists. BA then can use
the list as a reference to retrieve all documentations on BBCVID and then
authenticate them one by one. To add on, HMRC has an absolute decisive
saying about what documentation an applicant is required to obtain before
entering the country with loaded product on vehicle.

4. Border checkpoints border crossing applicants. Every entity who would
like to get border crossing permit is required to submit border crossing
application to VS BA. To put more in detail, land border checkpoints border
crossing applicant can be:

(a) Individual person. Individual pass through applicant is subject to border
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immigrant control, which only the individual’s pass through legitimacy
needs to be verified. Therefore, individual person is required to make the
border crossing application over the Android mobile application to generate
a electronic pass(e.g. QR code).

(b) Private vehicle. Both the private vehicle and the driver’s border
crossing legitimacy need to be verified. It is the private vehicle’s driver’s
responsibility to submit the border crossing application to BA. Driver fills
form data in mobile client about the vehicle information(e.g. ownership
information and number plate etc.) and his own personal identity
information, and then send to VS BA for border crossing permit.

(c) Commercial vehicle. Commercial vehicle border crossing permit appli-
cation can be made by commercial vehicle’s business entity, who is required
to fill form data about vehicle driver(e.g. driver’s e-passport and DID),
vehicle(vehicle ownership and number plate), and vehicle loaded product
information(e.g. invoices, packaging lists, and all HMRC required border
crossing documentations.) to VS BA.

5. VS Blockchain. VS Blockchain is a permissioned consortium Blockchain built
upon Hyperledger. VS Blockchain immutably records all border crossing events
as transaction ledger. Based on applicant’s application, a VS transaction will be
generated but without BA’s signature, which means the transaction is not valid
yet. Upon the applicant using the transaction to initiate data reconciliation
process around the border checkpoints, BA will finally sign on the transaction
after data reconciliation is completed with border surveillance systems. A VS
transaction with BA’s signature is time stamped at when the entity is crossing
the border, and it is a valid, immutable, and legal proof of the entity’s border
crossing history.

6. Surveillance System. Surveillance system as a participant within the
proposed system who is also a member of the consortium. It uses computing
techniques to collect border checkpoints live in-situ data in a smart and efficient
way, which the data collected is immutably recorded on BBCVID and is available
for VS BA to reconcile the data with applicant’s documentations. Surveillance
system is very intelligent in the regard of:

(a) IoT work mechanism and logic is controlled completely by installed smart
contract which is atomic and automatic.

(b) Data collection and record is automatically executed and controlled by on-
chain smart contract, which guarantees the data is a veracious and reliable
reflection of the reality.
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(c) By adopting computing deep learning algorithm, data learned from CCTV
camera is very accurate, e.g. number plate.

(d) By adopting Fog computing, the data collection and transmission process
is initiated at IoT and will be completed at IoT as well so that the ABC
solution can be as smooth and efficient as possible.

7.3.3 System Modelling

At system architecture level, the proposed system is Blockchain based IoT application
in Fog, see Figure 6.3 for the VS system overview. To put more in detail, the
proposed system is modelled into four layers, which include:

• Layer One: Perception layer. Perception layer collects all sorts of data
through user IoTs(e.g. mobile phone and laptops) and the border infrastructure
IoTs(CCTV cameras, weight sensors, GPS, and RFID reader etc.), which makes
a veracious reflection of the real physical world.

• Layer Two: Network layer. Network layer connects all IoTs and all partici-
pants to the proposed system, which makes secure and reliable communication
between heterogeneous network possible. Network layer mainly is for the
purpose of transmitting perception layer collected data to the relevant entity.
Most important, since our system is based on Blockchain, network layer also
enables the direct peer-to-peer communication and maintains it as secure as
possible. To put more in detail, perception layer IoTs within the proposed
system is mainly supported by local area network(LAN) such as wifi and local
Ethernet, or mobile cellular network. On top of it, the communication between
Blockchain peers, IoTs to Blockchain communications are all made by web3.js
remote procedure calls.

• Layer Three: Application layer. Application layer provides proposed service
directly to all participants through developed user interface. Plus, application
layer is also able to conduct system environment monitoring in accordance with
system policy, and intelligent data routing based on perception layer’s data
[469].

Specifically, application layer is the interface layer between perception layer and
user. That is to say, application receives data from perception layer and then
use it to offer service to user. To be more precise, application layer turns border
crossing permit applicant’s application into a valid border crossing permit which
can be used in the border checkpoint to cross the border. By similar token,
BA can uses application layer to record user’s border crossing event on to VS
Blockchain and return user a time stamped digital signed Blockchain ledger as
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Figure 7.3: VS overview

a proof of that. Most important, this layer also offer identity service to all
participants by calling on-chain smart contracts.

• Layer Four: Inter-operation layer. Inter-operation layer is the topmost
layer in the proposed system, which offers an interface for VS consortium and
CA to communicate outside of Blockchain. The inter-operation layer aims for
optimizing operational procedures for proposed two permissioned Blockchain.
If it is necessary, this layer can be used to build a user credit ranking system
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based on all transaction history in both chains.

Most important, network security management is conducted throughout all layers
of the system. Like for instance, access control is conducted for both VS and BBCVID
Blockchain, and all data exchanged between Blockchain peers is fully encrypted as
well.

7.3.4 VS for Automatic Immigrants Control

In chapter 6.2.3, it has been proposed and discussed in detail about how the proposed
e-passport is created and how remote biometric authentication through e-passport
is conducted(Algorithm 2, 3). Here in this section, the focus is how the proposed
e-passport can accelerate the smart immigrant control process.

Existing micro-chip e-passport book, it requires airport traveller to conduct the
biometric identity authentication at the e-gate, and e-gate is only available to traveller
who does not require a visa to enter the country. That is because the e-gate is not
able to record any entry event nor read any visa as it is not stored in the e-passport.

whereas as a contrast, the proposed e-passport is highly extensible. The proposed
the e-passport can accelerate the existing immigrant control process in two ways:

1. E-gate is available for all traveller regardless extra visa is required or not. That
is, one can easily link visa with the passport(Algorithm 5), and make both
the visa and e-passport verifiable. Therefore, the e-gate can be made available
to all travellers even a visa is required to enter, which significantly reduces
border human labour demand so that the immigrants control efficiency can be
sped up. Plus, in our proposal, immigrant’s border crossing legitimacy and
related documentation can be automatically verified through proposed mobile
application before attending the e-gates.

2. Rather than reading micro-chip in old e-passport, the proposed e-passport
generates QR code for user to pass through the e-gates. That is, QR code
has favourable features like high data capacity and high speed reading. To
put more in detail, QR code is generated by VS BA after immigrants border
crossing legitimacy has been verified. QR code is used in the final step of border
crossing control to authentication immigrants biometric identity at the e-gate.
QR code contains parameters to trigger a fingerprint identity authentication at
e-gate through proposed e-passport. After immigrant’s fingerprint identity is
authenticated, e-gates will open to allow the immigrant to cross the border and
then send signed information back to VS BA to record and finish off this border
crossing event.
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To offer a comprehensive description about how an immigrant uses the e-passport
to cross the border, the immigrant is required to submit border crossing permit
application to VS BA first over the mobile application. The application indeed is
a Hyperledger transaction proposal, which the application data is digitally signed by
immigrant’s private key. VS BA gateway service receives this transaction proposal
from mobile client and then transfers it to one of the VS BA peer node to execute
the transaction. To put more details in, the smart contract will initiate facial identity
authentication first via e-passport over mobile application, and then verify the visa
document if the immigrant has one. If the verification goes well, a signed response
will be return to the immigrant’s application client(QR code). The immigrant arrives
at the airport e-gate or land border checkpoints e-gates, using QR code to get across
the e-gate by attending fingerprint identity authentication. E-gate returns user a
digitally signed response to immigrant’s application client after fingerprint identity
authentication is completed. Finally, the immigrants packs all responses into an
envelope and digitally signs it, and then send to VS BA for ordering service. VS BA
validates all responses and all signatures in the envelope, and order the envelope as
a new valid transaction by order it into a new Hyperledger block. VS BA broadcasts
it to his peer nodes for validating the transaction and adding it to the Hyperledger
Blockchain in accordance with consensus rule. The immigrant will receive a immutable
and time stamped border crossing record(validated Hyperledger leger) that can be
referenced in the future.

7.3.5 VS for Automatic Customs Control

Before a vehicle driving across the border, the border crossing permit should be
obtained beforehand. For a private vehicle, apart from all individual immigrant
border crossing permit, vehicle’s border crossing permit should be obtained from
DVLA beforehand as well. For a commercial vehicle, apart from individual and
vehicle border crossing permit, the loaded products on the commercial vehicle should
obtain border crossing permit and RFID e-seal as well from HMRC. In this section,
a comprehensive commercial vehicle border crossing event is detailed described.

To start with, in order to submit the border crossing permit application, the
commercial business entity who owns the commercial vehicle is required to obtain a
DID for both the vehicle and the business entity. It follows ‘BBCVID Registration’
and ‘Biometric Identity Enrolment’ procedure, which the biometric identity is owner
of the commercial vehicle and the owner of the business entity. To put more in detail,
the owner of the commercial vehicle and the business entity is the ‘controller’ of the
corresponding DID, who is assumed to have full control over the subject that the DID
referent to.

Then the commercial vehicle border crossing permit can be made through the
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proposed mobile application that is initiated by the commercial business entity.
Developed mobile application can be logged in as either an individual or as a business
entity. To add more details in, the commercial border crossing permit application
starts with a data form which the loaded products invoice, packaging lists, vehicle
number plate, driver’s visa(if required), and driver’s e-passport number are to be filled.
The mobile client collects those data and allow commercial entity owner to digitally
sign the border crossing permit application(transaction proposal), and finally sends it
to VS BA peer nodes to execute the transaction through VS gateway service. The VS
BA peer node initiate the corresponding smart contract and re-direct the transaction
proposal to the rest of organizations who are required to endorse this transaction
in accordance with the endorsement policy in the smart contract. Specifically, by
running the corresponding smart contract, below manoeuvres are taken in parallel.

1. Individual person biometric identity authentication and border crossing legiti-
macy verification. Driver’s facial identity will be authenticated in accordance
with driver’s biometric e-passport, which the facial image will be collected
through driver’s own mobile DApp. In the case of a visa is also required for
the driver to pass through the border, VS Metaverse DAO is able to make visa
verification as well. If all goes well, the VS system CA peer node will digitally
sign on it to make an endorsement and return it back to business entity’s mobile
client.

2. Products border crossing legitimacy verification. Upon receiving the products
invoice number and packaging lists, HMRC is able to automatically identify what
customs clearance documentations are required from the commercial business
entity. HMRC then verify customs clearance documents accordingly. After all
verification is completed, HMRC is required to endorse the transaction as well
and then sends the endorsement back.

3. Vehicle border crossing legitimacy verification. DVLA verifies vehicle border
crossing legitimacy by verifying vehicle digital twin documentation and search
if the vehicle has been reported lose or any illegal records etc. If all goes well,
DVLA will endorse this transaction and sends it back to the commercial business
entity mobile client.

4. Border checkpoint surveillance system live data collection. There is a border
road surveillance unit constructed where is about 2-3 kilometers away from the
border e-gate. Surveillance system collects vehicle number plate, vehicle colour,
weights, and RFID reader live data. The surveillance system then endorses the
commercial business border crossing transaction proposal, and sends it back to
the business entity.
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The applicant mobile client collects all digitally signed endorsement and packs
them into a data envelope to let applicant(commercial business owner) to digitally
sign on it. The data envelope then is sent to VS BA for validation. VS BA validates
all digital signatures in the envelope and then reconciled all endorsements. If all goes
well, VS BA issues the border crossing permit(QR code) for the commercial business
entity specified vehicle driver.

The VS generated QR code is the border crossing permit which is able to allow the
commercial vehicle driver to complete fingerprint identity authentication at border e-
gate. After driver’s fingerprint is authenticated, driver is able to drive the vehicle
to get across the e-gate. VS BA then is able to record instance as an immutable
transaction on VS Blockchain.

7.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the specific privacy-aware biometric Blockchain-based e-passport
system for automatic border control solution is proposed. In Chapter 6.1 System
Overview, a full proposal workflow is demonstrated and the reason of why Blockchain
and Fog computing is adopted is explained. In Chapter 6.2 BBCVID for e-
Passport the system characteristics are introduced at the very beginning, which is
self-sovereign and biometric awareness. Then as an identity management system,
its main components, main participants, and the biometric identity authentication
and main CRUD operations are defined and explained in detail. In Chapter 6.3
Automatic Border Control, to make tasks and goals clear, ‘understanding the
automatic border customs inspection process’ and ‘Understanding the Automatic
Border Immigrant Control Process’ are well explained first. Then main components,
main participants and system modelling are explained. Most important, VS for
automatic immigrant control and VS for automatic customs control are separately
well discussed too.
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Chapter 8

Implementation and Performance

8.1 Implementation

To evaluate our proposal properly, the proposed system is implemented and simulated
accordingly. For Both BBCVID and VS, they are defined as a permissioned private
Blockchain by design. Therefore, Hyperledger Fabric is used as the base Blockchain
network. We connect all developed user interfaces(Android mobile application, Java)
to Hyperledger Fabric test network by running a full node of it from scratch. As for the
consensus rule for both BBCVID and VS, we hard fork them from the test net, which
both employ Raft consensus rule. Even though there are similar framework available
such as Hyperledger Indy for identity management and Hyperledger Sawtooth for
logistics services, we write our own smart contracts and programs as much as possible
for customizing every detail of the proposed system.

Hyperledger Fabric Test Network

To put more detail in about the Hyperledger Blockchain configuration and the test
network connection, some prerequisites are required before running a full node of
Hyperledger Fabric. That is,

1. Install Git. Hyperledger Fabric is an open sourced project, which the source
code is available on GitHub. Therefore, installing Git for git commands becomes
a prerequisite. One of the most crucial git commands to this project is ‘git clone’.

2. cURL. As download Hyperledger Fabric is a distributed network for repetitive
tasks in accordance with smart contracts, cURL is used for powershell script-
ing(windows 10 operation system).

3. Docker and Docker compose. Docker and Docker compose are particularly
for open source project when everyone’s contribution to the project is permitted.
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After prerequisites, Hyperledger Fabric is ready to build. Since Hyperledger Fabric
is an open source project, its source code is available on Github.com. By following
the scripts in GitHub after downloading(and/or cloning) Hyperledger samples and
Docker images to local registry, a Hyperledger Fabric test network full node is able
to be constructed locally.

See Figure 7.1 for a demonstration of the initial Hyperledger fabric test network
main architects, which includes two organizations: org1 and org2; one peer node in
each organization: peer0.org1 and peer0.org2; CLI Docker container for initiating
interactions between clients and Hyperledger network(one peer node runs on port
9051 and the other peer node runs on 7051); one orderer node: order.example.com
runs on port 7050. Plus, three Docker volumes are created at the same time for
independent storage, and they belongs to peer0.org1, peer0.org2, and the orderer.
Most important, to this project system implementation, the local Hyperledger test
network is build upon Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS sub-system in Window 10 Version 22H2(OS
Build 19045.2846) through Windows-Subsystem-for-Linux 2(WSL 2).

Figure 8.1: Hyperledger Fabric test network local builds.

Properties of BBCVID and VS Blockchain

Since both BBCVID and VS are built on top of permissioned private Hyperledger
test network, they both have exactly the same Blockchain properties. That is to say,
the properties of private permissioned Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain include:

• Access control to the permissioned Blockchain. As permissioned Blockchain,
all participant’s identity should be recognizable to the system before any
interaction or communications. In permissioned Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain,
certificate authority is the entity within the Hyperledger Fabric network who
takes the responsibility of issuing and maintaining all participants’ identity
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certificates(e.g. x.509 public key certificates.) so that the permissioned
Blockchain knows of all participants identity. In our proposal, BBCVID and
VS share the same root of trust, which means the public key certificate issued
by BBCVID certificate authority is also acknowledged and accepted by VS.
Most important, user’s permissions to resources and constraints to information
of the Blockchain can be granted correctly in accordance with the public key
certificate.

• Only one orderer offers ordering service. That is to say, in one particular
Hyperledger Fabric transaction, it may require multiple endorsements from
multiple organizations to make the transaction valid. However, there is only
one organization(may have multiple peer nodes) offering ordering service for all
transactions. By doing that, there will be less opportunity for the network to
be forked into different chain, which is more secure.

What is more, to further preserve transaction data privacy, Hyperledger Fabric
has channel that can be created. The channel is a private communication layer in
Hyperledger Fabric, which only permitted and invited organizations can join the
channel so that private interactions and communications can be enabled. Most
important, organizations in the same channel are required to build on the same
Hyperledger Blockchain.

To put more details in about the channel design for both BBCVID and VS
Blockchain:

• BBCVID. Only one channel is constructed for three organizations below.
CA node is the orderer node who offers ordering service, but the other two
organizations are peers with CA and required to endorse transactions based
on endorsement policy of BBCVID smart contracts. Plus, each node is also
assigned one ‘admin’ who takes control of the node.

1. Organization One(Orderer): CA.

2. Organization two: DVLA.

3. Organization three: HMRC.

• VS. Only one channel is constructed for the four organizations below. BA is the
orderer who offers ordering service, but the rest of organizations are peers with
BA and required to endorse transactions on VS based on endorsement policy
of VS smart contracts. Plus, each node is also assigned one ‘admin’ who takes
control of the node.

1. Organization One(Orderer): BA.
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2. Organization two: DVLA.

3. Organization three: HMRC.

4. Organization four: Surveillance system.

Indeed, BA and CA can be the same entity (e.g. UK Border Agency(UKBA),
or UK passport office etc).

Transactions

For private Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain, the standardized transaction is made
through three phases, which specifically are:

1. Phase 1: Transaction proposal and endorsement.

2. Phase 2: Transaction submission and ordering.

3. Phase 3: Transaction validation and commitment.

For transactions on BBCVID , the entire procedure are proposed in accordance
with the border control workflow. To put more in detail, in BBCVID, a transaction
is made to obtain either the proposed e-passport or other digital verifiable credential
such as visa and customs documentations etc. A valid BBCVID transaction is defined
as in below steps:

1. Phase 1: E-passport, visa, and customs documentation applicants submit a
signed transaction proposal through our mobile application client to the relevant
node by connecting to the corresponding gateway service. Like for instance, if
the applicant is to obtain digital verifiable customs documentation, the gateway
service should offered by HMRC’s node. The gateway service will forward
applicant’s transaction proposal to all relevant nodes to execute the transaction
in accordance with the endorsement policy1 of the smart contract. Finally all
nodes return a digitally signed response back to applicant’s client.

2. Phase 2: The mobile client pack all responses obtained from Phase 1 into an
envelope and let applicant to sign it. Application client submit the signed
envelope to CA’s gateway service, and a ‘success’ message will be delivered
back to the client if the submission is successful. Upon receiving the response,
CA will verify all the signatures in the envelope and then orders the transaction.
The transaction will be ordered into a new block of the BBCVID.

1Endorsement policy is a compulsory part of Hyperledger smart contract, and it clarifies which
specific organization(s) must sign the transaction in order to make it valid.
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3. Phase 3: CA will broadcast the ordered transaction to the rest of peer nodes to
validate the transaction and then commit it to BBCVID. Applicant will get full
access permit to this new ledger.

By similar token, in VS, a transaction is made to obtain a border crossing permit,
and a immutable, time stamped digital record of the border crossing event for future
references. To put more in detail, a valid VS transaction is defined as in below steps:

1. Phase 1: Border crossing permit applicants submit a singed transaction proposal
to BA through applicant’s client by connecting to BA’s gateway service. BA
executes the transaction proposal in accordance with the smart contract, and
re-direct applicant’s transaction proposal to the rest of relevant endorsement
organizations. The rest endorsement organizations execute the smart contract
as well and digitally sign a response that is going to send back to applicant’s
client.

2. Phase 2: Applicant’s client packs all signed responses into an envelope and
then let applicant to digitally sign on it. The client then submit the signed
envelope to VS BA for validation, and the client receives a ‘success’ message if
the submission is successful. BA validates all digital signatures in the envelope
and send the client a QR code if all signatures are verified. QR code will
initiate another smart contract at e-gate that is to conduct fingerprint identity
authentication. After that, the e-gates will send a signed response back to client,
and the client will submit it to BA after the applicant signs on the response.

3. Phase 3: BA then finally validate all responses and signatures of the transaction,
and then order it to a new block of VS Blockchain. BA broadcast it to the rest
of BA peer nodes to validate the transaction as well, and then finally commit it
to the VS. The applicant will receive full access to this ledger record for future
reference.

Consensus Rule

Different from the majority of the public Blockchain whose consensus algorithms are
probabilistic, private Blockchain’s consensus rule normally is deterministic. That is to
say, both the order and the validity and correctness of a transaction is guaranteed and
finalized. Therefore, consensus rule in private Hyperledger Blockchain is also called
ordering service, which has the benefit of extremely difficult to fork[177], [233].

To put more in detail, Both BBCVID and VS employ Raft [233] as consensus
rule. Specifically, Raft has followers who replicate the elected leader’s decision of
the Blockchain [177]. It is famous for its simplicity and efficiency compared with
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other private Blockchain network consensus such as Paxos [233]. What is more, all
organizational entities are publicly listed and bounded by strict smart contractual
obligations to behave “in order”, and hence more efficient consensus algorithms [233].
It indicates that each organizational entity has at least one full node, which a full
node can be reconfigured and deleted.

Transaction Privacy and System Security

It has been discussed in chapter 6 that since both proposed e-passport and border
crossing history are private and confidential information; therefore, the privacy of the
information should be well preserved. By similar token, the system security should
be able to prevent impersonation and protect the Blockchain network from general
threats. To fulfil these two tasks, below design and manoeuvres are taken:

• Channels and collections for privacy data [176]. Channels in Hyperledger
Fabric are private layers of communications between specific members within the
network. To put more in detail, only invited and permitted entity can use the
channel to interact with other permitted entities. That is to say, the access
control to the entire Hyperledger transaction can be managed by building up
channels among different organizations. Plus, all invited organization identity
will be whitelisted in channel configuration file, which is publicly available to
all participants of the system. Therefore, any misconduct of channel authorized
entity can be distinguished straightaway, which makes the system more secure.

By similar token, collections belong to part of Hyperledger Fabric smart
contract, which is used particularly to further control private data access within
a transaction. That is to say, collection defines a subset of channel defined
entities who is to further permitted to access the private data. To be more
precise, collection defined private data access is only for the specific entity or peer
who requires to endorse, commit, or enquiry the private data without creating
a separate channel. Specifically, a smart contract collection is constructed by
‘.json’ file and inserted into smart contract by its name or ID number. To make
a short summarize, two aims are fulfiled by imposing channels and collections,
which are:

1. The private data either as in the entire transaction or as in a part of a
transaction can be well preserved.

2. The peer communication and peer behaviour within one channel is well
protected and supervised.

• Asymmetric encryption and ‘Salt’. Both BBCVID and VS are deploying
dissemination gossip protocol [176] for the actual private data dissemination,
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and a hash(or an encrypt) of that private data will be used for endorsement,
order, and recorded to Blockchain. To put more in detail,

1. Private data is not included in the transactions that submitted to system
orderer; therefore, private data is not available to peers who are going to
valid the transaction but only the particular node endorsed the transaction.
The endorsing nodes ensure the availability of the private data in the
channel or collection. That is to say, collection entity is able to share
the private data based on request, which in most cases are for disputes and
audits.

2. To prevent brute force attack where a fixed string is directly encrypted by
hash functions or asymmetric encryption key, a ‘salt’ random string will
be generated to mix with the original string.

3. Private data can be deleted completely from all peers so that it is
not available at all after transaction is recorded on chain by calling
‘PurgePrivateData’ function in smart contract, which is to withdraw all
peer’s read and write access to applicant’s private data.

• Blockchain network access control. Since both BBCVID and VS are
permissioned Blockchain, they are only available to participants whose identity
has already known to the system; therefore, data access control and data origin
can be well tracked and controlled by the system.

• Version checkups and revoke lists enquiry. Versioning checkups before
any ledger is committed to the Hyperledger is compulsory in case of Blockchain
network forking. Plus, CA maintained ‘revoke lists’ which records all revoke
item details is also compulsory in case of referencing a revoked item within the
system. That is, both versioning checkups and revoke list enquiry are built in
smart contracts of BBCVID and VS.

8.1.1 Decentralized Application(DApp): Android Mobile
Application

To start with, Android mobile operation system runs on Linux kernel that connects its
hardware with its software stack [509]. Its run-time consists of Dalvik virtual machine
and Core Java library, which Dalvik virtual machine enables registered applications on
Android to run simultaneously on as in Java multi-threading [451]. Most important,
Android requests applications is registered and signed under developer’s key, which
secures the Android application in market place [509].

To preserve private data privacy and security, Android has built-in trusted
execution environment, which indicates that the biometric information is encrypted
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and stored in a separated part of the Android smart phone [159]. Most important, it
is completely inaccessible to the regular operating system. Apart from TEE, Android
has Sandbox for untested program for un-authorized access [451]. To make the system
even more secure and privacy-preserving, “permissions” are used in Android whenever
an access to sensitive and protected information is raised, such as GPS location and
open camera etc. If user does not grant the permission, the access will be denied
straightaway [451].

The developed Android mobile application is design for all border crossing permit
and e-passport applicant to submit these application at their mobile end device, so
that digital verifiable border crossing permit and digital verifiable biometric e-passport
can be obtained. To put more details in, there are two steps to be completed before
e-passport and border crossing application can be made, which specifically are:

Step One: User Registration to Obtain Access to the Mobile Application

To start with, the Android mobile application access is granted to registered user
only. That is to say, user registration is compulsory so that an access to the mobile
client can be obtained, see Figure 7.2 for a demonstration of the Android mobile
application user login page, Figure 7.3 for new user registration page; Figure 7.4
new user registration success notification, Figure 7.5 for user database in Google
Firebase, and Figure 7.6 for Google Firebase email authentication.

To add on, user name, email address and a six-digits PIN number are required
to complete the new user registration process. To secure our application, access to
our application is further secured by fingerprint biometrics identity authentication by
using Android mobile built-in library. Most important, apart from individual person,
commercial business entity can also be a user of our mobile application, and it is
assumed that it is the business owner who takes full control of our application’s user
account.

Step Two: Obtain Public Key Certificate from A Certificate Authority

After obtain the access to mobile application, the access to BBCVID and VS
Blockchain should be obtained in the step two. To put more details in, the Hyperledger
Fabric certificate authority(Fabric CA) has three main functions in our proposed
system, which include:

1. User identity connects to lightweight directory access protocol(LDAP) as the
user registry.

2. Identity certificate issuance for users, and TLS certificate issuance for nodes and
clients.
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Figure 8.2: User Login. Figure 8.3: New user registration.

3. Certificate renewal, revoked, and management.

What is more, Fabric CA issued public key identity certificate does not only
have public key of the user, but also have identity attributes that defines the user’s
role in the Blockchain. Therefore, by obtaining the public key certificate, not only
user’s access to the Blockchain is well controlled, but also Blockchain resources and
data access control can be well managed. Plus, TLS certificate enables signed and
encrypted communications between nodes and clients.

In our Android mobile application, mobile client connects to Blockchain gateway
service through a Hyperledger peer node, which specifically a high performance
remote procedure call(gRPC) will be dialled. That is to say, gRPC enables message
transfer between mobile client and the BBCVID and VS Blockchain, and broadcasting
transactions among all peers nodes etc. Specifically, border crossing permit applicants
and e-passport applicants are advised to use their mobile client as Fabric CA client,
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Figure 8.4: New user registration success.

Figure 8.5: User database in Google
Firebase.

which the Fabric intermediate server connects to the Fabric CA root server through the
Fabric CA client. Specifically, Fabric intermediate server will use the user registration
information in step one as user registry to LDAP, and issue them identity certificate
accordingly.

For a short summary for both step one and two, new user inputs “userName”,
“userEmail”, and “password” three variables for mobile application user registra-
tion. Mobile client connects to Google Firebase system for backend manage-
ment. Mobile client then sends user information as a JSON object to BBCVID
gateway service through the client. For example, one registered user information
‘{“UID”: “qqWYLYc7NAQ0qu8ZQucVxVimUSL2”, “userName”:“kennyvivianna”,
“userEmail”: “k.v@ gmail.com”}’ is sent to BBCVID certificate authority node admin
for public key certificate to obtain access to proposed BBCVID and VS Hyperledger
Blockchain. BBCVID certificate authority returns { “pubKey”: “ ”, “priKey”:“ ”
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Figure 8.6: Google Firebase email authentication scheme.

back to the user and record {“UID”:“qqWYLYc7NAQ0qu8ZQucVxVimUSL2”, “pub-
Key”:“ ”, “priKey”:“{pk}”} in its own database. Fabric CA links new user’s public
key certificate with mobile application user registry through “UID” variable.

The new registered user upon receiving CA’s public key identity certificate, they
are required to sign on his public key by his private key and return to Fabric CA,
which aims to prove that the user has control over the private key of its corresponding
public key. So far, new user’s access to both mobile application and BBCVID and VS
Hyperledger Blockchain are obtained.

BBCVID and VS Blockchain Configuration

In accordance with the BBCVID and VS Blockchain properties discussed above
and the transaction flow defined above, BBCVID and VS Blockchain are configured
accordingly as in below:

• Consensus rule. BBCVID consensus rule sets up as basic Raft through
’configtx.yaml’ file configurations, which specifically EtcdRaft is adopted.
EtcdRaft is a Raft package which has very established structure to define the
class elements. Below is a demonstration of configured BBCVID Raft consensus
through re-define ’configtx.yaml’ file.

EtcdRaft :
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Consenters :
− Host : o rde r e r . bbcvid . com

Port : 7050
ClientTLSCert : . . / o rde r e r . bbcvid . com/ t l s / s e r v e r . c r t
ServerTLSCert : . . / o rde r e r . bbcvid . com/ t l s / s e r v e r . c r t

• Channels and Organizations. Initial local built Hyperledger test network
only has two organizations without any channel at all. To modify it into
BBCVID and VS, channels and organizations are required to be re-constructed.

– BBCVID. One channel “bbcvidchannel” is created to share among
DVLA, HMRC and CA three independent peer organizations, see Figure
7.7 for Ubuntu command line log records for channel ‘bbcvidchannel’
created record. Specifically, CA is the orderer node, and only one peer
node is assigned to each organization, see Figure 7.8 for Docker container
demonstration of each peer nodes.

– VS. One channel “vschannel” is created to share among DVLA, HMRC,
Surveillance system, and BA four independent peer organizations. Specif-
ically, BA is the orderer node, and only one peer node is assigned to each
organization.

• Certificate Authority Configuration. Certificate authority controls the Hy-
perledger Fabric certificate root server, who issues digital public key certificates
to participants and TLS certificate to nodes and clients through the Fabric
CA client. The communication between certificate authority root server and
certificate authority client is enabled by REST APIs. To decentralized certificate
management, each peer node in each organization is assigned local certificate
authority roles as well. Like for instance, in BBCVID, apart from the central
authority who is also the certificate authority of the BBCVID Blockchain,
HMRC peer0 node and DVLA peer0 are both assigned certificate authority roles.
By similar token, VS orderer, HMRC peer0 and DVLA peer0 are all nominated
certificate authority in VS Blockchain. Most important, BBCVID HMRC peer0
is not necessarily same node with VS HMRC peer0, neither does BBCVID
DVLA peer0 and VS DVLA peer 0. See Figure 7.9 for BBCVID HMRC and
DVLA peer node tree structure after certificate authority configuration, which
tls-cert.pem, ca-crt.pem, IssuerPublicKey, IssuerRevocationPublicKey, and msp
are generated.

Smart Contract Deployment and Invoking
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Figure 8.7: Ubuntu command line logs for acknowledging bbcvid channel is created.

Figure 8.8: Docker image lists for all peer nodes in BBCVID.

In Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain, smart contract is deployed in packages, which
requires all organizations who are intend to validate or makes an enquiry about the
transaction to deploy the corresponding smart contract on their peer node [175]. To
put more in detail, a smart contract is deployed to a specific node first, and then
channel members of that node belongs to are able to deploy that smart contract
to the channel, which the process is also known as the Fabric chaincode life-cycle.
That is to say, since smart contract is deployed to organization’s node first, it allow
all organizations to agree on and approve the definition and policies in the smart
contract first, and then deploying it to the channel where all members have to obey
ever after.

Specifically, organization peer node is managed by node administrator(admin),
who controls the node client and server. After the smart contract package installed
in the peer node, the smart contract definition and policy has to be approved by
the peer node affiliated organization, which “LifecycleEndoresement” policy defines
who needs to approve a particular smart contract. To put more in detail, the
’smart contract definition’ has operative parameters such as smart contract name,
version, and endorsement policy, and ’endorsement policy’ only has the organizations
name who are required to endorse the smart contract initiated transaction. Plus, a
‘packageID’ will be generated and associated with approved smart contract definition,
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Figure 8.9: BBCVID HMRC and DVLA tree structure after certificate authority
configuration: tls-cert.pem, ca-crt.pem, IssuerPublicKey, IssuerRevocationPublicKey,
and msp are generated.

which can be queried by ‘peer lifecycle chaincode queryinstalled’ command.
After all organization members approved the peer node installed smart contract

package, the smart contract is ready to deploy on the Blockchain channel. To put
more in detail, one organization will take the responsibility to commit the approved
smart contract to the channel by ‘peer lifecycle chaincode commit’ command.

As for invoking a smart contract, it normally is initiated by client application(our
Android mobile application) by referencing the name of the smart contract and the
channel, and sent to peer node where it was installed. In accordance with the
endorsement policy of the smart contract, the client application targets sufficient
number of peer transaction request being sent out.

8.2 System Simulation

In this section, we will look at in detail about how the proposed biometric e-passport is
generated, and how to use it as a credential to get border crossing legitimacy approved
over open internet. Most important, a real walk through of this proposed process will
be simulated by writer’s own personal data.
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8.2.1 BBCVID: Biometric E-passport

A: Biometirc DID

After obtaining the access to the proposed mobile application and BBCVID and VS
Hyperledger Blockchain, transactions can be initiated at user’s client by user. For
biometric e-passport, user has to submit e-passport application first and then visit
biometric identity collection points where is nominated by the central authority of
BBCVID (BBCVID CA) for a biometric DID.

See Figure 7.10 for biometric e-passport application form in the proposed
Android mobile application, and the “get your location” component in Figure 7.10 is
used to fetch applicant’s current fine location through Android.gms.maps.GoogleMap,
which aims to reduce the risk of impersonation slightly.

BBCVID CA invites applicant to visit the biometric identity collection points if
applicant’s application is approved. After applicant visiting the biometric identity
collection point, BBCVID is able to link applicant’s application form, facial and
fingerprint bioemtric identity template, and the applicant’s public key altogether by
facial identity authentication through mobile application. See Figure 7.11 for initial
biometric identity authentication between e-passport applicant and BBCVID CA,
Figure 7.12 for the BBCVID generated biometric DID documentation.

To put more in detail, the {“id”:“did:bbcvid:2wJNgSLfLLnYTEFYzByfRM”
} is the DID in referent of the bodily person(applicant), which a biometric
DID documentation is resolved from it(Figure 7.12). The applicant proves they
have full control over it by the three “authentication” method defined in DID
document, which include public key, facial image and fingerprint biometric identity
authentication. That is, applicant’s both facial and fingerprint identity tem-
plates can be resolved from the biometric DID document through URI {“id”:
“did:bbcvid:2wJNgSLfLLnYTEFYzByfRMhash1”} and {“id”: “did:bbcvid:2wJNgSL
fLLnYTEFYzByfRMhash2”}. Most important, the applicant biometric identity
template indeed is also resolvable in accordance with {“id”:“did:bbcvid:2wJNgSLfLLn
YTEFYzByfRMhash1”} (facial image template) and {“id”:“did:bbcvid:2wJNgSLfLLn
YTEFYzByfRMhash2”} (fingerprint). However, these two URIs are not resolvable
to everyone, but require DID subject to sign on the particular access request to give
permission. Specifically, it is fulfiled by the smart contract private collection definition
and transient data operation in Hyperledger smart contract.

What is more, the veracity and integrity of this document can be verified by
“proof” component in the biometric DID document, which include the “verification-
method” resolves issuer’s public key, “type” specifies the verification algorithm, and
the “proofvalue” is the digital signature value of this document. That is to say, the
biometric DID is a digital verifiable biometric identity credential that can be used
to conduct biometric identity authentication over open internet. However, biometric
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DID only binds a bodily person with a DID string only.

Figure 8.10: Biometric e-passport appli-
cation form.

Figure 8.11: Facial biometric identity
authentication and applicant’s current
location.

B: Biometirc E-passport

After obtaining the biometric DID, generating the proposed biometric e-passport
is to further bind applicant’s legal soft identity with the biometric DID through
BBCVID smart contracts, see Figure 7.13 for the proposed e-passport representation
in Android mobile application and Figure 7.14 for the corresponding e-passport DID
documentation.

To put more in detail about e-passport document, the first component is the infor-
mation about this biometric e-passport itself. That is, {“id”: “did:bbcvid:1234abcdef
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Figure 8.12: Biometric DID document.

Figure 8.13: The proposed e-passport
representation in mobile application.

g567hijk”} is the DID of this e-passport documentation, which the e-passport DID
document can be resolved from it. What is more, the type, issuer, issuerName,
issuance data, and expire date of the e-passport are included.

The second component of the e-passport document is the “credentialSubject”,
which defines e-passport owner’s identity attributes. Specifically, {“id”: “did:bbcvid:
2wJNgSLfLLnYTEFYzByfRM”} is the subject of this DID document, which refers
to the bodily applicant herself. That DID is resolvable to biometric DID doc-
ument(Figure 7.12). Since permission request is compulsory, access request to
both biometric DID document and biometric e-passport document has to be made
separately even it is made to the same subject. In this component, the owner’s soft
legal identity and the hash output of owner’s biometric identity template are added.
Followed by “credentialStatus” and “proof” components, they are used for referent
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Figure 8.14: The proposed e-passport DID documentation.

CA identity revoke list and the veracity and integrity authentication mechanism of
the e-passport document.

Compared with biometric DID document, biometric e-passport DID document
adds on e-passport owner’s legal soft identity attributes such as name, date of birth,
gender, and place of birth etc, which enables that a bodily person is not only bound
with a DID string but also those legal soft identity. The tie between the DID string,
the bodily person, and the legal soft identity is fastened by BBCVID Hyperledger
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Figure 8.15: Vehicle DID application
form.

Figure 8.16: The proposed vehicle
DID document representation in mobile
application.

Fabric Blockchain immutable transaction. The bodily person can prove her ownership
toward the DID and those legal soft identity attribute by public key, facial image and
fingerprint identity authentication(Figure 7.11).

C: Digital Verifiable Biometric Credentials

Obtaining biometric DID and biometric e-passport, owner of these two documents is
able to make digital verifiable biometric credential applications to HMRC and DVLA,
which aims to bind customs clearance and vehicle information with the proposed
biometric DID.

For example, the proposed e-passport owner can make an application of vehicle
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Figure 8.17: The vehicle DID documentation.

DID to BBCVID channel organization DVLA, see Figure 7.15 for the vehicle DID
application form, Figure 7.16 for the vehicle DID document representation in the
proposed Android mobile application, and Figure 7.17 for the vehicle DID document.

To put more in detail, vehicle owner signs the encrypted data collected in the
application form figure 7.15 by proposed data exchange algorithm in chapter 6.3.2.
The mobile client sends it to DVLA node to initiate the vehicle DID generation smart
contract. After all data verified, vehicle DID and vehicle DID document is generated as
in Figure 7.17 and its representation is demonstrated in Figure 7.16. Specifically, the
DID {“id”: “did:bbcvid:Eh8mWPdx23GVil65mnsePF”} is in referent of the vehicle
DID document, and the DID {“id”: “did:bbcvid:2wJNgSLfLLnYTEFYzByfRM”}
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Figure 8.18: Commercial border crossing
permit application form.

Figure 8.19: The proposed VS border
crossing records representation in mobile
application.

is in referent of the subject of the vehicle who is the controller of the vehicle.
DVLA reconciliates the form data with its own database by checking the “driving
license” out. Further DVLA requires identity authentication with the applicant by the
DID recorded in the “credentialSubject” component through the mobile application.
Finally, the vehicle DID and vehicle DID document can be generated.

If DVLA requires applicant’s legal soft identity such as legal name, date of birth,
and gender etc, DVLA can request access to applicant’s biometric e-passport and then
bind the legal soft identity information in the vehicle DID document.

Indeed, our proposal can be used as a model to generate general digital verifiable
biometric credential. Starting with the biometric DID and its DID document, binding
it with legal soft identity, the biometric DID document become the proposed e-
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passport. By the same token, binding the biometric DID and its DID document with
vehicle information, the biometric DID document becomes digital biometric verifiable
vehicle DID and vehicle DID document. So does HMRC digital biometric verifiable
customs clearance documentations.

8.2.2 VS: Virtual Stamping for Border Crossing Events

In this section, we will see how an individual immigrant and a commercial business
entity use the proposed e-passport and other digital biometric verifiable credentials to
get border crossing permit over the open internet and obtain a immutable and time
stamped records of the border crossing event.

Border Crossing Permit

To start with, some key concepts in border crossing has to be emphasized. That is,

• The border crossing permit is granted at the border checkpoint e-gate, where
as the final step of the entire border crossing event, fingerprint identity
authentication through the proposed e-passport is required at e-gate.

• An indispensable and crucial part of the entire border control process is
to reconcile data in border crossing permit application with the live in-
situ data that collected by Surveillance system. Specifically, surveillance
system is one organization that is authorized to join VS Hyperledger Fabric
Blockchain “vschannel”; therefore, all the surveillance system’s peer node
clients have public key identity certificate and TLS certificate for secure and
private communications within the “vschannel”. Most important, surveillance
system collected live data will packed in JSON data object, signed by
surveillance system node client, and recorded on VS Blockchain. For an
example of surveillance system captured vehicle live in-situ data at road
border checkpoint unit, it is {“clientPubKey”:“ ”, “plateNumber”:“mw72cru”,
“vehicleColour”:“red”, “weight”: 1250, “RFIDeSeal”:“permitGranted”}.

For commercial business entity applies to border crossing permit, the commercial
business entity submits the border crossing permit application through mobile
client(see Figure 7.18), and sends the signed application data to VS relevant node
gateway service for initiating the transaction and request endorsement. Specifically,
DVLA, HMRC, BA, and the surveillance system are all required to endorse the
transaction to make it valid. To put in more detail, taking DVLA as an example, in
accordance with the “vehicle plate number”, DVLA checks the vehicle out about its
border crossing legitimacy and if there is any reported lost or any illegal records. Then
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DVLA will authenticate driver’s identity by the proposed e-passport through mobile
application and driver’s border crossing legitimacy by driver’s visa. If everything goes
well, DVLA will endorse the transaction and return it back to applicant’s mobile client.
By the same token, HMRC will auto verify the customs clearance documentation
veracity and integrity first as soon as application’s commercial invoice number and
package list number available. If all those digital verifiable document is verified,
HMRC will endorse the transaction and return it back to applicant’s mobile client.

Similarly, the surveillance system will collects border crossing live in-situ data and
sends to VS BA after endorses the transaction. Indeed, the surveillance system collects
data at road border checkpoint unit where is set about 2 kilometers away from the
border. It consist of road cameras to capture vehicle driving plate number and vehicle
colour, then road weight sensor straightaway after the CCTV camera to capture the
weight of the vehicle, finally is the RFID reader to get the customs e-seal number on
the vehicle. In the process of getting border crossing permit, the road surveillance
unit data is necessary. The surveillance system will captures the data, endorse the
transaction, and returns it to applicant’s mobile client. BA is also required to endorse
the transaction but it is set to be the last one who should make the endorsement.
BA will check all endorsement signatures and matching the endorsement data. If all
data is conciliated, BA will offer ordering service for it, broadcast it to the rest of
peer nodes to validate it, commit it to the VS Hyperledger Blockchain, and finally
generate a QR code which contains driver’s DID, the Hyperledger transaction ID, and
BA’s digital signature for driver to use it as the proof of the border crossing permit
to pass through the e-gates after fingerprint identity authentication. To put it more
precise, the QR code that generated by the VS BA is the final border crossing permit
VS BA issued to the applicant.

That is to say, so far, the commercial vehicle loaded with commercial products
is able to cross the border with verified legitimacy proof, which the process of
obtaining the border crossing permit is fully automatic after the border crossing
permit application is submitted over the mobile application. However, this process
can be ceased at any of these steps if there is any suspicions information captured.
Like for instance, if a vehicle’s driving plate number does not exist in any of the
border crossing permit applications, the vehicle will be stopped at the checkpoints for
further inspections.

By the same token, for individual immigrants to cross the border with a private
vehicle or just on her own at the airports, the border crossing permit can also be
made through the mobile application to VS BA. After obtaining all endorsement
from relevant organizations and validating all the signatures, VS BA is able to issue
the QR code as a proof of the border crossing permit and recorded it on the VS
Blockchain.
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Immutable, Time-Stamped Border Crossing Event Records

Before the individual conducting fingerprint identity authentication at the e-gate
system, the individual should obtain the border crossing permit already. To put
more details in, the border crossing permit is represented by a QR code and recorded
as a immutable ledger on the VS Blockchain.

To make it more precise, the specific border crossing event refers to individual
using the border crossing permit to get across the border e-gate. To initiate the border
crossing immutable time-stamped border crossing record transaction, the individual
should present the border crossing permit(RQ code) that is issued and digitally signed
by VS BA at the e-gate. The e-gate belongs to VA BA’s organization, which reads
the QR code, fetches the fingerprint template, and conducting the fingerprint identity
authentication. If VS digital signature is verified and the fingerprint identity is
authenticated, e-gate will be open. E-gate signs on the transaction and offers ordering
service for it, broadcast it to other peers for validation, and finally commit it to the
VS Blockchain. The border crossing event is time stamped as an immutable ledger
on VS Blockchain.

That is so say, since this transaction does not only contains the fingerprint identity
authentication outcome but also the transaction ID of the border crossing permit, VS
BA is able to connect the border crossing permit information with an individual
person, and represent the border crossing event records in the mobile application as
in Figure 7.19.

8.3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the entire system performance will be evaluated and discussed in
the regard of as an automatic border crossing system and as a Blockchain identity
management system respectively based on industry[328], [389] and government
technical reports[365] recommended evaluation scheme and assessment criteria.

8.3.1 Performance of the BBC ABC System

In accordance with [389], soft border system can be analyzed through cost and
leveraging existing system criteria. For our proposed BBC ABC system, it can also
be analyzed by the same criteria. Specifically,

• Cost. Cost effectiveness is encouraged to take into account when analyses the
performance of a new ABC system [389]. In this project, costs are occurred
at three main components, which specifically are Blockchain system costs,
computational cost, and infrastructure costs. To put more in detail,
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– Blockchain cost. To build up a Blockchain system from bare metal,
there are several specific costs to be considered and evaluated. For the
proposed BBCVID and VS Hyperledger Blockchain system, the Blockchain
cost include below two main elements, specifically,

1. Transaction cost. Blockchain as a distributed network constructed
from open source codes, the system security is always crucial. In
chapter 5, it has been well explained that public Blockchain like
Bitcoin and Ethereum Blockchain charge transaction fees and gas fee
to protect system security and constrain the public resources wastage.
However, Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain as private Blockchain, it uses
user identity authentication tactic to secure the system security, which
makes zero transaction fee possible. That is to say, transaction has
zero fee for all operations on Hyperledger Fabric regardless energy
costs[328], compared with Bitcoin Blockchain has an average of USD
5.10 and Ethereum Blockchain has an average of USD 4.19 per
transaction fee in March 2023 [171].

2. Running a full node cost. Both BBCVID and VS are Hyperledger
Fabric private Blockchain. Therefore, to run a full node, there are some
minimum requirements in terms of hardware and network performance
[237]. Specifically, since each full nodes has a potential of making an
impact on the entire Blockchain network performance in accordance
with consensus rule and endorsement policy, persistent and fastest disk
storage, a minimum of 1 Gbps network connection between all nodes
and organizations, and 1 CPU with 2 GB of memory for orderer nodes
are all encouraged[237].

– Computational cost. The computational costs in the proposed BBC
ABC system include digital verifiable documentation verification, biometric
identity authentication through proposed e-passport, border crossing
permit generation, and border crossing event recording. Specifically,

1. Digital verifiable documentation including proposed e-passport,
visa, and customs clearance documentations etc. To be more
precise, in this proposal, Edwards-Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(EdDSA) [261] is used to generate the digital signature attached to all
BBCVID generated digital verifiable document, as this algorithm is
recommended by W3C DID core [460] and EdDSA Cryptosuite [461]
particularly for DID credentials. Specifically, in our test environment,
the digital signature verification only takes an average of 0.27 seconds
for accumulated 100 document(file size 1.9KB to 2.1KB) verification
simulation instances.
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2. Biometric identity authentication through proposed e-passport.

∗ Facial image identity authentication. VGG-face recognition method
[371] to conduct facial image authentication, which the image size
is limited to 100 x 32 bits. It takes 9.52 seconds to complete the
facial identity authentication over proposed e-passport. As facial
image is captured live over mobile application camera, the majority
time is spent on the facial image collection, which is estimated
about 3-4 seconds minimum. The test results is achieved through
author simulates 20 instances by her own mobile client.

∗ Fingerprint identity authentication. Fingerprint identity authen-
tication is only conducted at border checkpoint e-gates, which
minutiae-based two dimensional feature vector matching is de-
ployed. Since fingerprint data is not available in a large scale,
author uses her own fingerprint data collected from U.are.u 5300
fingerprint scanner(USB 2.0, FIPS 201/PIV, FAP 30, optical,
resolution: 500 dpi, 256 levels of gray) to do the test for simulating
20 instances. By initiating ‘biometric identity authentication’
smart contract on BBCVID Blockchain, it takes an average of 4.75
seconds.

3. Border crossing permit generation. Starting from the border
crossing applicant submits the border crossing permit application,
VS BA is not able to generate the border crossing permit until
all required endorsement is received. To put more in detail, there
are three organizations are required to endorse a border crossing
permit transaction, which include HMRC, DVLA, and the Surveillance
system. Indeed, as soon as applicant submits the application, HMRC
and DVLA is able to endorse the transaction straightaway; however,
the surveillance system has to wait the applicant drive the declared
vehicle to the border checkpoints so that the endorsement can be
conducted. Therefore, the gap time of waiting the vehicle to drive-
through the border checkpoint road unit will not be count into the
computational cost.
Therefore, for commercial entity to obtain a border crossing permit
with 20 documents to be verified altogether, the estimated computa-
tion cost is:

20 × 0.27 + 9.52 + 120 + 4.02 × 4 = 2.52minutes (8.1)

which is the sum time of 20 documentation verification, facial image
identity authentication over mobile application by e-passport, assumed
surveillance system required time to collect live data from border
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checkpoint units(120 seconds), required 3 endorsements from three
different organizations, and one transaction commitment from VS BA.
Particularly, the average transaction latency for 1000 bytes blind write
is adopted as the transaction time.

For individual immigrant to obtain a border crossing permit with one
visa documentation, the computational cost is:

0.27 × 2 + 9.52 + 4.02 = 0.23minutes (8.2)

Which is the sum time of visa and e-passport two documentation
verification, facial identity authentication over mobile application by
e-passport, and one transaction commitment from VS BA.

For individual immigrants to obtain a border crossing permit with one
personal vehicle, the computational cost is:

0.27 × 3 + 9.52 + 120 + 4.02 × 3 = 2.37minutes (8.3)

Which is the sum time of visa, vehicle DID documentation, e-passport
three documentation verification, facial identity authentication over
mobile application, assumed surveillance system required time to
collect live data from border checkpoint units(120 seconds), required
two endorsement from DVLA and the surveillance system, and the VS
BA transaction commitment.

4. Border crossing event recording. The border crossing event
recording refers to use the border crossing permit at the border e-
gate to conduct fingerprint biometric identity authentication, and
then recording it by committing this transaction on VS Blcokchain.
Therefore, the computational cost is:

0.27 + 4.75 + 1 = 6.02 seconds (8.4)

Which is the sum time of one e-passport verification, fingerprint
identity authentication at e-gate through the e-passport, and estimated
time cost to scan the QR code(1 second).

– Infrastructure cost. Current e-gate system reads micro-chip data
and then conduct biometric identity authentication through reading the
biometric identity template from the microchip. Compared with our
proposal, a QR code reader is required at the e-gate and a computing
Blockchain gateway service interface is also required to connect to VS
Hyperledger Blockchain. Plus, weighting sensor, RFID reader, and CCTV
camera are also required if it is not already installed.
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• Leveraging existing system. Existing border crossing system has major
issues such as space constraint and capped government capability. To put more
in detail, the hard border checkpoint has very constraint spaces in the terms
of spaces for new e-gate systems or car parking spaces for commercial lorries.
Similarly, Government has limited labour input either considering the existing
government organization structure and annual budget, expanding the number
of government officer at a large scale seems impossible. Therefore, leveraging
existing border control facility and system is crucial as well.

In our proposed BBC ABC system, the existing system is leveraged through:

1. Existing e-gate. Without too much modification, existing e-gates system
can be retained at the border checkpoints for final border access control.

2. Mobile phones without extra sensors. To enable online biometric identity
authentication without extra hardware, only facial identity authentication
is adopted for online biometric identity authentication through the pro-
posed e-passport, as existing mobile cameras are capable of collecting facial
identity data.

• Duration of border crossing. In accordance with [389], existing border
crossing e-gate requires 20 to 30 seconds to complete fingerprint identification
and 15 to 20 second for photo facial image identity authentication. Plus,
additional manual registration would be required in many occasions, which costs
about 30 to 60 seconds per instance.

Therefore, a reasonable estimation of border crossing duration can be made
in existing border control system. Specifically, for commercial vehicle getting
across the border with 20 documents to be verified all together, the border
crossing duration is 20.25 minutes( 30×20+15+10minutes) including the time
of 20 documentation verification, facial identity authentication at e-gate, and
estimated vehicle loaded products inspection time(10 minutes). For individual
immigrants getting across the border, the border crossing duration is 1.25
minutes(15 + 30 × 2) including facial image identity authentication at border
e-gate and passport and visa documents manual verification. For individual
immigrants getting across the border with private vehicle, the border crossing
duration duration is 5.25 minutes(15+30×4+3minutes) including facial image
identity authentication at border e-gate, visa, passport, driving license, and
vehicle registration four document verification, and estimated vehicle inspection
time at border checkpoints(3 minutes). Comparing with our proposed system
which is discussed in above ‘computational cost’, the corresponding duration
is 2.62 minutes, 0.33 minutes, and 2.47 minutes which including the time of
obtaining the border crossing permit and obtaining the border crossing event
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Duration of Border Crossing

(minutes)

Individual Immigrants
Individual Immigrants

with Private Vehicle

Commercial Vehicle

Loaded with Products

Existing ABC 1.25 5.25 20.25

Proposed ABC 0.33 2.47 2.62

Improved Efficiency 278.79% 112.55% 672.90%

Table 8.1: A comparison between existing and the proposed border control system in
the regard of border crossing duration.

immutable records, see Table 7.1 for a comparison between existing border
control system and the proposed border control system in the regard of border
crossing duration.

8.3.2 Performance as Biometric Blockchain-based Identity
System

[276] suggests that the Blockchain network evaluation framework consisting of
several evaluation accounts such as efficiency, security, and energy and environment.
Similarly, [328] also claims that below metrics can be used to evaluate Blockchain
network performance. Specifically,

• Transaction latency. From a network-wide side, the amount of time that a
transaction costs from its initiation to the point of its validation form is available
to the whole network, which also includes the time for broadcasting. Most
important, [328] also recommends to use all nodes in the system under test(SUT)
to get a better evaluation of transaction latency. Specifically,

transaction latency = (confirmation time @ network threshold)−submit time
(8.5)

In most cases, transaction latency is represented by “...the amount of time for
a percentage of the network to commit the transaction”[173].

• Transaction throughput. It is the rate of validate transaction are committed to
the Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain during defined time scope. In most cases, it
is represented by transactions per second. Specifically,

transaction throughput = total committed transactions/ total time in seconds
(8.6)
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• Scalability. In Chapter 5, Blockchain scalability is well-discussed. Specifi-
cally, block size, network performance, and consensus rules in general decide
Blockchain scalability performance. For the proposed BBCVID system, it is
built upon the Hyperledger private Blockchain. That means the proposed
BBCVID has very high transaction performance scalability but low node
scalability compared to Ethereum and Bitcoin public Blockchains. Currently,
the BBCVID throughput is set at 3000 transactions per second, meeting the
current demand for passport-based identity authentication [389]. To scale up
the throughput in the proposed BBCVID, it only requires more investment in
hardware facilities. However, if it were a public Blockchain, it would likely
necessitate modifications to both hardware facilities and consensus rules.

To add on, Hyperledger Caliper [238], which is an established Blockchain use
case based performance evaluation tool, is used to evaluate the BBCVID and VS
Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain performance. Specifically, the Hyperledger Caliper
parameters are:

• Hyperledger Caliper version 0.5.0;

• Hyperledger Fabric 2.4 is bound to the Hyperledger Caliper;

• There are four bare metal machines to host Caliper workers;

• Endorsement policy is 1 of Any in BBCVID but 3 of 4 in VS;

• 200 Caliper worker are used in both BBCVID and VS;

• TLS is enabled in both BBCVID and VS.

What is more, the test environment of the proposed Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain
include below hardware configurations:

• Intel Core i5-8265U CPU 1.6GHz, 8GB memory.

• Intel UHD Graphics 620 with GPU 3.9GB memory.

• Ubuntu 20.04 windows subsystem Linux.

• Wifi Intel(R) Wireless-AC 9260 160MHz.

Most important, some block cutting parameters are also introduced to both
BBCVID and VS. Specifically,

• Block cut time. 2: 2 seconds.
2Cut time: Cut time is the upper bound for how long a new block has to be cut even it is still

not full by then.
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Name
Send Rate

(TPS)
Max Latency
(Seconds)

Min Latency
(Seconds)

Average Latency
(Seconds)

Throughput
TPS

Blind Write
1000 byte

2989.2 3.9 0.46 2.16 2984.8

Blind Write
100 byte

2992.3 2.8 0.34 1.58 2989.5

Table 8.2: Performance comparison of blind write 1000 and 100 byte key value on
BBCVID.

• Block size. 3: 500.

• Preferred maximum bytes: 2Mb.

The proposed Android mobile application uses Google Firebase as user database and
LevelDB as Hyperledger Fabric state databases, gateway service concurrency limit
manually sets to 20,000 per second.

With above testing environment being declared, since Hyperledger Fabric private
Blockchain does not suffer scalability issue and transaction throughput can be
manually adjusted as a system parameter, only transaction latency is assessed and
discussed. To put more in detail, since both BBCVID and VS Hyperledger Blockchain
transactions are mostly to write blind key value in its transaction; therefore, assessed
blind write per 1000 and per 100 byte performance is listed as in Table 7.2 for
BBCVID Blockchain and Table 7.3 for VS Blcokchain with a fixed TPS at 3000.

That is to say, since both BBCVID and VS Hyperledger Blockchain runs on
test network with Raft consensus rule, the transaction is finalized as soon as the
orderer validates the transaction, which refers to the orderer has immediate finality.
Therefore, the latency performance is evaluated for each peer node in the terms of how
long it takes to commit a validated transaction, which leads to a “minimum latency”,
“maximum latency”, and “average latency”. Even though Hyperledger Fabric test
network has pre-defined concurrency limit for 20,000 transaction per second(TPS),
this assessment fixes it to 3000 to make it compatible with our hardware system.
Therefore, the “send rate(TPS)” and “throughput” are both around 3000 in both
cases. However, the general performance of “blind write 100 byte” outperforms the
“blind write 1000 byte”.

Indeed, the performance in BBCVID and VS is closely related with the peer node
size, which each node has the potential to make an impact on the entire system
performance based on endorsement policy. Therefore, the average transaction latency
performance is assessed based on 1, 4, 7, and 10 nodes. Specifically, see Figure 7.20
for the average latency performance in terms of the number of the BBCVID orderer

3Block size: How many transactions per block should be ordered before the block is cut.
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Name
Send Rate

(TPS)
Max Latency
(Seconds)

Min Latency
(Seconds)

Average Latency
(Seconds)

Throughput
TPS

Blind Write
1000 byte

2988.7 4.21 3.75 4.02 2986.8

Blind Write
100 byte

2991.3 3.23 2.25 2.78 2990.1

Table 8.3: Performance comparison of blind write 1000 and 100 byte key value on
VS.

node changes, and Figure 7.21 is for VS Blockchain. Similarly, Figure 7.22 for the
minimum and maximum transaction latency performance in terms of 1, 4, 7, and 10
orderer nodes in BBCVID, and Figure 7.23 is for VS Blockchain.

To put in more detail, in this test environment, the number of orderer nodes does
not have any major impact on the transaction latency performance at all. The reason
of that is mainly because our test network does not exist any nodes drop-off or offline
at all. All nodes are always switched on whenever they are assessed; however, in
reality, the increasing number of nodes will cause transaction latency significantly
as it will take longer time to select a lead orderer to finalize the transaction. Most
important, nodes are often offline which can be seen as fault because it could cause
major transaction latency especially the orderer node number is very little initially. In
both case, the network size is not a causation for transaction latency at all. However,
VS Blockchain has a longer transaction latency overall because VS requires more
endorsements than BBCVID Blockchain.

Last but not least, packet loss is another relevant assessment criteria to be
evaluated in Blockchain network. In BBCVID, the packet loss is 0.15% by Equation
7.7 blind write per 1000 bytes compared with 0.09% per 100 bytes. In VS, the
packet loss is 0.06% blind write per 1000 bytes compared with 0.04% per 100 bytes.
That is to say, blind write per 100 bytes has lower packet loss rate in both BBCVID
and VS Blockchain, and VS packet loss performance is better than BBCVID overall.
That is because VS has four peer nodes collecting packets from message sender but
BBCVID has one node only, see Table 7.4 for a demonstration of the packet loss
rate comparison between BBCVID and VS.

packet loss = (1 − throughput TPS ÷ send rate TPS) × 100% (8.7)
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Packet Loss Rate Blind Write per 1000 Bytes Blind Write per 100 Bytes

BBCVID 0.15% 0.09%

VS 0.06% 0.04%

Table 8.4: Blind write packet loss rate comparision between BBCVID and VS.
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8.4 System Security Assessment

8.4.1 System Security Evaluation

In this subsection, the BBCVID and VS system security will be evaluated in terms of
anti-risk and anti-impersonation risk. Specifically, the BBCVID and VS as Blockchain
system, their capability of preventing Blockchain system threats will be discussed.

To put more in detail, Sybil attack[151] is one of the most famous attacks in
Blockchain system, which is to create a large number of fake account or identity in
the Blockchain system so that unauthorized operations can be made possible especially
in a voting based consensus Blockchain by taking control over the entire Blockchain.
It is a violation of the Blockchain system rule, which may damage the entire system
security and data privacy. In our proposed BBC ABC system, both BBCVID and VS
are Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain; therefore, they are subject to Sybil attack as well.
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However, in our proposal, the BBCVID system can effectively prevent Sybil attacks
because of below two designs:

1. Identity validation. If a fake account is created, it is very difficult to validate
afterwards as some information used as new user is purely faked. Therefore,
identity validation can be effectively prevent Sybil attacks. In both BBCVID
and VS Blockchain, new user has to obtain our Android mobile application
first and then obtain the identity certificate from either Blockchain’s certificate
authority. Therefore, in our proposal, there indeed is a double identity validation
mechanism being introduced. To put in more detail:

(a) Mobile application identity validation. The new user identity in the
Android mobile application is validated by registered emails through the
Google IdM system, and a validation link has to be activated. Additionally,
mobile fingerprint authentication is used to secure access to the mobile
application. In accordance with [471], [510], an attacker can steal the
Google IdM system identity once every four to six hours, and the state of
the art in mobile fingerprint recognition achieves a 2.0% error acceptance
rate. This suggests a possibility of the mobile application identity being
compromised. However, the user’s identity will never be authenticated
solely by the mobile application identity. The mobile identity only provides
access to the BBCVID Blockchain network and does not have any access to
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its stored e-passport credentials. Therefore, even if the mobile application
identity is stolen, the e-passport remains secure.

(b) Certificate authority public key identity validation. BBCVID and
VS central authority connects to mobile application user database and uses
its LDAP as registry. Fabric CA will automatically generate the public key
identity certificate without any further identity validation at this point,
but will request new user’s biometric DID for all transactions that the
user could of initiating. Because biometric identity is globally unique,
the public key certificate indeed is permanently linked with new user’s
biometric identity, which is deemed the second identity validation in our
proposal.

2. Economic cost. Since new user’s public key certificate is immutably bind with
biometric identity, faking a biometric identity will introduce a lot difficulty in
terms of economic cost and technical barriers. It has been discussed in chapter 3
subsection of biometric identity that the impersonation cost for faking biometric
identity is very expensive, which not only the material but also the techniques
required to conduct a biometric identity impersonation. Therefore, our BBCVID
and VS Blockchain can effectively prevent Sybil attack.

For other anti-risk capability evaluation, the proposed BBC ABC system is subject
to forking risk. That is to say, for private Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain, since all
nodes are verified participants, crash faults is more important than any other system
faults, which specifically only 50 % nodes of crash fault can be tolerant, and a system
forking will happen when there is more than 50 % of nodes are out of current leader’s
control. To put more in detail, packet loss is the main reason of network split. If
the network split occurs, raft consensus algorithm would restart a new leader election
process. In the meantime, the Blockchain will stop accepting new transactions. that
means the Blockchain network become unavailable, which degraded the efficiency of
the network [233]. Therefore, packet loss rate are meant to be monitored within the
system all the time so that forking can be effectively prevented. Current packet loss
rate in both BBCVID and VS are below 0.15% which is deemed in a very safe zone.

Another major risk concern is data privacy and data breaching in the proposed
BBC ABC system. Specifically, we decentralize that risk from traditional centralized
system into distributed system and well protect user’s data by Hyperledger Fabric
private data protection implementations. To put more in detail, in case of data
breaching, user’s data is stored into distributed BBCVID orderer nodes database.
Therefore, the entire system data breaching risk is dramatically decentralized into a
number of distributed individual nodes. To protect data privacy, all private data
are well encrypted and then transmitted online. To in case of overhearing, the
proposed data exchange protocol is built upon IEEE 2410-2019 BOPS protocol and
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TLS is employed, which is deemed secure and effective. For nodes to valid the
transaction, only the hash of the private data is recorded on in the BBC ABC system.
Most important, channels and smart contract definitions are all used to secure the
transaction private data. These implementations are recommended by Hyperledger
Fabric and is proved to be effective and secure.

8.4.2 Anti-Impersonation Capability Discussion

As a ABC proposal, its capability of anti-impersonation will be discussed in this
subsection in terms of different scenarios assumptions.

To start with, impersonation refers to someone pretend to be someone else who
they actually are not. The aim of doing that in our system could be obtaining border
crossing permit, considering the identity authentication and border crossing legitimate
documentation verification are all conducted online. However, one should find it is
nearly impossible to make an impersonation in our system for below reasons:

• Every verifiable documentation is bind with the documentation
subject’s biometric DID. Either as a commercial business entity or as
an individual, all documentation issued in BBCVID can be authenticated by
document owner’s biometric identity(facial image or fingerprint). Plus, since
the biometric identity is validated and enroled by BBCVID CA, the BBCIVD
CA is able to tell all impersonation instances as in below scenarios:

– Instance One: Individual impersonation. Individual impersonation
refers to person A claims to be another person B through biometric identity
switching, such as allow person B to attend BBCVID CA referred biometric
identity collection point and enroled in the mobile application. Person
A claims to be person B is because A does not have a border crossing
legitimacy. Supposing person A is able to make an border crossing permit
application over the mobile by person B’s biometric identity. Even all
that is successful, when person A arrives at the border e-gate, person A’s
fingerprint will be collected at the e-gate to match with BBCVID stored
person B’s fingerprint identity template. This is an obviously mismatch
and therefore person A is not able to get through the e-gate is guaranteed.
Therefore, there is no point to make an impersonation in this scenario as
person A is not able to get across the border.

– Instance Two: Document ‘impersonation’. Documentation ‘imper-
sonation’ refers to the commercial business entity uses another commercial
business customs clearance documentation to apply border crossing permit.
The reason why the business entity to impersonate documentation is
because they do not have legitimacy to get across the border, which is
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smuggling. The commercial will be loaded with products that is not
consistent with the application at all. Therefore, in this scenario, it depends
on the border checkpoints RFID reader read vehicle customs RFID e-seal
number to do the inspections to figure this smuggling out, or the on road
sensor unit to capture the weight of the vehicle and distinguish the data
mismatch. Even though smuggling is possible under the condition that the
documentation the business entity impersonated compiles border crossing
legitimacy. However, our proposal still has two counter-measurements
being introduced.

• E-gate fingerprint access control. E-gate system as the final step to get
across the border takes the responsibility to ensure the person who pass the
e-gate is only the person who has obtained the border crossing permit from
BBCVID. However, there are still two scenarios where a person can attempt to
get across the e-gate without the border crossing permit at all. Specifically,

1. Case One: Person A takes person B’s digital border crossing permit.
Person A takes person B’s mobile client with a valid border crossing
permit issued by BBCVID CA. The person A’s fingerprint will be collected
at the e-gate, and the fingerprint identity template is supplied by the
BBCVID CA which belong to person B. It will definitely lead to an identity
mismatch; therefore, person A is not possibile to get across the e-gate with
person B’s border crossing permit.

2. Case Two: Driver X drives another company’s commercial vehicle to pass
through the e-gate. That is to say, the driver drives a commercial vehicle
with undeclared products to get across the e-gate with company Y’s valid
border crossing permit. In this case, since Y’s valid border crossing permit
contains the vehicle number plate and vehicle colour information, if driver
X drives a different car and tries to get across the border, driver X will be
stopped as soon as the road unit CCTV captures his vehicle number plate
and vehicle colour. Further assuming the driver driver Y’s vehicle and tries
to pass through the e-gate, the road surveillance unit is able to capture
its vehicle weight and RFID reader for further detection. Suppose the
driver even get it away from there, driver has to make fingerprint identity
authentication at the e-gate with VS referred fingerprint identity template
that belongs to Y’s driver but not X. Therefore, driver X is definitely not
able to get across the border e-gates with company Y’s valid border crossing
permit.

For a short summary, in all above assumed scenarios, the person who tries to get
across the border with someone else valid border crossing permit is completely not
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feasible.

8.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the proposed system is implemented on Hyperledger Fabric test net-
work and its performance is evaluated. In Chapter 7.1 System Implementation,
some system prerequisites are introduced before implementing the Hyperledger Fabric
Blockchain, and then an introduction about naive Hyperledger Fabric test network
is offered. In accordance with our proposal introduced in chapter 6, properties
of the implemented BBCVID and VS Blockchain, transaction, consensus rule, and
transaction privacy preserving methods and protecting system security manoeuvres
are all explained. To make the proposal functional, the border crossing individual
needs an user interface. Therefore, an android mobile application(DApp) is built up.
In Chapter 7.2 System Simulation, author uses own personal data to simulate
a full walk through of the border crossing event. From obtaining access to mobile
application and the Blockchain network, to get the border crossing event being
recorded on the VS Hyperledger Blockchain. The representation of the proposed e-
passport in moible application and the representation of the VS border crossing event
records are all demonstrated, so does the corresponding Blockchain backend data. In
Chapter 7.3 System Performance Evaluation, the performance of the system
as an automatic border crossing system and as Blockchain IdM system are evaluated
separately. Hyperledger Caliper tool is used to assess BBCVID and VS Blockchain
network performance. Finally in Chapter 7.4 System Security Assessment,
the system anti-Sybil attack capability, anti-forking capability, and user data privacy
preserving and anti-data-breaching capability are all discussed. Most important, some
impersonation cases are well discussed based on case assumptions.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

9.1 Summary of Work

Apart from chapter one that is a short overview of this thesis, the real work of this
project starts from related work review at chapter 2. To construct a sound digital
twin identity management system on Blockchain, biometric IdM system is reviewed
first, and then another three IdM systems that have the most potential to replace
existing centralized IdM system are also reviewed. It aims to conquer the criticism of
existing IdM system and know of the state of art of existing biometric IdM systems,
which specifically include fast identity online(FIDO), public key infrastructure(PKI),
and self-sovereign identity(SSI). Through this part of literature review, there are two
major findings:

1. In current literature, digital identity authentication is always based on risk
assurance. That is to say, digital identity authentication always bares a risk
of impersonation; Therefore, multi-factors authentication is encouraged when
requested assurance is high.

2. Securer and privacy more well preserved IdM system normally has more costs.
That is, they are either computationally more expensive or request extra
hardware. Therefore, an IdM system is always a compromised decision among
cost, security, and privacy.

After that, biometric SSI IdM on Blockhain is reviewed. Specially, biometric identity
template storage, raw biometric identity collection, and authentication mechanism
in Blockchain network are all well reviewed. It is learnt that biometric identity
template off-chain storage in permissioned Blockchain is a good balance between cost
and security, and efficiency. Plus, collecting encrypted biometric data is an efficient
choice if otherwise an extra hardware is required considering preserving biometric
data privacy.
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In the last subsection of chapter 2, the existing e-passport and smart border control
system are reviewed. To put more in detail, the existing e-passport is a combination
of PKI and RFID techniques, which requires a passport book to carry a microchip
to embed all identity information. It clearly suffers all the inconvenience embedded
with distance, which is a strong reason of why existing border control efficiency is low.
What is more, in reviewing existing smart customs control solution, border crossing
documentation verification is deemed as the most time consuming part in the entire
border crossing process as existing verification method is still manual. Even though
there does exist very limited smart documentation system, it only deals with smart
documentation application but not verification at all.

Moving onto chapter 3, it still aims for researching how to construct a sound digital
twin identity management system by understanding what identity is in the Metaverse.
Admittedly, an identity in the Metaverse has minor difference with general digital
identity, which Metaverse normally has a much wider range of audience and is used in
the context of Blockchain applications. To create a digital twin of real world existing
entity, a digital identifier is indispensable. Therefore, uniform resource identifier(URI)
and its general syntax is studied. Particularly, decentralized identifier(DID) is also
studied. To put more in detail, DID is generated particularly through decentralized
Blockchain. W3C defines a DID syntax rule for all DID so that interoperability can be
improved. At the final section of chapter 3, digital verifiable credential standard data
model is researched, which the model normally include credential metadata, claims,
and proofs three main components.

To create an IdM system, what an IdM system is has to be addressed. In chapter
4 identity management system, it is learnt that IdM has participants, participant’s
role, models, and principles. Plus, digital identity authentication mechanism and
particularly biometric identity authentication mechanism are both well researched in
this section as well. In the middle section of this chapter, established IdM protocols
like HTTP authentication and single-sign-on are studied. Apart from adopting W3C
DID defined data model standard to improve interoperability, a JSON data object
identity token can be generally accepted by internet communications. Then IdM risk
management frameworks and IdM system security and preserving data privacy are
researched. Through this chapter, the framework and the best conduct of building up
an IdM is well researched.

In chapter 5 Blockchain, a deep thorough research work is conducted about nearly
every concern of a Blockchain system. Particularly, Blockchain DAO, smart contracts,
and an comparison among Blockchain 1.0(Bitcoin Blockchain), 2.0(Ethereum), and
3.0(Hyperledger Fabric) are well researched. Hyperledger Blockchain as the third
generation of Blcockchain network, which has the most flexibility and extensibility;
Therefore, Hyperledger is the most popular Blockchain in commercial context,
especially when transaction is complex. Besides that, Blockchain major issue and
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threats are also studied. This chapter is deemed as a premise and necessary work for
constructing a well-built automatic Blockchain DAO.

To improve the existing border control efficiency, turning current manual work
into automatic is an optimal solution. From chapter 2, the most time-consuming
procedure in the entire border control process is identified on the documentation
verification, such as visa and customs clearance documentation etc. Plus, border
control procedure requires data reconciliation between what is being claimed in the
documentation and what it is in reality. Therefore, border checkpoints surveillance
system is indispensable.

In chapter 6, the full proposal of the privacy-aware biometric Blockchain based
e-passport system for automatic border control is offered. Starting from the system
overview, the BBCVID Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain for e-passport and VS for
automatic border control are all well explained separately. Specifically, BBCVID
is designed particularly for generating the digital twin of the real world e-passport
book so that user’s identity can be authenticated in the border control Metaverse
DAO through the proposed e-passport. By similar token, the user’s digital identity
is generated also through BBCVID as an immutable DID. Most importantly, the
algorithm of generating the proposed e-passport can be generalized into a digital
verifiable documentation data model to generate real world visa and customs clearance
documentations’ digital twin in the border control Metaverse DAO. The aim of
BBCVID is to make border crossing documentation autonomous verification possible.
For VS Blockchain, it is the border control Metaverse DAO, which is used mainly for
recording every border crossing event on the VS Blockchain and generating the border
crossing permit for all border crossing entities. VS is constructed as a decentralized
autonomous organization, which aims to offload border crossing manual labour input
as much as possible so that efficiency can be improved as much as possible too.

In chapter 7, the proposed system implementation and system performance
evaluation is made. The implementation is significantly depends on an Android mobile
application to enable information transmission between border crossing applicant and
the proposed automatic border control DAO. What is more, the BBCVID and VS
Blockchain configuration and test network environment is well explained before given
the risk assessment and system performance evaluation results.

9.2 Research Questions Revisited

RQ 1: How to create a digital twin for individual bodily person in the Metaverse?

To answer that question, related works, identity and identifier in the Metaverse,
and the identity management system are well researched through chapter 2 to
4. Through our research, real world individual identity’s digital twin into the
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Metaverse requires interoperability and veracity, which the benefits of it does not
only limited to immersive user experience in the Metaverse but also for the sake of
Metaverse community security. Plus, identity digital twin in the Metaverse becomes
decentralized identity through Blockchain operations, which is able to escape from
the criticism of centralized IdM systems.

To add on, it is found that the tie between the real world individual bodily person
and the digital twin identity is crucial. That is to say, if biometric identity intrinsic
identity is deployed, not only the present of a bodily person over the internet can
be verified, but also the digital twin identity itself is well solved. That is to say,
biometric identity cannot only be used in the real world as an identity credential to
authenticate a bodily person’s identity, but also can be used in the digital twin as an
identity credential to authenticate the digital identity. Then, how to fix a tie between
the real world identity and the digital twin identity becomes crucial considering the
identity credential is sorted in both reality and the Metaverse. Through our research
work, our answer to that is the Blockchain immutable ledger. We aims to fix that
tie through Blockchain, so that the tie is immutable and undeniable. To improve the
interoperability of the real world identity digital twin, W3C digital verifiable identity
credential data model is adopted.

RQ 2: How to effectively improve the border crossing efficiency overall?

The main issue of the existing border crossing system is identified as it costing too
much time in manual border crossing legitimacy documentation verification, such as
visa and customs clearance documentations etc. To put more in detail, current e-
gates system is only available to a small group of people who do not require visa
verification nor customs declarations. The individual immigrant who requires a visa
has to visit border control officer checkpoints to authenticate the visa document
and the immigrant’s identity, which is deemed the causation of border control low
efficiency. Therefore, this proposal suggests to use Fog computing and Blockchain
Metaverse DAO to offload and accelerate the border crossing workloads as much as
possible so that the efficiency can be improved as much as possible.

Specifically, There are three main changes are made to improve the existing border
crossing workflow efficiency:

1. Digitize border crossing documentation. BBCVID Blockchain is constructed
to generate the digital twin of visa and customs clearance documents so that
documentation verification can be conducted by computing techniques instead
of border officers. That is to say, through the application of BBCVID, the e-
gate system is made available to all general public without any limitations so
that border checkpoints manual labour can be significantly reduced. To put
more in detail, the generated digital verifiable border crossing documentation
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is secured by both issuer’s digital signature and owner’s biometric identity.
That is to say, not only the issuer’s digital signature can guarantee the
digital verifiable documentation’s integrity and authenticity but also the
documentation’s ownership can be impossibly modified.

2. Automatize identity authentication and documentation verification. Through
the construction of border control Metaverse DAO on VS Blockchain, the
border crossing permit and events are both generated and recorded on VS
Blockchain through the execution of smart contract. That is to say, the identity
authentication, border crossing documentation verification, and border crossing
events recording are all automatized through Blockchain smart contracts.

3. Fog computing. Since border control task is deemed computational intense
and latency critical, Fog computing is deployed whenever is possible so that
the entire workflow can be offloaded from the border checkpoints to user’s end
device, surveillance system IoT, and Edge devices around the border checkpoint
road units. It aims to decentralized entire border control workloads in terms of
computational cost.

RQ 3: How secure and robust is the proposed system in terms of preserving identity
privacy and protecting system security?

The proposed BBC ABC system is a Metaverse DAO combining with identity
digital twin projected to it. To put more in detail, the constructed border control
Metaverse DAO is decentralized autonomous organization on Blockchain, which is
to use smart contract on top of Blockchain network to autonomously fulfil border
control organizational purpose. Similarly, the identity digital twin projected to the
border control Metaverse DAO is also enable through Blockchain(BBCVID), which
is biometric-aware, privacy-preserving, and a veracity reflection of real world legal
identity. Therefore, the proposed system is assessed separately between “Automatic
Border Crossing(ABC) System” and “Blockchain Biometric Identity System”.

Specifically, in accordance with reviewed related works, the proposed Automatic
Border Crossing (ABC) system performance and security has been evaluated from
several aspects, which include cost, border crossing duration, and leveraging existing
system. As for assessing and evaluating the proposed BBC ABC system as
Blockchain-based system, the Blockchain configuration and test network environment
are introduced before simulation results are given. Blockchain transaction latency
performance and packet loss rate are both well assessed. Specifically, the improved
efficiency for our proposed BBC ABC border control system can be as high as 672.90%
compared with the existing system. Plus, the packet loss rate in both BBCVID and
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VS are well below 2% benchmark, which only has 0.15% and 0.06% highest packet
loss rate respectively.

Last but not least, in the regard of protecting system security, the proposed BBC
ABC system is capable of effectively preventing Sybil attack and forking through
identity validation and pocket loss rate monitor. Plus, data privacy is well preserved
by IEEE 2410-2019 biometric data exchange protocol and TLS protocol. Hyperledger
transaction data privacy protection mechanism such as smart contract definition,
channels, and privacy policy definition are all employed to add more privacy to the
data. Most important, the BBC ABC anti-impersonation capability is well explained
based on a scenario assumptions, which turns out that impersonation is not possible
in the proposed BBC ABC system.

9.3 Contributions

In this project, sorting existing border control low efficiency issue is targeted as the
main goal. Through our research, the causation of that can be summarized into two
folds, which specifically are manual documentation verification and the static identity
credential. To be more precise, proving border crossing legitimacy involves a good
amount of documentation verification, such as identity credential passport, individual
immigrant border crossing legitimacy proof visa, and commercial products border
crossing legitimacy proof customs clearance documents etc. Apart from existing e-
passport, all the rest of documentation verification has to be manually conducted by
border control officer, which is deemed very time-consuming. Most important, current
e-passport contains static information that is locked in the e-passport book microchip,
which does not only suffer all inconvenience embedded with distance but also makes
binding dynamic border crossing legitimacy to the passport extremely difficult.

To transform existing border control manual documentation verification into
automatic process, the tangible border crossing legitimacy documentation has to be
digitized. Therefore, the first contribution of this project is a real world verifiable
documentation digital twin data model is constructed through Blockchain technology.
Through our proposal, not only existing e-passport but also visa, customs clearance
documentation, individual bodily person, and vehicle digital twin can be constructed
and immersive projected into Metaverse. Most important, the constructed digital twin
enables embed dynamic information to the real world entity, which makes computing
machine learning and self-execution techniques applicable to it.

To further automatizing the border control process, a border control Metaverse
DAO is constructed on top of Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain, which is deemed as the
second contribution of this project. To be more precise, through the construction
of BBC ABC Metaverse DAO system, the border crossing efficiency is improved by
354.75% on average, which specifically has 112.55% minimum improved efficiency
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under individual immigrants with private vehicle border crossing scenario and
672.90% highest improved efficiency under commercial vehicle loaded with commercial
products border crossing scenario.

9.4 Future Work

Real Scenario Assessment

In our project, the proposed system assessment is conducted through computing
simulation and Hyperledger performance evaluation toolkit Hyperledger Caliper.
Therefore, in the future work, real scenario assessment is highly recommended and
encouraged. Our proposal covers all the implementation details, Android mobile
application user interface, and assumed scenario border crossing case discussions;
however, if real scenario case and data can be collect, it will definitely offer a better
performance evaluation of the system is for sure.

Constructing BBC ABC Metaverse DAO Interface

Border crossing applicant user interface is already developed in this project, which
is a decentralized application on Android mobile. It does not only transfer data
between user and the proposed BBC ABC system but also make computing data
presentable and readable. In our project, only the border crossing applicant user
interface is developed but not any interface for the BBC ABC Metaverse DAO.
All communications and data outputs are generated and achieved through Ubuntu
Windows Subsystem Linux shell scripting. Therefore, in future work or in project
production, it is highly recommended to construct a BBC ABC Metaverse DAO
interface for scalable applications, see Figure 8.1 for a demonstration of an initial
idea of the DAO interface.

Smarter BBC ABC

Our proposed BBC ABC achieves the goal of improving existing border control
efficiency at a remarkable level. We do not only automatize existing ABC system
as much as possible but also construct a dynamic digital twin of real world entity
that being projected to the proposed BBC ABC. It makes computing technique such
as machine learning and big data analysis applicable to real world entity. Therefore,
smarter BBC ABC can be another research aspect of this project in the future, such as
border crossing reputation or credit systems and smart smuggling behaviour detection
etc.
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Figure 9.1: A demonstration of an initial idea for the BBC ABC Metaverse DAO
interface.
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